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Resumen
La memoria de la tesis está organizada en 8 capítulos. Un resumen de cada
capítulo se detalla a continuación.
El Capítulo 1 es una Introducción, en la que se presenta el estado del arte así
como los objetivos de la tesis.
En el Capítulo 2 se describe el uso de la impedancia electroquímica a diferentes
temperaturas para la discriminación de la mutación DF508 con respecto a la secuencia
normal sin mutación. Las sondas de DNA (de 15 y 21 bases de longitud) fueron
inmovilizadas en la superficie de los electrodos de oro y de la variación de la resistencia
a la transferencia de carga (R ct ) fue medida en función de la hibridación. Para la
detección se han utilizado dos tipos de secuencias diana: secuencias sintéticas 15 mer y
dos análogos sintéticos de productos de PCR de 82 (mutante) y 85 (normal) bases. La
hibridación con la secuencia corta resulto en una variaciones de R ct muy específicas a la
secuencia estudiada, con un factor de discriminación a temperatura ambiente de 5 veces
cuando se comparó la respuesta obtenida con la secuencia totalmente complementaria
con respecto a las no coincidentes. Sin embargo, en el caso de los productos de PCR
sintéticos de cadena sencilla el factor de discriminación fue menor (1.5 veces). Por
ellos, el efecto de la temperatura fue investigado como vía para mejorar la
discriminación. El uso de lavados post-hibridación a temperatura elevada dio lugar a
una mejora de 5 veces en el factor de discriminación. De esta manera, utilizando arrays
de electrodos inmovilizadas con sondas selectivas a las secuencias de tipo mutante y
normal, se logró una detección inequívoca de la mutación DF508.
En el Capítulo 3 se describe el uso del azul de metileno como indicador
electroquímico en la discriminación de la mutación DF508 de fibrosis quística de
secuencias normales en productos de PCR. En condiciones experimentales óptimas se
obtuvo un factor de discriminación de 1.5 entre el tipo mutante y el normal. El ensayo
propuesto es cuantitativo y lineal en el rango de 10 - 100 nM, exhibiendo un límite de
detección (LOD) de 2.64 nM. Estudios electroquímicos en distintas condiciones de
fuerza iónica permitió elucidar el mecanismo de la interacción de azul de metileno con
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el DNA y, al parecer, este es el primer reporte sobre la detección de hibridación a través
de la interacción guanina específica del MB con de DNA, a diferencia de la interacción
electrostática como quedó demostrado en el estudio de la fuerza iónica. La introducción
de formamida en el tampón de hibridación para mejorar la discriminación también fue
investigada. Por último, a una concentración de 10 nM, la secuencia mutante fue
efectivamente discriminada respecto de la normal ajustando los parámetros de
configuración de un multi-sensor.
El Capítulo 4 presenta un biosensor electroquímico basado en la discriminación
de la mutación DF508 de fibrosis quística de secuencias normales en productos de PCR
sintéticos. Para ello se empleo una sonda tipo faro molecular de 34 pares de bases
complementaria a la mutación DF508 inmovilizada en la superficie de un electrodo de
oro y azul de metileno como indicador electroquímico, el cual interacciona con el
extremo 5’ del faro molecular. La inmovilización del faro molecular en la superficie del
electrodo de oro se logró a través un derivado tiolado en el extremo 3’ para formar un
enlace S-Au en la superficie del electrodo. El efecto de diferentes tipos de tampón (PBS,
PBS-T, CSE, HEPES y Trizma) fue investigado. Dos mecanismos de inmovilización
fueron examinados en este trabajo: co-inmovilización e inmovilización en dos etapas
(“backfilling”) con el objetivo de determinar el procedimiento que más tarde sería mejor
para la estabilidad de la sonda. También se estudió la temperatura de fusión de la sonda
obteniéndose un valor de 31.5ºC, lo cual asegura la estabilidad de la sonda a
temperatura ambiente. El tiempo optimo del proceso de hibridación fue de 20 minutos,
lo cual segura un ensayo rápido. En condiciones experimentales óptimas se obtuvo un
factor de discriminación de 2.5 entre la secuencia mutante y la normal.
En el Capítulo 5 se presenta un método para la determinación precisa de la
temperatura de fusión (T m ) de secuencias de DNA de doble hebra inmovilizadas que
explota las propiedades de extinción de fluorescencia de superficies de oro. Para ello se
empleo una sonda de DNA de cadena simple tiolada quimisorbida en la superficie de
oro que se híbrida a una secuencia complementaria marcada con un fluoróforo. Tras la
formación del dúplex, la fluorescencia de la etiqueta se extingue de manera efectiva por
la superficie de oro. Al aumentar la temperatura y deshibridarse el dúplex, el fluoróforo
se mueve lejos de la superficie del oro y la señal de fluorescencia se recupera de nuevo.
De esta manera el aumento de la fluorescencia se mide cuando temperatura se eleva
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progresivamente y graficando la primera derivada de la variación e fluorescencia con
respecto a la temperatura se determina T m . Para demostrar este el enfoque, los valores
de T m de secuencias relacionadas a la mutación DF508 se determinaron en tres
formatos: en disolución, inmovilizados en nanopartículas de oro (Au-NPs) y en chips de
oro (Au-chips).
En el Capítulo 6 se introduce una propuesta de discriminación de la mutación
DF508 basada en la modificación del DNA a determinar con la etiqueta redox. Para ello
se preparó un conjugado de ferroceno con la secuencia mutante (Mut-Fc) que se hibrida
con dos posibles secuencias complementarias inmovilizadas en una superficie de oro,
una con complementaridad total y otra conteniendo 3 bases no coincidentes. Las
diferencias en las señales del ferroceno entre los dos métodos de hibridación se han
mejorado estudiando las variaciones de la temperatura de fusión, obteniéndose
alrededor de 8 ºC de diferencia en los valores de T m entre ambas secuencias. La mejor
discriminación se obtuvo a 40 ºC, en la que la sonda respecto a la secuencia normal dio
una respuesta cercana a cero. Este resultado indica que es posible etiquetar las sondas
de PCR con ferroceno con el fin de obtener muestras de DNA real marcadas, lo cual
haría posible distinguir entre secuencias mutantes y normales mediante medidas de la
temperatura de fusión.
En Capítulo 7 se discute un ensayo basado en mediciones de temperatura de
fusión empleando azul de metileno como indicador electroquímico en la discriminación
de la mutación DF508 de fibrosis quística de secuencias normales en productos de PCR
sintéticos. La sonda complementaria mutante inmovilizada en la superficie de
electrodos de oro resultó ser térmicamente estable hasta 70 ºC. La influencia de la
fuerza iónica sobre la estabilidad del sistema también se estudió, siendo 0.5 M la
concentración de NaCl óptima. El factor de discriminación entre las secuencias de tipo
mutante y normal mejoró de 1.1 a 27 ºC hasta 4.26 a 55 ºC. El valor calculado de la
temperatura de fusión del dúplex mutante con la secuencia complementaria
inmovilizada sobre la superficie del electrodo de oro estuvo de acuerdo con la ecuación
de Wallace. El efecto en la estabilidad de dúplex en términos de temperatura de fusión
de secuencias laterales situadas en el mutante también fue investigado.
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Finalmente, en el Capítulo 8 se presentan las conclusiones principales del
trabajo de esta tesis y el trabajo futuro.
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Summary
Specifically outlining the work achieved in this PhD thesis, the work is
organised into separated chapters.
Chapter 1 is an introduction, in which the state of the art and objectives are
presented.
In Chapter 2, the use of temperature assisted electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy for the discrimination of the DF508 mutation from the wild type sequence
is illustrated. DNA probe (15 and 21 bases long) were immobilised onto the surface of
gold electrodes and the variation of the charge-transfer resistance (R CT ) monitored as a
function of the hybridisation. Two sets of targets have been used in this work: synthetic
15 mer sequences and two single stranded synthetic analogues of PCR products of 82
(Mutant) and 85 (Wild type) bases long. Hybridisation with short targets resulted in a
sequence specific charge-transfer resistance variation with a discrimination factor at
room temperature, between fully complementary and mismatched sequence, of ca. 5fold. However in the case of the single stranded synthetic PCR product analogues a
lower discrimination factor was recorded (1.5 fold). Temperature was investigated to
improve discrimination; the use of a post-hybridisation wash at elevated temperature
resulted in a 5-fold improvement in the discrimination factor. Using an electrode array
with probes immobilised against each of mutant and wild type sequences, an
unequivocal detection of the DF508 mutation was achieved.

In Chapter 3, the use of methylene blue as an electrochemical reporting agent,
in the discrimination of synthetic PCR analogue of the DF508 cystic fibrosis mutation
(Mut) from the wild type (Wt) is reported. Using optimum experimental conditions a
discrimination factor, between mutant and wild type of ca. 1.5 fold was found. The
proposed assay was quantitative and linear in the range of 10 – 100 nM, exhibiting a
limit of detection (LOD) of 2.64 nM. Electrochemical studies at variable ionic strength
conditions allowed further elucidation of the mechanism of the methylene blue-DNA
interaction. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of detection of
hybridisation specifically through the guanine specific MB-DNA interaction
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simultaneously in MB solution, eliminating electrostatic interaction as was
demonstrated in the ionic strength study. The introduction of formamide in the
hybridization buffer, to improve discrimination, was also investigated. Finally mutant
versus wild type discrimination was demonstrated, at 10 nM concentration, with the use
of a multi-electrode sensor setup.
In Chapter 4 we present an electrochemical based biosensor for the
discrimination between synthetic PCR analogue cystic fibrosis DF508 mutant and the
corresponding wild type based on the use of molecular beacons. A 34 bp molecular
beacon probe, complementary to the DF508 mutant sequences in 18 bp length of the
loop region of the beacon, was immobilized on a gold electrode surface. The
electrochemical reporter employed in this work is methylene blue which attached in the
5`-end of the molecular beacon. The immobilization of the beacon probe on the gold
electrode surface was achieved via the thiolated 3`-end to form S-Au bond. The effect
of different buffer types (PBS, PBS-T, SSC, HEPES and Trizma) was investigated. Two
immobilization mechanisms were examined in this work namely “backfilling” and “coimmobilization”, where the latter procedure was demonstrated to be better for the probe
stability and reported signal on the electrode surface. Furthermore, the melting
temperature was studied for the immobilized beacon probe and a value of 31.5ºC was
obtained, assuring the probe stability at room temperature. The hybridisation process
was found to be achieved in a relatively short time (20 minutes), and a good
discrimination factor of ca. 2.5 was achieved for the differentiation between Df508
mutant and the corresponding wild type amplicons.
In Chapter 5, a method for the accurate determination of the melting
temperature (Tm) of surface immobilised DNA duplexes, which exploits the
fluorescence quenching properties of gold, is reported. A thiolated ssDNA probe is
chemisorbed onto a gold surface, and then hybridized to a fluorophore labelled
complementary sequence. Upon formation of the duplex, the fluorescence of the label is
effectively quenched by the gold surface. As the temperature is increased and the duplex
dehybridises, the fluorophore label moves away from the gold surface and the
fluorescence signal is again observed. The increase in fluorescence is measured as the
temperature is ramped and using first derivative plots, the Tm determined. To
demonstrate the approach, the Tm of the Cystic Fibrosis DF508 mutation is determined
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in free solution and on two gold surface formats - gold nanoparticles (Au-NPs) and
planar thin-film gold chips (Au-chips).
In Chapter 6, an approach for the discrimination of mutant from wild type using
electrochemical melting curve analysis is presented. An oligonucleotide-ferrocene
conjugate (Mut-Fc) was hybridised in optimum solution conditions to an immobilized
complementary (or 3 mismatched, representing the wild type complementary) probe on
the gold electrode surface. Electrochemical melting curve analysis elucidated an 8
degrees difference in Tm values between mutant (Fc)-mutant probe and mutant (Fc)wild type probe three mismatched duplexes. A better discrimination was demonstrated
at 40 ºC where the wild type probe duplex signal was nearly zero. Using this approach,
primers used in PCR amplification can be labelled with ferrocene, facilitating a facile
approach for differentiation between wild type and mutant targets.

In Chapter 7, electrochemical melting curve analysis employing methylene blue
as an electroactive indicator for the discrimination of synthetic PCR analogues of the
DF508 cystic fibrosis mutation (Mut) from the wild type (Wt) is discussed. The
immobilized mutant complementary probe on the gold electrode surface was shown to
be thermally stable up to 70 ºC. The ionic strength influence on the system stability was
also investigated and 0.5 M NaCl was demonstrated to be the optimum salt
concentration. The discrimination between mutant and wild type amplicons was
improved via increasing in temperature, from ca. 1.1 at 27 ºC up to 4.26 at 55ºC. The
calculated melting temperature value of the mutant amplicon duplex with a
complementary probe on the gold electrode surface was in agreement with Wallace
equation.
Chapter 8 outlines the main discussion and conclusions of the thesis work.
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buffer between at 40 ºC before measurement.
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CHAPTER 1:
General Introduction
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1. Introduction
1.1. DNA:
In 1953, Watson and Crick discovered the structure of the deoxyribonucleic acid,
commonly known as DNA 1. DNA is a chemical polymer present in living cells and
contains the genetic instructions (genes) responsible for the development and
functioning of living organisms 2. DNA is a strand consisting of repetitive building
blocks called nucleotides

3,4

. Each nucleotide consists of a ribose sugar and phosphate,

which represent the strand backbone, and one of four different nitrogenous base units
(Figure 1) 3. These bases are adenine (A), guanine (G), thymine (T) and cytosine (C),
and based on the chemical structure, they can be classified into purines (double
heterocyclic rings) including A and G bases, and pyrimidines (single heterocyclic ring)
including T and C bases 5. The double stranded DNA (dsDNA) is formed via hydrogen
bonds between two bases, one in each of the double strands, where adenine always
combines with thymine and guanine with cytosine

6,7

. The dsDNA length, which is as

long as 220 million base pairs within the largest human chromosome, chromosome
number 1 8, could be a reason for the structural stability of the double strands, taking
into consideration that hydrogen bonding is quite a weak bond as compared to covalent
bonding.

Figure 1.1 DNA location in chromosome (right) and the DNA, double stranded structure, illustrating the
different bases combined via H-bonding (left). (ref 9)
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1.1.1. The Central Dogma of Molecular Biology

Figure 1.2. Central Dogma of molecular biology. (ref 10)

The most important function of DNA is the production of proteins through a cycle
discovered known as the central dogma of molecular biology. In this process, segments
of DNA transcribes to consecutive segments of messenger ribonucleic acid (m-RNA)
via certain enzymes, and the mRNA is later translated into protein

11

as illustrated in

Figure 1.2. RNA is similar to DNA except the thymine bases are replaced by uracil
bases in the RNA strands; additionally RNA is single stranded and does not form the
double stranded helical structure like DNA.
1.1.2. DNA mutations
Every three base (codon) transcript in DNA, corresponds to one amino acid in the
translated polypeptide (protein). Any change (mutation) in the DNA sequence will be
reflected as a change in the translated protein and may be manifested as a disease.
Ultraviolet and X-rays, as well as some oxidizing and alkylating agents can damage
(mutate) DNA 12-15.
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There are many types of DNA mutations, such as

16-18

: (1) Missense mutation: an

exchange of a single nucleotide for another, (2) Insertion mutation: an addition of one or
more extra nucleotides into the DNA sequence, (3) Deletion mutation: due to failure of
the replication process or other genetic damage, resulting in the removal of one or more
nucleotides from the DNA sequence, (4) Duplication mutation: caused through
replication errors, where a gene or group of genes may be copied more than one time
within a chromosome and (5) Inversion mutation: in which, segments of DNA are
released from a chromosome and then re-inserted in the opposite orientation.
There are many diseases resulting from the DNA mutation. For example, sickle-cell
disease is common in Africa and Mediterranean area and resulting from a missense
mutation by the replacement of A by T in the haemoglobin beta chain gene which
produces a polypeptide chain containing a valine amino acid instead of glutamic acid in
the corresponding translated codon 19. When both parents are carriers for one mutated
gene the possibility to have a child with sickle-cell disease is one to four

19

. The

spherical shape of nearly half of the circulating red blood cells are changed into a sickle
shape resulting in invasive infections, acute chest syndrome, and severely affect the
spleen and also results in other painful complications

20

.

Another example is

Huntington`s disease, produced by an unstable expansion in the CAG repeats number in
the IT15 gene, which is responsible for the production of Huntingtin protein

21

. The

resulting abnormal protein is responsible for the increase in the p53 protein levels in
brain cells and their death by apoptosis.
1.1.3. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and (MAPH):
The polymerase chain reaction is the well known process for the amplification of
minute amounts of DNA. Since its discovery by Kerry Mullis in 1983 22, PCR has been
commonly employed method for in vitro selective amplification of particular DNA or
RNA sequences. RNA is amplified through synthesis of a DNA copy employing the
enzyme reverse transcriptase prior to PCR 23. Through PCR it is possible to obtain more
than 100 billions copies of a single DNA sequence from less than 10ng of starting
material in a short time 22. PCR is an enzyme dependent technique, in which the enzyme
Taq polymerase is employed in building the DNA molecule bases in a specific area,
defined via attachment of specific primers to the DNA strand.
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A

B

Figure 1.3. Polymerase chain reaction protocol (A) and the exponential amplification of DNA
molecule (B). (Ref.24)
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As illustrated in Figure 1.3, PCR consists of three main steps in each amplification
cycle: (1) denaturation of the double stranded DNA in to two single strands by heating
the sample mixture to 95-100 ºC, (2) primers annealing, where primers are short single
stranded nucleotides (oligonucleotides) complementary to specific regions in the
original DNA strand and (3) sequence extension, using the Taq polymerase enzyme to
continue building the new strand starting from the primer attachment end position. This
cycle is repeated including the new produced DNA strands resulting in exponential
amplification of the original DNA template.
A new amplification PCR based technique was introduced by John Armour el al., in
2000 for the multiplexed amplification of several DNA targets in one single
amplification reaction, namely multiplex amplifiable probe hybridization (MAPH). As
illustrated in Figure 1.4, this method consists of three main steps 25,26: (1) hybridisation
between certain selective prepared probes (to the target sequences under investigation)
and a genomic DNA fixed to a membrane and left overnight in order to assure complete
hybridisation (2) the membrane is then washed carefully and vigorously to remove all
the unbound probes, and the bound DNA is stripped from the membrane and (3) PCR
amplification is carried out on this DNA, and the products are separated via
electrophoresis.
The advantage of MAPH over conventional PCR is the possibility of the simultaneous
analysis of a large number of loci. On the other hand, the washing step employed in the
MAPH procedure could be a source of contamination 25.
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Figure 1.4. General principle of MAPH. Probes are prepared such that all can be amplified with one
primer pair. After overnight hybridization to immobilized genomic DNA, stringent washing was applied
to eliminate unbound DNA. Changes in peak heights correspond to copy-number changes (i.e., deletions
and duplications). (ref.25)

1.2. Cystic Fibrosis:
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is an inherited disease that affects most of the entire human body
organs and results in an early death in most cases. This disease was discovered by
Dorothy Andersen in 1938

27

, where she studied the pancreatic, lungs and intestine

symptoms and characteristics. Andersen was the first to establish that CF is a recessive
disease

27

. The sweat test, which is a routine test for diagnosis of CF was initially

highlighted by Agnese in 1952 28. Riordan et al., discovered the DF508 cystic fibrosis
mutation and also the gene responsible for the disease 29.
CF is the most common genetic disorder existing in the European population

29-35

,

where one in twenty-two persons have one affected gene with CF, and in all
Caucasians, one in 2500 live births are affected. In North America, specifically in USA,
the ratio of CF incidence is one in 3900 born infants, and CF carriers represent 4% of
the population.
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1.2.1. Cystic fibrosis symptoms:
As outlined previously, cystic fibrosis is a disease responsible for a defect in chloride
transport in the epithelium, and as a result it causes damage in the lung, pancreas and
other concerning organs, resulting in early death in most cases

29-36

. Figure 1.5 depicts

the organs could be affected by CF. The CF symptoms developed in the lungs are due to
the thick mucus accumulation in the airways which cause inflammation. This media is
suitable for the growth of bacteria and inflammation may result in pneumonia and
coughing up of blood. Due to these serious problems with the lungs, it is hard to supply
the body with sufficient oxygen, resulting in hypoxia. Additional respiratory supports,
such as bi-level positive airway pressure machines or ventilators, are essential in the
development stages of the lung damage 37. In severe cases, lung transplantation may be
necessary.
As a consequence, the lung disorder has an impact on thickening the pancreatic juice,
which contains the necessary enzymes, supplied to the small intestine through the
duodenum, for food digestion. The retardation in the movement of the pancreatic juice
due to its high viscosity often leads to an onset of pancreatitis, which is an inflammation
in pancreas 38. Other complications as a result of the deficiency of the digested nutrients
include malabsorption and poor growth. Individuals with such conditions require
external supplementary vitamins and essential nutrients. Patients could develop
weakened bones as a result of vitamin D deficiency due to malabsorption and be more
prone to fractures

39

. Certain type of diabetes are also related to CF, namely, Cystic

Fibrosis Related Diabetes (CFRD), which results from pancreas damage leading to a
deficiency in insulin hormone levels, which is secreted from the islets of Langerhans
located in pancreas 40.
Similarly, the liver is affected by the formation of the thick bile secretions, which can
block the bile ducts and cause liver damage

41,42

. The development of liver cirrhoses

will affect the important functions of the liver, critical to correct body functioning, such
as detoxification and blood proteins production.
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Figure 1.5. The organs affected by Cystic fibrosis (A), a cross section in a normal airway (B) and a cross
section in an airway affected with cystic fibrosis. ( ref.43)

1.2.2. Cystic fibrosis mutations:
Cystic fibrosis is expressed when both genes are mutated 27 in chromosome 7, and CF is
thus considered an autosomal recessive disease (Figure 1.6). The CF gene susceptible to
mutation is called the Cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator gene
(CFTR). The translated protein is responsible for the formation of the chloride channel
(Figure 1.7), which is necessary for chloride ion transportation to many organs such as
pancreas, lungs, sweat glands, intestine and kidneys 29,33.
In Figure 1.7, the structure of the chloride ion channel (translated 1480 amino acid
protein from CFTR gene) is illustrated

44,45

. This channel consists of two symmetrical

halves, where in each half, there are six membrane-spanning segments and a nucleotidebinding domain and both halves are joined together via a cytoplasmic regulatory
domain (R-domain) 32. The protein mass distributed within the cell membrane in away
that 77% of the protein is in the cytoplasm, 19% in membrane spanning segments, and
4% in extracellular loops 44.
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Figure1.6. The inheritance of Cystic fibrosis. (ref.46)

Figure 1.7. The cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator gene (right) and the produced CFTR
protein (left). (ref.47

More than 1,000 mutations have been identified in the CF gene, but a few common
mutations cause disease in most patients (figure 1.8). Mutations have been divided into
six classes based mainly on the molecular fate of CFTR 31. DF508 is the most common
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mutation in which there is a deletion of phenylalanine at position 508 in the amino acid
sequence of CFTR (DF508). However, its frequency varies between ethnic groups,
accounting for 70 per cent of all cystic fibrosis mutations in the white populations of
Britain and US but fewer than 50 per cent in southern European populations. CFTR
mutations are correlated with disease severity 48.

Figure 1.8. Different types of genetic mutations included in cystic fibrosis (ref.49)

1.2.3. Cystic fibrosis diagnosis and treatment:
Since the discovery of the distinguishable salty character of the skin sweat belonging to
individuals suffering from CF 28, it has been employed as a routine test for diagnosis of
CF disease

50

. Another specific diagnosis method is the chemical analysis of

immunoreactive trypsinogen compound 51, which has high blood levels in the newborn
babies suffering from CF. This analysis is achieved through blood test screening in the
sixth day after birth. Other important technique is genetic testing

52

where genetic

analysis is applied to some blood cells or cells scraped from the internal cheek. The
advantage of this test is that it could be used for screening of carrier persons, who do
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not express the disease but are susceptible to have CF affected children. Thus, this test
is essential couples with a family history of the cystic fibrosis.
Many efforts have been made to developed methods for CF treatment
gene therapy

58-62

53-57

, including

and supplement of proteins, which are scarce with the CF patients 63.

Unfortunately, to date, these kinds of treatment failed to cure CF. The best available
option for CF patients is to take antibiotics and an external supplement of nutrients and
vitamins. Patients can also employ some devices to clear the lung mucus. These
treatments aim to suppress the progressive inflammations and to minimize the disease
symptoms. Within the development of the CF treatment, patients could live to 30 years
64

, which was not observed 20 years ago, when individuals suffering from CF normally

died in childhood.
1.3. Biosensors:

DNA

Figure 1.9. Schematic diagram of biosensor main components including molecular recognition
components, signal transducers and readout. (ref.65)

A biosensor, as illustrated in Figure 1.9, is an integrated device consisting of two main
parts, the molecular recognizing material, and the signal transducer, where the latter
converts the reaction/interaction of the recognizing material with the sample analyte
targets into read out data. Hence, the selectivity and sensitivity of the biosensor is
mainly determined by the bio-recognition element and the transducer, respectively. The
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bio-recognizing material could be either biocatalytic, such as an enzyme, microorganism or tissue material, or affinity based, like antibodies and nucleic acids

66

.

Typical transducers include electrochemical, optical or thermal based detectors.
Since the completion of the human genome project in 2003

67

, there has been an

increased interest in DNA diagnostics and a great surge in molecular biology and
biotechnology studies towards this goal has been observed. Hence, an increasing
number of genes and mutations responsible for causing diseases are being identified,
thus resulting in a requirement for simple, cost/effective and easy-to-use tools for the
detection of these identified mutations for disease diagnosis. DNA hybridisation based
analysis has been commonly applied in diagnostic laboratories due to its simplicity

68

.

Biosensors exploiting DNA hybridisation are coined genosensors, where the biorecognizing material is a DNA probe attached to the sensor surface, capable of
selectively interacting with a target sequence to form a DNA duplex, overcoming any
possible interference coming from the other non-complementary DNA target sequences.
Genosensors, in which their transducers are optically based (e.g.. surface plasmon
resonance),

mass

based

(e.g.

quartz-crystal

microbalance,

cantilever)

and

electrochemically based detectors have been widely reported for DNA analysis.
1.3.1. Optical based biosensors:
Optical biosensors are biosensors employing optically based transducers for the readout of the selective reaction between the bio-recognizing material and the sample
analyte. Based on the change in the optical character before and after the detection step,
optical genosensors can detect the hybridised target DNA using fluorescence
surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
interferometry

88-90

72-74

, chemiluminescence

75-82

, colorimetry

surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectroscopy

91-97

69-71

,

83-87

,

or, as

more recently reported, by employing semiconductor crystals known as quantum dots
(QDs) 98-109.
1.3.1.1. Surface plasmon resonance:
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) results from the resonance energy transfer between
evanescent wave and surface plasmons which exists when a complete reflection of the
incident monochromatic light occurs on the gold thin layer interface between two phase
glass and water 110. SPR signals are expressed in resonance units and give an indication
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of the mass concentration on the gold surface. The linear relation between the SPR
response and the mass concentration on the gold interface surface has allowed the
extensive use of this technique for the determination of bio-molecules such as proteins
and DNA. Furthermore, kinetic data can be calculated by the monitoring of association
and dissociation processes

110,111

. Figure 1.10 illustrates this technique, where the

incident polarized light is completely reflected on the gold interface and by small tuning
in the incident angle, a drop in the intensity of the reflecting light is observed when the
SPR is developed. This could be seen in the intensity vs. angle relation. When there is a
change in the composition of the gold surface, a shift in this angle is consequently
observed and is correlated with the concentrated mass on the gold interface 112.

Figure 1.10. Surface plasmon resonance detection unit and the corresponding sensograms. (ref.113)

SPR has successfully been applied as a biosensing platform since 1983 114-131, and is an
attractive label free method. Different types of molecules and molecular interactions can
be determined using SPR, such as protein-protein
DNA interactions

142-145

132-135

, protein-DNA

136-141

, DNA-

, as well as being able to follow conformational changes in
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proteins

146

. The introduction of the commercially successful Biacore instrument has

had an enormous impact on the employment of SPR in the biosensing field

147-149

.

Surface plasmon resonance imaging (SPRi) was introduced by Yeatman and Ash in
1987 150, where the gold thin layer was replaced with a micro-array, allowing hundreds
of simultaneous biomolecular reactions to be monitored, whilst also studying the
kinetics of the interaction

151

. Fiche et al., employed the SPRi technique accompanied

with temperature control to detect DNA point mutations

152

. A series of different probe

lengths (14-16 bp) were employed in this study together with fully and single base
mismatched complementary targets. Both numerical and experimental data were in a
good agreement to be employed for the detection of single base mismatching

152

. A

microfluidic system with a four channels SPR microchip was introduced by Springer et
al., to rapidly detect very low concentrations of 20 bp oligonucleotides 153. A core-shell
structured nanoparticle localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) was developed
recently by Endo et al. and employed in the DNA investigated in aqueous conditions 154.
The measured changes in the LSPR optical characteristics were employed in detection
of different DNA solution conditions, including DNA length, concentration and aspect
(ssDNA or dsDNA). This procedure could detect DNA with different lengths (100–
5000 bp), with a concentration of 1×107 DNA molecules/mL for DNA with 400 bp
length 154.
1.3.1.2 Fluorescence based biosensors:
Optical biosensors based on fluorescence transducers have found widespread
application in the biosensors field 69-71,155-165 166,167. An early work achieved by Krull et
al., demonstrated the possibility for DNA detection via hybridisation with ssDNA
probes immobilized on the surface of quartz optical fibres, where the reporter for the
fluorescence response was ethidium bromide

168

Taira et al,

169

prepared a DNA-

conjugated polymer to be immobilized onto a gold surface while the DNA targets were
labelled with fluorescein isothiocyanate as a fluorophore label. This method succeeded
in the discrimination between the fully complementary target and a target containing a
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), where the latter expressed a fluorescent signal
lower by 15 % than the former one. Zhao et al, proposed a bioconjugated nanoparticlebased sandwich assay for DNA analysis 170. The fluorescence signal of the organic dyedoped silica nanoparticles was demonstrated to achieve an improvement in the limit of
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detection to reach to 0.8fM. A similar level of the limit of detection was achieved by
the procedure introduced by Ali et al., in which DNA probes were immobilized onto
porous microbeads via biotin/avidin interaction and the fluorescence signal was
measured after hybridisation with the fluorophore labelled DNA targets

156

. Recently,

Touahir et al., proposed a DNA biosensor, where they designed a new surface
consisting of a thin layer of hydrogenated amorphous silicon–carbon alloy deposited on
an aluminium back reflector 171. The thickness of this layer was adjusted to match with
the optimum fluorescence intensity of the labelled DNA targets with cyanine
fluorophore (Cy5). An alternative approach was reported by Niu et al., based on
enzyme-enhanced fluorescence

172

. The DNA probes were attached to a fibre support

via streptavidin-biotin chemistry and hybridised to the target sequences. After careful
washing with buffer solution, a HRP-streptavidin enzyme conjugate was attached to the
hybrid duplex, and 4-hydroxyphenylacetic acid substrate was converted to the
fluorescent product, bi-p,p`-4-hydroxyphenylacetic acid. The sensor showed specificity
towards the complementary targets, with 1 pM limit of detection.
An alternative strategy in fluorescence based biosensors is the employment of molecular
beacons, which are easily synthesised, target specific and are not affected by
modifications such as labelling

173-180

. The molecular beacon format, as illustrated in

Figure 1.11, is an oligonucleotide consisting of two main elements namely, the stem and
loop parts. The stem part contains complementary bases to each other and is located in
the two ends of the oligonucleotide strand, and their function is maintaining the hairpin
structure (in the absence of targets) in which both a fluorophore label at one end and a
quencher label in the other end are kept in close proximity, effectively quenching the
fluorescence signal.. Meanwhile, the loop part contains the complementary bases for the
target, and the beacon is designed so that it is energetically more favourable for the loop
to bind its target than for the stem to remain hybridised. Thus, when the molecular
beacon hybridises to is complementary (analyte target), the hairpin structure undergoes
a conformational change and is opened resulting in an emission of the fluorescent signal
due to the displacement of the quencher away from the fluorophore moiety 181.
Lui et al., reported a DNA sensor employing a fluorescence based molecular beacon 182,
with tetramethylrhodamine as the fluorophore and DABCYL as the quencher, which
was immobilized on an optical fibre via avidin-biotin binding. The discrimination of a
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single base mismatch was achieved with a detection limit of 0.3nM and 10nM for a 105
μm sensor, and submicrometer sensor, respectively. The breast cancer gene BRCA1
was analysed by Culha et al., via a designed biochip and based on a molecular beacon
detection scheme

183

. The molecular beacon quencher was DABCYL and the

fluorophore label was Cy5 and the achieved limit of detection was 70 nM.

Figure 1.11 Fluorescent DNA biosensor based on the molecular beacon principle (ref.181).

One of the most important commercial examples of fluorescence based microarrays for
DNA analysis are the Affymetrix gene chips

184-186

, where the arrays consist of

hundreds of thousands of immobilized DNA probes in which the genetic analysis for a
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wide sector of human genes could be achieved

187

. ¨Affymetrix Genome-Wide Human

SNP Array 6.0¨ is an example of the commercial Affymetrix gene chips, which can
detect more than 906,600 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and more than
946,000 probes for the detection of copy number

188

. Figure 1.12 illustrates the

Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 6.0 assay and the accompanying kits, which is
employed for the sample preparation prior to the detection step via the gene chip.
Affymetrix gene chip probe immobilization has been achieved using photolithography,
which has been patented 188.

Figure 1.12 Schematic representation of the Affymetrix Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 6.0 (ref.188)

Although the optical based biosensors have shown great application for DNA analysis,
they are time consuming, not easy to use and expensive, which has resulted in a hurdle
for the possible usage of these devices in hospital (point of care) or by patients in a
home environment. Thus, the need for other alternatives to overcome these
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disadvantages is a defined requirement. Electrochemical biosensors offer advantages to
overcome the drawbacks of the high/density microarrays and have great promise due to
their high sensitivity and selectivity, portable size, rapid and low-cost 189-191.
1.3.2. Electrochemical Biosensors:
Since electrochemical methods are characterised by obvious advantages including high
sensitivity, avoidance of potential interferences from sample solution turbidity,
compatibility with microfabrication and small portable devices and its comparable low
cost, they have been widely employed in biosensing field 189,190,192,193. In 1960, Palecek
194

introduced an early application for electrochemical DNA sensing depending on the

oxidation-reduction of DNA at a mercury electrode, where the amount reduced was
concentration dependant and was also employed to discriminate single stranded DNA
(ssDNA) from double stranded DNA (dsDNA). Later, an alternative strategy was
proposed

195,196

, in which the purine bases of DNA were oxidized via adsorption

stripping voltammetry technique employing different electrode metals coated surfaces.
The electrochemical genosensors based on hybridisation detection can be classified into
two main classes - labelled and label free electrochemical genosensors.
1.3.2.1. DNA probe Immobilisation on gold surfaces:
Attachment of the DNA strand which represents the molecular recognizing layer in the
genosensor, is preferred to be through one end of the DNA strand in order to facilitate
easy accessibility for the sample DNA targets

197-199

. Self-assembly methods have been

widely applied for biosensors, where the electrode surfaces are well organised 200-202. In
one approach, an alkanethiol self-assembled monolayer with a functional head group is
chemisorbed and subsequently cross-linked to the DNA probe via carbodimide covalent
coupling

203-206

. Zhao et al.,

203

reported on carbodiimide covalent coupling with three

different thiols terminated with hydroxyl, amino and carboxyl groups employing X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and cyclic voltammetry (CV). They found the
hydroxyl-terminated SAM was more suitable for the covalent attachment of DNA.
Johansson et al., 204 employed the same technique for assembling oligonucleotides on an
immobilised cyteamine monolayer. Furthermore, 3-mercaptopropionic acid selfassembled monolayer was used for carbodiimide covalent coupling with oligonucleotide
probes by Ozsos et al.,

206

. An alternative approach employed for the self assembly on
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gold electrodes exploits phosphorothioester-modified probes

207

. Ihara et al.

207-211

modified an oligonucleotide probe with five successive phosphothioate bonds prepared
in 5`-end in order to be self assembled on to the gold surface. The introduction of multiphosphothioate bonds was to achieve better stability on the gold surfaces.
1.3.2.1.1. Direct self-assembly of thiolated probes
In 1983, Nuzzo et al., studied the self assembly of different thiolated compounds and
demonstrated that they form a stable monolayer with different metal surfaces (silver,
platinum, copper and gold)

212

electrochemical DNA detection

. Thiolated DNA monolayers were employed in

213-215

and proved to be more stable than long chain

alkanethiols in a potential window of −0.7 to +0.7V versus SCE

216

. Moreover, a self

assembly technique was employed recently to protect gold nanoparticles patterned on to
glassy carbon electrodes 217.
Herne et al.

218-220

intensively studied the chemisorption of thiolated labelled DNA

probes on gold surfaces. They characterised this phenomena by employing X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), ellipsometry,

32

P-radiolabeling, neutron reflectivity

and electrochemical methods. The investigated immobilisation time was 3 hrs to obtain
a full gold surface coverage with thiolated DNA.

The ionic strength of the

immobilisation solution was demonstrated to have a strong effect on the immobilisation
stability and affinity, with the immobilisation (building the self assembled monolayer)
of the thiolated DNA showing a great enhancement in chemisorption at high salt
concentration. The role of high salt concentration in the immobilisation process was
explained to neutralise the charges of DNA strands leading to minimisation of the
repulsions between the neighbouring thiolated strands, easing their accessibility to the
gold surface. DNA thiolated probes could interact non-specifically with the gold
electrode surface through DNA nitrogen-containing bases and not through the S-Au
bond, which affects the accessibility of the immobilised probes to hybridise successfully
with the DNA targets in the sample solutions.
.
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Figure 1.13. A scheme depicts a gold surface immobilised with thiolated DNA (A) and
with mixed monolayers of both thiolated DNA and meraptohexanol (B), ref.218

The authors

218

suggested an innovative solution to eliminate these non-specifically

adsorbed thiolated DNA probes by application of two steps of mixed monolayers
procedure, firstly, by immobilisation of the thiolated DNA probes, followed by
exposure of the immobilised gold surface to a suitable concentration of
mercaptohexanol (MCH) (Figure 1.13). The role of MCH was shown to not only
minimise the non-specifically adsorbed thiolated DNA but also to minimize the steric
hindrance of the highly packed immobilised thiolated DNA and enhance the
hybridisation efficiency. This mixed self assembled monolayers technique has been
detailed in many reports

214,221-224

. The electrochemical redox couple [Fe(CN) 6 ]3−

/[Fe(CN) 6 ]4− has been widely used to investigate the surface coverage of the DNA
probe via cyclic voltammetry

207,213,216,220,225

, and the peak to peak separation was

observed to increase after DNA immobilisation compared to the bare clean gold
electrodes. This was explained based on the electrostatic repulsion between the
negatively charged couple and the negatively charged backbone of the immobilised
DNA probes 226.
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1.3.2.2 Labelled approaches in electrochemical biosensors:
1.3.2.2.1 Enzyme Label
Enzyme labelling has been extensively reported in biosensors applications

208,225,227-243

,

where the target DNA, or a reporter DNA used in a sandwich/type assay format, are
commonly labelled with redox-active enzymes.
Azek et al. employed the horseradish peroxidase (HRP) enzyme to detect DNA
sequences related to the human cytomegalovirus (HCMV)

229

. On a screen printed

carbon electrode the amplified DNA was adsorbed on the surface and subjected to
hybridisation with biotinylated complementary targets, and the formed duplexes were
subsequently interacted via avidin-biotin interaction with streptavidin conjugated
horseradish peroxidase, which, in turn converted the o-phenylenediamine (OPD)
substrate into 2,2`- diaminobenzene (DAA), an electroactive molecule

229

. The limit of

detection achieved via this procedure was 0.6 amol/ml for HCMV-amplified DNA
fragment. Jin Pan prepared a disposable DNA sensor as illustrated in Figure 1.14

230

.

The formation of the dsDNA duplex was found to suppress the activity of the
immobilised HRP as an indication of the DNA target concentration as measured via
differential pulse voltammetry. A lower target DNA concentration linear range was
obtained in the range of 1.5×10−10 to 9.5×10−9M with a detection limit of 5.0×10−11M.
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Figure 1.14 Sensor preparation and the mechanism of the HRP reaction (ref. 230)

Carpini et al, employed a disposable screen printed gold electrode for the determination
of DNA via enzyme amplification

244

. The surface immobilised thiolated DNA probes

were achieved via mixed self assembled monolayer with MCH. The biotinylated DNA
targets were bound after hybridisation on the electrode surface to streptavidin-alkaline
phosphatase conjugate, while the hybridisation efficiency was indicated via the
hydrolysis of -naphthyl phosphate to the electroactive product, -naphthol, achieving
a limit of detection of 1nM. Lucarelli et al., immobilised thiolated DNA on a screen
printed gold electrode for enzyme-label based biosensor application

238

. The

hybridisation efficiency was indicated after coupling with a streptavidin–alkaline
phosphatase conjugate (sandwich assay) with the hybridised targets and bio-catalysed
precipitation of an insoluble and insulating product onto the electrode. The
impedimetric measurement was proportional to the DNA target concentration with a
limit of detection of 1.2 pM. Xie et al, took advantage of the strong interaction between
cationic redox polymers containing osmium-bipyridine complexes and glucose oxidase
enzyme to be utilized in DNA biosensors

233

. The gold electrode surface was

functionalised via a self assembly of a mixed monolayer of the thiolated DNA and
mercaptohexadecanoic acid. The glucose oxidase was brought to the electrode surface
via sandwich assay and coated with the anionic redox polymer. The enzyme was
activated by the formation of this bi-layer to oxidise glucose present in the solution and
this oxidation was measured amperometrically, with a resulting limit of detection of 1
fM.
1.3.2.2.2. Some redox labels examples in electrochemical biosensors:
1.3.2.2.2.1. Ferrocene:
Ferrocene labelled DNA had been utilized in many biosensor applications

245-250

. A

number of procedures have been applied for the preparation of this conjugate, including
covalent linkage of a ferrocenyl group to the 5`-aminohexyl-terminated synthetic
oligonucleotides

251

or to label the 5`-iodouridine terminated oligonucleotides with FC

by solid phase coupling 252.
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Takenaka et al., biofunctionalised a gold electrode surface with thiolated DNA probes
221,253

. The complementary DNA targets were labelled with ferrocene via a naphthalene

diimide threading intercalator and the signal was determined by differential pulse
voltammetry. The limit of detection obtained with this procedure was 1fmole of the
target DNA. Xu et al., prepared a ferrocene conjugate for a PCR amplified 256 bp DNA
fragment employing 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) for the
first time

250

. The electrode surface was biofunctionalised with ssDNA on a chitosan

modified glassy carbon electrode. The sensitivity of this procedure was high with a limit
of detection of 2nM.
Recently, a novel electrochemical DNA (E-DNA) biosensor based on the proximitydependent

surface

hybridisation

assay

was

introduced

254

.

Zhang

et

al.,

biofunctionalised the gold electrode surface via self-assembly of 3′ short thiolated
capture probe. DNA detection was realized by recording the redox current of the 5′
ferrocene (Fc) tail labelled probe. Upon hybridisation, the DNA target was
complementary to the 5′ Fc labelled probe at the one-half-segment and complementary
to the 3′ short thiolated capture probe at the other half-segment, resulting in the
formation of a stable duplex complex. The observed faradic current indicated a low
detection limit and an extensive linear range from 1 fM to 1 nM. A recent comparison
of the differences in signalling and stability of electrochemical DNA sensors (E-DNA
sensors) fabricated using either ferrocene or methylene blue as the signalling redox
moiety was reported

255

, where, both tags support efficient E-DNA signalling, but

ferrocene produces a slightly improved signal gain and target affinity. These small
advantages, however, come at a potentially significant price: the ferrocene-based
sensors are far less stable than their methylene blue counterparts, particularly with
regards to stability to long term storage, repeated electrochemical interrogations,
repeated sensing/regeneration iterations, and employment in complex sample matrices
such as blood serum 255.
Electrochemical biosensors based molecular beacons labelled with ferrocene could
produce other alternatives for biosensing

163,256

. For example, a molecular beacon

labelled with ferrocene in one end of the stem region was immobilised on a gold
electrode surface as shown in Figure 1.15. Due to the proximity to the surface, the
ferrocene moiety could easily exchange current with the electrode surface in the absence
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of the complementary DNA target. Hybridisation caused a complete conformational
change and distortion in the molecular beacon hairpin shape to stand up resulting in
increasing the distance between the ferrocene and the electrode surface, leading to an
obvious retardation in the current exchange. The proposed system permitted a detection
of a 27 bp DNA target with low concentrations (10 x 10-12 M) 256.

Figure 1.15 A stem–loop oligonucleotide possessing terminal thiol and a ferrocene group is immobilised
at a gold electrode through self-assembly. In the absence of target, the stem–loop structure holds the
ferrocene tag into close proximity with the electrode surface, thus ensuring rapid electron transfer and
efficient redox of the ferrocene label. On hybridisation with the target sequence, a large change in redox
currents is observed, presumably because the ferrocene label is separated from the electrode surface
(ref.163 ).

1.3.2.2.2.2. Methylene blue
Methylene blue (MB) is an organic dye (Figure 1.16) that has been extensively reported
as an electrochemical reporter in biosensing applications

257-260 216,223,261-263

. The well

known interaction between MB and the free guanine bases in the single stranded DNA
has been utilized in many electrochemical biosensor applications

206,264 257-259

. The

switch off MB signal was employed as an indicator for the hybridisation efficiency and
differentiation of a single base mismatch

257,258 259

. Wang et al.,

260

proposed a new

biosensor base on the self assembly of carbon nanotubes onto a gold electrode surface
(Figure 1.17). The immobilised nanotubes were functionalised with DNA probes via the
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interaction between the nanotubes surface carboxylic groups and the DNA terminated
amino groups. The MB signal was shown to decrease after hybridisation with the DNA
targets and showed different responses according to the target sequence mismatching.
The authors demonstrated that the self-assembled nanotubes were much better than
random ones. Lin et al., reported an assay for the detection of 18 bp DNA analogues to
the Chronic Myelogenous Leukemia gene sequences

265

. The DNA probes were

immobilised onto a glassy carbon electrode surface via covalent binding and subjected
to hybridisation with the complementary DNA target to be detected through the MB
voltammograms with a detection limit of 5.9×10−8 M.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.16 Chemical structures of Hoechst 33258 dye (a) and Methylene blue dye (b)
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Figure 1.17. Carbon nanotubes based sensor preparation and hybridisation detection via MB. (ref.260)

Recently, Henry et al, developed a DNA biosensor employing methylene blue as an
electrochemical indicator

266

, where thiolated DNA probes of 20 base length

complementary to gene LTA (107 bp) target were immobilised on to an array of 15 gold
electrodes via S-Au bond. After hybridisation with the DNA targets the differential
pulse signals of methylene blue was notably enhanced due to the interaction with the
free non hybridised 25 guanine bases of the complementary target DNA. The assay
showed a linear calibration in the range of 6.25–50nM target DNA with LOD of 17.5
nM and capability of discrimination between the complementary and non
complementary targets 266. Xiao and co-workers 267 developed a DNA sensor consists of
triple-stem structured immobilised DNA probes onto gold electrode surface. The
immobilised probes were labelled with methylene blue as an electrochemical reporter.
Post hybridisation with the fully complementary DNA targets, a conformational change
resulted in the original probe triple-stem structured and allowed the methylene blue
moieties to be near to the surface, thus the methylene blue alternating current
voltammograms were significantly enhanced

267

. The sensor showed capability for the
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discrimination between the fully complementary and single nucleotide polymorphism
DNA targets with 5 nM (250 ng/μL) limit of detection. Other biosensors based on the
immobilisation of peptide nucleic acid (PNA) probe on to gold electrode surface was
proposed by Hejazi and co-workers 268. The 14 base probe sequences were related to the
hepatitis C virus genotype 3a (pHCV3a) core/E1 region. Via three sequential steps for
the determination with methylene blue, namely incubation, washing and differential
pulse voltammetry determination, it was possible to detect the formation of the double
strands on to the electrode surface, achieving a limit of detection of 5.7 × 10-11 M.
Siddiquee and co-workers

269

proposed a genosensor for the detection of 20 bp DNA

targets analogous to Trichoderma harzianum species. They immobilised a thiolated
complementary DNA probe on the gold electrode surface and the hybridisation
efficiency was investigated via methylene blue as an electrochemical indicator through
three steps (incubation, washing, measuring), was and demonstrated that it was possible
to discriminate between complementary and non complementary target sequences via
the differential pulse voltammograms of methylene blue. This assay showed a linear
correlation between the methylene blue redox current and the DNA target concentration
between 1 and 20 ppm 269.
1.3.2.2.2.3. Other electroactive substances:
The oxidation of guanine by Ru(bpy) 3 3+ was utilized by Napier et al, to develop an
assay for DNA detection

270

. After hybridisation and in the presence of Ru complex, a

notable increase in the signal was recorded du to electrostatic binding and provided an
indication for the hybridisation efficiency. Garcia et al, successfully deposited gold
nanoparticles onto a gold electrode surface

271

. As a case study, a thiolated capture

probe sequence from Helicobacter pylori was immobilised onto the gold nanoparticlemodified surface. The hybridisation was monitored via the pentaamine ruthenium [3-(2phenanthren-9-yl-vinyl)-pyridine] complex (Ru(NH 3 ) 5 L), which is an intercalator
whose electroactivity was measured by means of differential pulse voltammetry. The
proposed method was valid for the detection of Helicobacter pylori complementary
target sequences over the range of 40–800 pmol with a detection limit of 25±2 pmol in
what volume. Cobalt complexes were also employed in biosensing applications

272,273

.

Hoechst 33258 (Figure 1.16), which has a characteristic recognition of adenine/thymine
in DNA strands was employed for biosensor applications 274-280. Due to the aggregation
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with DNA strands, the decrease in Hoechst 33258 linear sweep voltammograms was
utilized for the detection of DNA in solution, employing glassy carbon electrode as a
working electrode

281

. The aggregation of DNA–Hoechst 33258 complex was

proportional to the quantity of DNA in a wide linear range between 1.5 and 25 mg/l.
Detection of DNA sequences related to Salmonella enteritidis, Streptococcus sobrinus,
and hepatitis B virus (HBV) were achieved using this system. Choi et al., employed an
array of gold electrodes that were functionalised with thiolated DNA probes, and
hybridisation was detected via signal enhancement of Hoechst 33258 reporter using
linear sweep voltammetry

277-279

. In an alternative approach, anthraquinone derivatives,

which are anionic DNA intercalators, were employed

282-285

. A gold electrode surface

functionalised with a mixed self-assembled monolayer of synthetic thiolated singlestranded DNA (ss-DNA) and 6-mercapto-1-hexanol (MCH) was prepared and the
hybridisation was measured via the electrochemical activity of anthraquinone
derivatives by Elicia et al.

283,284

. The sensor showed a clear discrimination of a single

base mismatch as compared to a fully complementary target.
1.3.2.2.3. Labelless detection in electrochemical genosensors:
The direct oxidation of DNA guanine bases represents a labelless detection method for
biosensor applications 194,286-288. Erdem et al. 288, developed a biosensor based on labelfree electrochemical detection using magneto-composite electrodes. In order to achieve
a selective hybridisation, the biotinylated inosine-substituted capture DNA probes were
immobilised onto streptavidin coated magnetic beads. The rationale for the substitution
of the guanine bases with the inosine ones in the DNA probes is to have a distinct
voltammetric signal of the guanine bases belonging to the DNA targets as an indication
of hybridisation efficiency. Kagan et al., reported an electrochemical labelless method
based on DNA guanine oxidation

289

, where the activated carbon paste electrodes were

separately, functionalised with peptide nucleic acid (PNA) and DNA probes. The
voltammetric guanine signal suppression after hybridisation was correlated to the DNA
target concentration in the measurement samples. Single base mismatch detection was
achieved via this procedure and the estimated limit of detection was 2.7 x 10-10 M for
the complementary 14 bp DNA targets.
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Figure 1.18. (A) The Randles circuit model for a modified gold electrode in an electrolyte. WE, CE, and
RE denote working electrode, counter electrode, and reference electrode, respectively. RCT and RS are
interfacial charge transport resistance and uncompensated solution resistance, respectively, while CDL is
capacitance associated with the charge double layer at the modified electrode. Z W is the Warburg
impedance describing depletion of the redox species in the interfacial region as described in the text. (B)
Typical Nyquist plot of reactive (Z``) versus resistive (Z`) part of the complex impedance Z(ω) = Z´ +jZ``
(where j = (-1)1/2) expected for a reversible electrochemical reaction that is diffusion controlled at low ac
modulation frequency ö and electron-transfer controlled at high modulation frequency ω. (ref.

290

).

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy represents a possible tool for the labelless
detection of DNA

290-293

. The impedimetric measurements could be represented as

illustrated in Figure 1.18, with Nyquist plots in which the charge transfer spectra (R ct )
was taken an indication for any changes occurred to electrode surface.
Pan and Rothberg reported a label free DNA detection proposal using impedance

290

,

exploiting a mixed self assembled monolayer of 2-mercaptoethanol and 11mercaptoundecanoic acid, which were immobilised on to gold electrode surface, with
the latter being used for anchoring of DNA probes via avidin-biotin interaction. After
hybridisation with the complementary DNA target, the impedimetric response decreased
and almost no change was observed in the impedance spectra after incubation with a
non-complementary DNA target. The loss in the impedance signal after hybridisation
was due to the rigidity in the structure of the formed hybrids which increase the cavities
between adjacent hybrids to facilitate the movement of the redox species to reach the
electrode surface. Recently, Zebda et al., reported the influence of electrical resistivity
of bio-modified transparent and conductive oxide (TCO) electrodes on the sensitivity of
DNA hybridisation in terms of impedance variation

292

. They deposited pure cadmium
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indate (CdIn 2 O 4 ) film electrodes on glass substrates by aerosol pyrolysis. Using
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), they showed that the behaviour of bare
films is typical of a semiconductor electrode with flat band potentials depending on the
film resistivity. The impedance variation due to DNA hybridisation was particularly
studied in the low frequency range where large and significant increases were observed.
Simon et al., 294 optimized the surface density of the immobilised thiolated DNA probes
via co-immobilisation with mercaptohexanol. Both probe density and hybridisation
were impedimetrically observed via the charge transfer resistance with the negatively
charged ferri/ferrocyanide redox couple. The optimum probe surface density was
5.4×1012/cm2 and it was achieved by co-immobilisation of oligonucleotide probes and
mercaptohexanol with a DNA mole fraction of 20% in order to have the maximum
hybridisation response.

1.3.3 Melting temperature:
The melting temperature of a DNA duplex can be defined as temperature at which,
under a given set of conditions, 50 % of the double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) is
denatured to single-stranded DNA (ssDNA). The denaturation (separation) usually
occurs firstly in the AT rich sequences regions of the dsDNA due to the lower number

Response

of hydrogen bonds (two) as compared to CG sequences (three H-bonds) 295.

Tm
Temperature, oC
Figure 1.19. DNA melting curve and the allocation of melting temperature value.
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Figure (1.19) elucidate the DNA melting curve in which the at lower temperature the
DNA presents as dsDNA and by heating a denaturising is developed between the DNA
strands form finally the ssDNA. The midway point corresponds to the melting
temperature 295.
1.3.3.1 Melting temperature calculations:
One of the commonly applied equations for the oligonucleotides melting temperature
calculation is called the nearest neighbour method, as represented in equation 1296:
Tm = (1000ΔH)/A + ΔS + R ln(C/4) - 273.15 + 16.6 log[Na+]

(1)

Where, ΔH and ΔS are the sum of the nearest-neighbour enthalpy and entropy changes
for hybrids, respectively, A is constant containing corrections for helix initiation, R is
the Gas Constant and C is the oligo concentration. The Tm values depend on the
quantity of salt in the solution 296.
Another equation applied for membrane based calculations is called the Wallace rule,
represented in equation 2 297:
Tm = 2(aA + tT) + 4(cC + gG)

(2)

where a, t, c, and g are the number of the corresponding nucleotide in the oligo
sequence. The salt concentration employed for this equation was 0.9 M NaCl.
Another way to obtain the melting temperature value is through melting temperature
curve analysis, simply by representing the melting temperature curve with the first
derivative form, where the peak maximum represents the melting temperature value 298.
1.3.3.2 Biosensors DNA melting applications:
DNA melting has a clear impact in biosensing applications. DNA duplexes have
different melting temperature values (Tm) according to the length, GC content and the
presence of sequence mismatching, and the DNA melting temperature can thus be
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exploited as a good tool for the detection of DNA mutations. As previously described,
biosensors commonly consist of solid support surfaces for the immobilisation of the
molecular recognizing material (e.g. DNA), and it is thus important to determine the Tm
of immobilised DNA hybrids. To this end there have been reports of the determination
of the melting temperature of surface immobilised DNA duplexes employing SPR
300,301

and fluorescence based assays

299

,

. Peterlinz et al., reported the Tm value is less by

about 5ºC in case of immobilized duplexes than in bulk solution employing SPR
technique299. Other reports concluded the difference to be around 10 ºC lower in the
case of immobilized DNA duplexes then in bulk solution

302,303

. Piunno et al.,

300

explained the lower values corresponding to surface Tm compared to that in bulk
solution where both cases has the same ionic strength conditions, could be due to the
difference in the dielectric constant between immobilized and bulk solution duplexes.
Thus a reduction in the dielectric constant associated with the immobilised hybrids
resulted in reduction in effective ionic strength associated with immobilisation media
and hence affect the DNA melting behaviour300.

Using gold interdigitated

microelectrodes (GIME), Brewood et al., studied the melting temperature via
capacitance, impedance, dissipation factor and phase angle in a temperature range from
25ºC to 80ºC. Furthermore, the solution melting temperature was achieved via
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and UV absorbance spectroscopy and a similar
conclusion that the surface melting temperature values are lower than in bulk solution
case was reached304.
DNA melting temperature has also been employed in mismatching (mutation) scoring.
In one example, an optical readout system for hybridization detection based on
fluorescent-labelled microarrays was developed by Lehr et al. A temperature range of
20-80 ºC was applied in this study for the study of the DNA melting behaviour for 140mer PCR product which was subjected to hybridisation with 15 and 17 mer immobilized
complementary oligonucleotides. This assay showed the possibility to detect single
nucleotide polymorphisms301.

Pröll et al., employed reflectometric interference

spectroscopy (RIfS) for the study of the melting of DNA duplexes305. Three different
complementary immobilised probes were examined, namely, DNA, peptide nucleic acid
(PNA) and locked nucleic acid (LNA), where the latter was demonstrated to have a
higher melting temperature and was hence more stable. This assay showed a clear
differentiation between fully complementary targets and targets containing one and two
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single nucleotide polymorphisms305. Wang et al.,

306

reported the melting behaviour of

the complementary duplexes with solid phase covalently linked synthesis DNA probes
on fused silica optical fibers via thiazole orange dyes derivatives with different linker
lengths of ethylene glycol. The fluorescent signal corresponding to hybridisation with
complementary and single base mismatched complementary were highly distinguished
applying this method306. Utilizing DNA targets labelled with osmium tetraoxidebipyridine, it was possible for Surkus et al., to electrochemically monitor the melting
behaviour with immobilized complementary probes on the gold electrode surface.
Different mismatched targets were studied and a distinct variation of Tm values was
demonstrated307. A fluorescence based assay for scoring of single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) in a method termed Dynamic allele-specific hybridization
(DASH) was introduced by Howell et al.308.

Figure 1.20. A schematic illustration of DASH assay. A monitoring of the Probe-Target denaturising
was achieved via fluorescent reported over wide range of temperature (Ref308).
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As illustrated in figure 1.20, the principle steps of this method consists of the
immobilization of biotinylated amplified PCR DNA via employing biotinylated primer
and after washing, only the biotinylated ssDNA is bound to streptavidin-coated
microtiter plate well. The immobilised DNA is then subjected to hybridisation with
specific probes and then heated, where the dsDNA denaturation is monitored via
fluorescence signal depletion of an intercalator dye (Syber Green I dye). By applying
this method, it was possible to detect single nucleotide polymorphism as the melting
temperature value showed a clear difference as compared to the complementary case308.
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1.4. State of Art and Objectives:
As previously described, cystic fibrosis is a well known and abundant disease, caused
by different mutations in the cystic fibrosis conductance regulator gene. This disease
affects many organs in the human body and results in an early death in most cases. The
DF508 mutation represents the most abundant mutation (70 %) above all other
mutations in Northern European Caucasian populations. Thus a rapid, accurate and low
cost DNA analysis for the determination of the CF associated gene mutations, especially
the DF508 mutation, is of high importance. The well known genetic analysis devices
currently available, such as Affymetrix biochips, mainly depend on optical detection
which are not suitable to be handled at the point of care, due to their cost and lengthy
analysis time
Electrochemical genosensors address the need to analyse DNA for clinical diagnostics
as they are of low cost, are highly sensitive, compatible with micro-fabrication
techniques and can be powered by small portable devices with low power requirements.
Thus the objective of this thesis was the development of electrochemical array based
genosensors for the multiplexed differentiation between cystic fibrosis mutant and wild
types (wild type corresponding to the normal gene).
In order to achieve this objective, a numbers of sub-objectives were designed, namely:
1- Evaluation of different electrochemical techniques for the detection of cystic fibrosis
mutations. Namely; electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, differential pulse
voltammetry employing methylene blue as electrochemical reporter and electrochemical
molecular beacon.
2- Applying a temperature modulating systems for those techniques to improve the
discrimination factor between mutant and the corresponding wild type.
3- Utilising the melting curve analysis in the discrimination between mutant and wild
type targets to be applied for the electrochemical multiplexing detection.
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CHAPTER 2 (Art.1):
Cystic Fibrosis: a label-free detection approach based
on temperature assisted Electrochemical Impedance
Spectroscopy
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Abstract
Cystic fibrosis is one of the most common genetically inherited diseases in Northern
Europe, with the DF508 mutation being the most common, among the Caucasian
population being responsible for almost the 70 % of the cases.
In this work, we report on the use of thermally modulated electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy for the discrimination of the DF508 mutation from the wild type sequence.
DNA probe (15 and 21 bases long) were immobilised on the surface of gold electrodes
and the variation of the charge-transfer resistance (R CT ) monitored as a function of
hybridisation. Two sets of targets have been used in this work: synthetic 15 mer
sequences and two single stranded synthetic analogues of PCR products of 82 (Mutant)
and 85 (Wild type) bases long
Hybridisation with short targets resulted in very sequence specific charge-transfer
resistance variation with a discrimination factor at room temperature, between fully
complementary and mismatched sequence, of ca. 5-fold. However in the case of the
single stranded synthetic PCR product analogues a lower discrimination factor was
recorded (1.5 fold). Temperature was investigated to improve discrimination and the use
of a post-hybridisation wash at elevated temperature resulted in a 5-fold improvement in
the discrimination factor. Using an electrode array with probes immobilised against
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each of mutant and wild type sequences, an unequivocal detection of the DF508
mutation was achieved.
Keywords: Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy; Cystic Fibrosis; label-less
detection; DNA sensor; DF508.

1. Introduction:
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is one of the most common life-shortening, childhood-onset
inherited diseases, which manifests itself as an inherited defect of chloride transport in
the epithelium, resulting in damage to lung, sweat glands and the pancreatic glands,
causing progressive disability, and, for most, early death [1-5]. The incidence of CF is 1
in 2,500 live births in the Caucasian population [2, 3]. Moreover, CF is the most
common genetic disease among the population of European descent; 1 in 22 people
carry one gene for CF [6]. CF is caused by mutations in a gene called the cystic fibrosis
transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR). The CFTR protein is a transport protein
that functions as an ion channel and is involved in the regulation of the production of
sweat, digestive juices and mucus. Although most people without CF have two
functional copies of the CFTR gene, only one is needed to prevent cystic fibrosis; CF
develops when neither gene works normally. Therefore, CF is classified as an
autosomal recessive disease. The name cystic fibrosis refers to the characteristic
‘fibrosis’ (tissue scarring) of the biliary tract (“cystic” being a generic term for all that is
related to the biliary vesicle and/or the bladder), and was first thus named in the 1930s
[1, 5, 6].
Almost 1,000 mutations, divided into six classes based mainly on the molecular fate of
CFTR [4], have been identified in the CF gene. The majority of the cases can, however,
be related to the presence of a limited number of mutations, of which DF508 is the most
common, consisting of the deletion of the phenylalanine at position 508 of the amino
acid sequence of CFTR (DF508). Its frequency varies between ethnic groups, for
example it is responsible for the 70% of the cases in the white populations of Britain
and US, and approximately 50% in southern European populations.
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Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and biosensor technologies have been reported for
CF detection. Giordana et al. [7] reported on the use of SPR for the detection of DF508
PCR product, and Mannelli et al. reported the development of a surface plasmon
resonance imaging (SPRI) approach, based DNA microarray affinity sensors, to detect
in parallel several mutations causing cystic fibrosis DF508, DI507, M470V, Q493X,
V520F and 1716 G>A [8].
Nucleic acid detection is one of the challenges of modern biotechnology and current
medical diagnostics. Genosensors or sequence-selective DNA biosensors, have received
much attention in recent years [9-13]. The transduction of the hybridisation event in
these sensors can be performed with the use of, for example, fluorescent or
chemiluminescent labels [14-16], or in a label-less format, using surface plasmon
resonance, piezoelectric techniques or atomic force microscopy [17-20]. Although
widely used and sensitive, these methods are lengthy and costly. An attractive
alternative is the use of electrochemical transduction [21-27], which offers the
advantages of being rapid, cost-effective, easy to use and implementable in miniaturised
devices. Millan et al. [28] reported on the use of modified carbon paste electrode,
combined with the use of electroactive DNA intercalators, for the voltammetric
detection of the DF508 mutation; more recently Marin and Gan [29, 30] reported the
use of nanoparticle based electrochemical sensor for the detection of CF. Mir et al, had
demonstrated an electrochemical biosensor for the detection of cystic fibrosis based on
sub-optimum displacement [31].
Impedance spectroscopy is a powerful tool for the analysis of surface phenomena and
changes of bulk properties [23, 32, 33]. Impedimetric based biosensors are bioelectronic
devices that make use of the interactions of biomolecules with a conductive (or
semiconducting) transducer surface. Detection involves the formation of a recognition
complex between the sensing biomolecule and the analyte at the interface of the
electronic transducer, which alters the electrical properties of the recognition surface
[34-38], which can be subsequently converted into a quantifiable signal.
Melting temperature is a particular characteristic of dsDNA and is a function of the
duplex composition and of the number of mismatches present in the duplex, And
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temperature control has been used as a tool to modulate/control the hybridisation event
[22]-[28].
In this work we propose, to the best of our knowledge, for the first time the use of a
thermally modulated electrochemical impedance spectroscopy approach for the labelless detection of real length PCR analogues. In the reported work it is clearly shown that
the use of EIS, in combination with a temperature controlled post-hybridisation wash
facilitated a rapid and effective discrimination of DF508 cystic fibrosis mutant and wild
type sequences.

2. Experimental

2.1 Chemicals, probes and targets
All chemicals and reagents: Trizma base (Sigma), Potassium hexacyanoferrate (III),
K 3 Fe(CN) 6 (Sigma), hydrochloric acid (6M, Scharlau), potassium dihydrogen
phosphate KH 2 PO 4 (Scharlau), sodium chloride NaCl (Scharlau), sodium hydroxide
NaOH pellets (Panreac), sulphuric acid H 2 SO 4 (Sigma) mercaptohexanol, MCH,
(Fluka) and potassium hexacyanoferrate (II) K 4 Fe(CN) 6 (Fluka), Phosphate Buffered
Saline, pH 7.4, with Tween 20, PBS-T (Sigma) and methylene blue, MB, (Fluka) were
of analytical grade. Alumina powder (1, 0.3, 0.05 micron) was provided by (CHI
Instrument, U.K.). MilliQ water (18 MΩ.cm) was obtained using a “Simplicity Water
Purification System” (Millipore, France).
Oligonucleotides were provided by the VBC-Biotech Company (Service GmbH
Campus Vienna, Austria) and Eurogentec (Eurogentec, Spain). Sequences were selected
according to those reported by Riordan et al. [39].
The sequences of the oligonucleotides employed in this work are listed below:


Short mutant target (Mut short ): 5’ AATATCATTGGTGTT 3’



Short wild type target (WT short ): 5’ TATCATCTT TGGTGT 3’



Single stranded analogue of mutant PCR product (Mut long ):
5’GCCGCGAATTCACTAGTGTGGCACCATTAAAGAAAATATCATTGGT
GTTTCCTATGATGAATATAATCGAATTCCCGCGGCC 3’
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Single stranded analogue of wild type PCR product (WT long ):
5’GCCGCGAATTCACTAGTGTGGCACCATTAAAGAAAATATCATCTTT
GGTGTTTCCTATGATGAATATAATCGAATTCCCGCGGCC 3’



15 mer probe (Mut 15probe ): 5’ AACACCAATGATATT-(C6)-SH 3’



21 mer probe (Mut 21probe ): 5’ GGAAACACCAATGATATTTTC-(C6)-SH 3’



21 mer probe (WT 21probe ): 5’ GAAACACCAAAGATGATATTT-(C6)-SH 3’

The mutation site found in the CF DF508 mutant is highlighted in bold in the listed WT
sequences.

2.2 Instrumentation
Electrochemical studies were carried out using an Autolab model PGSTAT 12
potentiostat/galvanostat controlled with the General Purpose Electrochemical System
(GPES) software (Eco Chemie B.V., The Netherlands), equipped with a FRA2 module
for electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. All the electrochemical measurements, if
not otherwise specified, were performed at room temperature.
A set of commercially available Au disk (2 mm diameter) electrodes (CHI Instruments)
were used as working electrode, an Ag/AgCl was used as reference electrode (CHI
Instruments) and a Pt wire (Sigma) was used as counter electrode.
SPR measurements were performed using a Biacore 3000 and the sensograms were
analyzed using Biaevaluation software (Biacore). Experiments at controlled temperature
were performed using the Biacore implemented temperature controller module.
In the impedimetric experiments, sensor heating was performed using a Thermomixer
compact (Eppendorf Iberica, Spain); this was performed by immersing the sensor in an
Eppendorf containing 500 µl of the buffer previously stabilised to the desired
temperature.

2.3 Procedures
2.3.1 Electrochemical sensor preparation
Previous to surface functionalising the working electrodes were thoroughly cleaned
using a two-step protocol: (i) mechanical, followed by (ii) electrochemical cleaning.
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The mechanical cleaning consisted of polishing the gold working electrode surface with
alumina (using three different sizes: 1, 0.3, 0.05 micron) aqueous slurry, to a mirror
finish. After rinsing with MilliQ water the electrode was electrochemically cleaned by
cycling it ca. 40 times (scan rate 100 mVs-1) between -0.2 and 1.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl
reference electrode in sulphuric acid 0.5 M. The number of cycles was not fixed: the
gold electrode was considered clean when, in a cyclic voltammetric experiment with a
ferro\ferri equimolar solution, a peak to peak separation below 80 mV was recorded.
Following electrochemical cleaning, immobilisation of the probe was performed.
Surface functionalisation was achieved using the well-known backfilling approach
where the a thiolated DNA probe (is primarily chemisorbed followed by the
chemisorption of a short chain alkanethiol [40], and allowed to self-assemble to form a
mixed SAM.
Briefly: 50 µLs of a 4 µM solution of the thiolated probe, freshly prepared in 1 M
KH 2 PO 4 , were spotted onto the electrode surface and chemisorbed for 3 hours [40] in
an humidified chamber to prevent evaporation.
Following this step the electrode was washed with Milli-Q water and then back-filled by
spotting 50 µl of a 0.01M aqueous solution of mercaptohexanol (MCH) for 30 minutes
[40]. Finally the electrode was thoroughly washed by sequential immersion in 0.1 M
NaOH, MilliQ water, 0.1 M HCl and MilliQ water in order to remove physisorbed
probes, leaving an organized mixed SAM of chemisorbed DNA probe and MCH.
2.3.2 Hybridisation
Hybridisation was carried out via the addition of 50µL of 2μM of unlabelled target
(mutant or wild type) in 10 mM Trizma pH 7.4 in the presence of 0.5M NaCl to the
surface of the electrode modified as described previously, and incubating for 1 hour in a
humidity chamber. The electrode was then washed with an aliquot of 10 mM Trizma pH
7.4 containing 0.5M NaCl and hybridisation levels probed using cyclic voltammetry
(CV) (100 mVs-1 scan rate) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).
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In the case of the thermally modulated EIS experiments, the sensors (after
hybridisation) were washed for 10 minutes in an aliquot of the hybridisation buffer set
at 40 ºC prior to transfer of the electrode to the measuring cell.
2.3.3 Electrochemical Impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
The EIS measurements were performed by sweeping the frequency between 10000 and
0.1 Hz with a pulse amplitude of 5 mV. The fixed potential used in the different
experiments was the “open circuit potential” calculated automatically by the
potentiostat. The redox couple [Fe(CN) 6 ] 3-/4-, in an equimolar concentration of 2 (1 +1)
mM, in Trizma buffer 10 mM + 0.5 M NaCl pH 7.4 was used as redox marker.
2.3.4 Differential Pulse Voltammetry (DPV)
The DPV experiments were performed by immersing the sensor in a solution of 20 µM
methylene blue (MB) in Trizma buffer 10 mM + 0.5 M NaCl pH 7.4 for 5 minutes, and
subsequently carrying out DPV analysis (potential between 0 and -0.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl).
Electrode regeneration (removal of the MB) was performed by immersion for 2 minutes
in 100 mM NaOH solution [41].
2.3.5 Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) Analysis:
SPR was used as supporting technique to confirm EIS results and to study the effect of
the temperature on the on surface hybridisation process. Gold SPR chips were modified
as following: thiolated probes 15 (Mut 15probe ) or 21 (Mut 21probe or WT 21probe ) bases long,
were immobilised on gold surfaces (Biacore Au chip) by injecting (injection rate 5
µl.min-1) 20 µl of a 4 µM solution in 1 M KH 2 PO 4 at room temperature (ca. 21 ºC). The
injection was repeated twice. Approximately 1000 resonance unit (RU) immobilisation
levels was achieved for each probe, equivalent to ca. 15 pmolcm-2 of immobilised
probe. Following probe immobilisation backfilling was performed by injection of 20 µl
of a 10 mM solution of MCH in water (injection rate 5 µl.min-1).
Hybridisation was performed by injecting (injection rate 5 µl.min-1) 20 µl of a solution
0.5 µM of the two synthetic PCR analogous (Mut long or WT long ) in PBS-T buffer.
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Between two consecutive hybridisation experiments the sensor surface was regenerated
by injecting (injection rate 15 µl.min-1) 50 µl of a solution 100 mM of NaOH. The Au
chip was heated through the Biacore built-in thermostatting system to reach a maximum
of 40 ºC. Once the Biacore signal plateaus for each desired temperature, this limit was
taken as the RU value corresponding to the measured temperature.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Sensor preparation and characterisation
Schematic illustrations of the sensor surface preparation and EIS measurements are
depicted in Figure 1A. In Figure 1B the electrochemical impedance spectra and the
cyclic voltammetric responses (inset), obtained during the different steps of the sensor
surface preparation (as from Figure 1A) are presented. As expected, the self-assembling
of the thiol modified DNA probes was associated with a strong increase of the chargetransfer component (R ct ) of the EIS response (“probe immobilisation“ curve in Figure
1B). This was reflected in cyclic voltammetry in a decrease of the reduction/oxidation
peaks and in an increase in peak to peak separation (Curves “a” and “b” of the inset in
Figure 1B). This change is related to the increased impedance/blocking of the redox
marker to reach the electrode surface as a result of the sterical and electrostatic
“blockages” introduced by the presence of the oligonucleotide chains on the electrode
surface. A decrease of the R ct was recorded after self assembling of the back-filler on
the transducer surface. Herne et al., [40] explained this behaviour with the fact that,
following backfilling with MCH, the HS-ssDNA molecules that previously were
interacting with the Au surface through both the nitrogen-containing nucleotide bases
and the thiol group where forced to change their spatial organization and to interact with
the surface only via the thiol group. This surface reorganization results, in the
macroscopic world, in a decrease of the charge-transfer component in the impedance
spectra (“after back-filling” curve in Figure 1B) and a gain in the peak definition in the
CV (curve “c” of the inset in Figure 1B).
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Figure 1: A Schematic representation of sensor preparation and determination using electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy detection of DNA. Inset: Impedance spectra of mutant target captured on the
electrode surface immobilized with mutant complementary probes. B: Electrochemical Impedance
Spectroscopy and Cyclic Voltammetry (inset) of the sensor preparation according to the described
protocol. EIS and CV (scan rate 100 mVs-1) experiments have performed in a [Fe(CN) 6 3-/4-] equimolar
solution 2 (1 +1) mM in Trizma buffer 10 mM + 0.5 M NaCl pH 7.4. Frequency investigated between
10000 and 0.1 Hz.
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The surface of the sensors, prepared according to the protocol presented in section
2.3.1, was found to be very stable with no significant variation in the impedimetric
spectra recorded before and after storage of the electrode for 24 hours at 4 ºC in Trizma
buffer 10 mM with 500 mM NaCl, pH 7.4 (data not shown).
In Figure 2-A the responses obtained when an electrode, modified with a 15 mer probe
(Mut 15probe ), was exposed to the two different short targets: “mutant” (Mut short ) and
“wild type” (WT short ) at a concentration of 2 µM, are shown. After hybridisation with
the fully complementary target a clear increase in the R ct component was recorded .
This increase in the R ct can be associated to the fact that, as a result of the duplex
formation (dsDNA), an increase in the total negative charge, present on the electrode
surface, is achieved [42]. This increase in surface charge has the effect of increasing the
electrostatic repulsion towards the negatively charged ferri/ferrocyanide redox marker
[42]. Following specific hybridisation the ability to regenerate the sensor surface, by
immersion for 60 seconds in a 100 mM NaOH solution, was evaluated. As can be seen
from Figure 2-A after regeneration the impedance response returned to its original value
indicating that complete denaturation of the duplex had occurred, leaving the single
stranded probe available for subsequent hybridisation. The regenerated sensor was then
used to perform hybridisation with the wild type sequence (WT short ) target. In this case
no significant variation of the impedimetric diagram was recorded. Similar experiments
were also carried out by first hybridising to the wild type (WT short ), followed by
regeneration and hybridisation with mutant target (Mut short ), and again, in this case
significant R ct variations were recorded only when hybridisation was performed with
the mutant target, confirming the fact that R ct variation can be specifically associated to
the hybridisation with the fully complementary target (Mut short ) and that no loss in
sensor surface performances were associated with the regeneration process. In Figure
2-B a summary of the results obtained in this series of experiments are presented.
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Figure 2: A) Impedimetric spectra of the sensor prepared with Mut 15probe, according to the described
protocol, before [“probe (MUT)” and “probe (MUT) regeneration”] and after hybridisation with fully
complementary (Mut short ) and three mismatches (WT short ) sequences [respectively “Hybridisation
(MUT:MUT)” and “Hybridisation (MUT:WT)”]. B) Summary of the EIS experiment reported as R ct %
obtained with the use of a sensor prepared with Mut 15probe and the short models ((Mut short and WT short as
from experimental section) as targets. Working solution: [Fe(CN) 6 3-/4-] equimolar solution 2 (1 +1) mM in
Trizma buffer 10 mM + 0.5 M NaCl pH 7.4. Frequency investigated between 10000 and 0.1 Hz.
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Due to the variability that can be recorded between different electrodes, attributed to
different immobilization levels (due to slightly different surfaces, where minute defects
can affect SAM formation), the data are reported as percentage variation of the R ct
(R ct %). This value has been calculated as following:
R ct % =100 x [(R ct after. - R ct in. )/ R ct in ]

Eq.1

where:
R ct after. is the value of R ct after hybridisation or regeneration
R ct

in

is the value of R ct before the hybridisation step or the value after electrode

preparation in the case of the regeneration.
As clearly shown in Figure 2-B when the hybridisation was performed with the fully
complementary target (Mut short ) a large R ct variation (average value of R ct % for 6
measurements: 20.3 ± 0.419 (2.06%)) was recorded. On the contrary, when the
hybridisation was performed with the target carrying three mismatches (WT short ) a much
lower variation of the R ct was recorded, with a higher standard deviation (average value
of R ct % for 6 measurements: 4.6± 0.968 (21.01%)).
Having demonstrated that it was possible to distinguish between Mutant and wild type
sequences using EIS and the short model sequences the detection of ssDNA synthetic
PCR analogues, using the same approach, was explored.

3.2 Synthetic PCR analogue detection via EIS

The sequences of the two PCR product analogue for an amplicon (i) containing and (ii)
not containing the D508 mutation, were defined according to a reported Multiplex
Amplifiable probe Hybridisation (MAPH) strategy routinely used for multiplex

amplification of Cystic Fibrosis associated genes. [43], where the forward primer was:
5’ GCCGCGAATTCACTAGTGTGGCACCATTAAAGAAAA 3’ and the reverse
primer was 5’ GGCCGCGGGAATTCGATTATATATTCATCAT AGGAAAC 3’;
which would result in double stranded PCR amplicons, the single stranded analogues of
which are used in this work, as detailed in Section 2.1.
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When detection/discrimination of the two synthetic analogues was attempted, using an
electrode modified with the Mut 15probe probe, no significant or reproducible R ct
variations could be recorded (results not shown).
In order to understand the differences in results recorded in the detection of the short
and long sequences, a detailed evaluation of the probe capturing efficiency was
performed using SPR. Moreover SPR was used as reference technique in the
comparison of the 15 mer probe (Mut 15probe ) with a 21 mer probe (Mut 21probe ).
In order to perform this evaluation solutions containing 0.5 µM of the investigated
target sequence were flowed in the channels of an SPR gold chip, previously modified
with the probes, according to the modification procedure described in the experimental
section (section 2.3.5). In the case of the 15 bases long probe SPR results confirmed the
trend recorded with EIS; clearly hybridisation with short target sequences was possible
(results not shown) but on the other end no significant hybridisation was recorded in the
case of the PCR analogues (curve “PBS-T; probe 15” in Figure 3).

Figure 3: SPR evaluation of the 15 (Mut 15probe ) and 21 (Mut 21probe ) mer probes. Hybridisation experiment
performed with a 0.5 µM solution of the fully complementary synthetic PCR analogue target (Mut long ) in
PBS-T buffer, the repetition of the experiment is highlighted by red and pink lines.
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Looking at the effect of the probe length, SPR results showed that the 21mer probe
(Mut 21probe ) clearly allowed capture of the PCR analogue (curve “PBS-T; 21 probe” in
Figure 3). As previously reported by Del Giallo et al. and Bettazzi et al. [44, 45] in the
hybridisation of real PCR product or their synthetic analogous an important rule is
played by the sterical hindrance and by the secondary structure present in the
oligonucleotide. These have been reported to limit the accessibility to sequences of the
amplicon especially if they are located in the centre of the targeted sequences. In our
case theoretical calculation of the possible folding of the synthetic PCR analogues
(using Mfold Webserver software) highlighted the presence of a stable secondary
structure in the capture region. The presence of this secondary structure, together with
the position of the recognition sequence, can explain why a longer probe, resulting in a
thermodynamically more stable duplex, is required to allow efficient capture of the
synthetic PCR analogue.
Based

on

these

results,

further

electrochemical

experiments,

for

the

detection/discrimination of the PCR analogues, were thus carried out using electrodes
modified with the Mut 21probe probe.
In Figure 4 the percentage variations of R ct recorded in the case of the capture of the
synthetic PCR analogue using a sensor prepared with the Mut 21probe probe are presented.
In the case of the fully complementary sequence (Mut long ) R ct % values (average
values 18.6±0.49 with n=4) similar to those previously obtained in the case of the short
targets were recorded; on the other end in the case of the mismatched sequence (WT long )
significant R ct % (average values 11.0±0.68 with n=4) was observed, resulting in a
clear loss in specificity (specific signal ca. 1.5 fold that of the unspecific one). Despite
this decreased specificity differentiation between the two different targets was possible.
This result was expected because the increase in length of the probes has the effect of
improve not only the stability of the fully complementary duplex but also to improve
those with the mismatched sequence by reducing the effect of the present mismatches.
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Figure 4: Summary of the EIS, experiment reported as R ct %, obtained with the use of a sensor prepared
with Mut 21probe and the Synthetic PRC analogues; (Mut long and WT long as from experimental section) as
targets. Working solution: [Fe(CN) 6 3-/4-] equimolar solution 2 (1 +1) mM in Trizma buffer 10 mM + 0.5
M NaCl pH 7.4.

3.3 Synthetic PCR analogue detection via thermal modulated EIS

Melting temperature is a characteristic of a DNA duplex and a function of the duplex
length and composition being strongly influenced by the presence of mismatches [22,
28, 46-48].
In this work we exploited this property as a route to improve the specificity of the assay,
in the case of the synthetic PCR analogues. SPR measurements at controlled
temperature, in the range between 25 and 40 ºC, were used to evaluate the effect of
temperature on duplex formation/stability and subsequently to define the most
appropriate temperature to adopt in the following thermally modulated EIS experiments.
Each of two SPR gold chips were modified, according to the protocol presented in
section 2.3.5, with a 21 mer Mut probe (Mut 21probe ) and with a 21 mer WT probe
(WT 21probe ). Hybridisation experiments, at controlled temperature, were performed at
the two chips using 500 nM solutions of a fully complementary target, or of the three
mismatches target in PBS-T buffer. The results obtained are presented in Table 1. For
both probes (Mut 21probe and WT 21probe ) similar trends of the response with temperature,
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were recorded. In the case of the hybridisation with fully complementary sequences the
RU variation increased with temperature indicating an improvement in hybridisation
whilst in the case of the three-mismatch sequences the RU variations decreased with
increasing temperature. From Table 1, it can be noted, at values over 35 ºC the system
demonstrates a clear distinction in stability between fully complementary and 3
mismatched hybrids, with the mutant probe forming more stable hybrids in comparison
to the wild type probe, which could be explained by the different GC content of the two
probes (33.3% and 28% for Mut 21probe and WT 21probe , respectively)[49-51]. SPR results
suggested that 40 ºC is the best temperature to use for in the thermal modulated EIS
experiments.
The stability of the immobilised probes as a function of the temperature was performed
using an electroactive base-specific label, methylene blue (MB) [41].

Mut 21probe

WT 21probe

Response difference RU

Response difference RU

Temp. ºC

Mut ampl.

Wt ampl.

Mut ampl.

Wt ampl.

25

137.3

10.1

7.8

143.4

30

156.6

15.2

5.2

213.4

35

179.3

20.7

0.2

235.3

40

194.1

3.2

0.1

166.7

Table 1: SPR evaluation of the effect of the temperature on the PCR analouges/probes duplexes stability.
Probe immobilised on the surface: Mut 21probe

and Wt 21probe ; target concentration used: 500 nM;

temperature investigated 25, 30, 35 and 40 ºC. Hybridisation in PBS-T buffer.

This approach was chosen as MB has the ability to specifically address the presence of
probes on the electrode surface allowing a precise monitoring of the possible desorption
of the probes from the transducer surface.
This evaluation was performed as following: (i) a sensor, prepared as described in
section 2.3.1 using the Mut 21probe probe, was immersed in an aliquot of the buffer, at a
controlled temperature for 10 minutes, (ii) following this incubation the sensor was
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transferred to an aliquot of buffer at room temperature and left to cool down for ca. 5
minutes and (iii) finally the sensor was transferred to a solution containing the MB and
DPV measurement recorded according to procedure described in section 2.3.4. A
thermomixer was used to control the temperature of the buffer during the first step of
the experiment, by introducing the eppendorf containing the buffer in the thermostatted
block of the thermomixer. Prior to sensor incubation the temperature of the buffer in the
eppendorf was checked with a thermometer. In Table 2 the results of this evaluation are
reported and are reported as percentage (average of 3 measurements) of those recorded
at 24 ºC (reference value). As can be seen from Table 2 no loss of the probe, in the
temperature range investigated, was recorded. These results are in agreement with
previous reports [52-55] where DNA-SAMs on Au were demonstrated to be stable to at
least 55 ºC.
The discrimination of the mutant and wild type synthetic PCR analogues was then
evaluated using thermally modulated EIS measurements. In order to obtain an
unambiguous discrimination using three different sensors, with one electrode specific
for the mutant sequence (sensor prepared with Mut 21probe probe), one specific for the
wild type sequence (sensor prepared with WT 21probe probe) and finally the third
electrode modified with MCH only (to monitor unspecific adsorption of the synthetic
oligonucleotides) as depicted from the inset of Figure 5.

Temperature ºC
24
30
40
50
60

Signal %
100 ± 3.4
96.1 ± 2.1
100 ± 4.8
97.7 ± 3.7
96.1 ± 1

Table 2: Evaluation of sensor surface stability with the temperature. Signal reported as percentage of the
signal at 24 ºC. Evaluation via DPV using MB as reporting molecule. Measurement solution: Trizma
buffer 10 mM + 0.5 M NaCl pH 7.4 with 20 µM of MB.
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The three sensors, following hybridisation with a different aliquot of the same sample,
were washed, for 10 minutes, with hybridisation buffer at 40 °C. Following this
washing step the electrodes were transferred to the measurement solution thermostatted
at 25 °C and allowed to equilibrate for 5 minutes, and the EIS measurements then
recorded. Calculation of the ΔR ct % was achieved employing eq.1 for each sensor,
where Rct in. is obtained after regeneration of the sensor surface by immersion in NaOH
0.1 M for 60 seconds.

Full match
3 mismatches

18
MUT

WT

16
MCH

14

∆ Rct %

12
10
8
6
4
2
0

MCH

Wt probe

Mut probe

Electrode surface
Figure 5: Summary of the EIS experiments, reported as R ct %, obtained with a multiple-parameters
detection platform based on three sensors [a Mut sensor (prepared with the Mut 21probe ) a WT sensor
(prepared with theWT 21probe ) and a control sensor (no probes)] for the hybridisation of the synthetic PCR
analogues (Mut long and WT long as from experimental section). Working solution: [Fe(CN) 6 3-/4-] equimolar
solution 2 (1 +1) mM in Trizma buffer 10 mM + 0.5 M NaCl pH 7.4. Electrode washed for 10 minutes in
hybridisation buffer between at 40 ºC before measurement.

As can be observed in Figure 5 with the use of the wash at 40 ºC a loss in the absolute
value of ΔR ct %, for the specific duplex, was recorded as compared to those previously
obtained at room temperature (Figure 4). As results obtained at the control electrode
demonstrate that the loss in signal is not related to changes in the surface chemistry of
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the sensors; it can be concluded that the loss in signal is due to the loss of weakly
interacting target oligonucleotides. Although there was a decrease in absolute response
the use of the thermally modulated EIS resulted in a significant improvement of the
selectivity of the sensors. For both sensors the signal related to the hybridisation of the
specific target was between 5 and 8 fold those of the unspecific target.
The reported results clearly demonstrate that the proposed sensing approach, based on
the simultaneous use of three sensors (a control sensor, a sensor for the Mut and one for
the WT), combined with thermally modulated EIS, allowed an unambiguous
discrimination between mutant and wild type synthetic PCR analogues. The proposed
sensing approach shows excellent potential for the qualitative discrimination of
sequences in clinical analysis.

4. Conclusion
In the reported work a detection platform, based on the use of thermally modulated
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy, for unambiguous qualitative analysis of
DF508 mutation of CF has been presented. The assessment of the possibility of
discriminating between “wild type” and “mutant” sequences has been performed using
short models and synthetic PCR analogues. It was clearly illustrated that despite the fact
that the 15 bases long probe was able to provide good selectivity for the short models, a
longer probe was required for the longer PCR products.
The influence of the temperature on the selectivity of the probes was evaluated using
SPR showing that 40 ºC allowed the best discrimination. The stability of the sensor
surface chemistry at this elevated temperature was investigated, and finally the use of
thermal modulation using EIS detection, clearly resulted in a considerable improvement
of the selectivity. Finally, the use of a multi-sensor detection platform facilitated a clear
and definitive discrimination between the mutant and wild types of cystic fibrosis
associated genes.
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CHAPTER 3 (Art 2):
Methylene blue as an electrochemical indicator for
DF508 Cystic Fibrosis mutation detection.
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Abstract
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is one of the most common life-shortening, childhood-onset
inherited diseases. Among the 1000 known cystic fibrosis related mutations, DF508 is
the most common, with a frequency varying between 50%-70%, according to
geographical areas and population typology.

In this work, we report the use of

methylene blue as an electrochemical reporting agent, in the discrimination of synthetic
PCR analogue of the DF508 cystic fibrosis mutation (Mut) from the wild type (Wt). At
optimum experimental condition a discrimination factor, between mutant and wild type
of ca. 1.5 fold was found. The proposed assay was quantitative and linear in the range of
10 – 100 nM, exhibiting a limit of detection (LOD) of 2.64 nM. Electrochemical studies
at variable ionic strength conditions allowed further elucidation of the mechanism of the
methylene blue-DNA interaction. At the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of
detection of hybridisation solely via guanine specific MB-DNA interaction
simultaneously in MB solution, independent of electrostatic interaction as demonstrated
in the ionic strength study. The introduction of formamide in the hybridization buffer, to
improve discrimination, was also investigated. Finally mutant wild type discrimination
was demonstrated, at 10 nM concentration, with the use of a multi-sensor setup.
Keywords: Methylene blue; Cystic Fibrosis; DF508; DNA sensor, electrochemistry.
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List of abbreviations:
MB : methylene blue.
MCH: mercaptohexanol.
CF: cystic fibrosis.
CFTR: cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator
PCR: polymerase chain reaction.
MAPH: Multiplex amplification and probe hybridisation.
Mut ampl: DF508 Cystic fibrosis mutation amplicon.
Wt ampl: cystic fibrosis wild type amplicon.
LOD: limit of detection.
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1. Introduction
Cystic fibrosis (CF), an autosomal recessive disease, is one of the most common lifeshortening, childhood-onset inherited diseases. The disease is caused by mutations in a
gene called the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) which has
the function to code a chlorine ion channel protein involved in secretion of sweat,
digestive juices, and mucus [1],[2]. The incidence of CF in Caucasians is approximately
1 in 2,500 live births and 4% of the populations are carriers [3],[4].
Almost 1,000 mutations have been identified in the CF gene, but only a few common
mutations can be identified as a cause of the disease in the majority of cases. Among
these, DF508 is the most common mutation with frequencies varying, according to the
ethnic group, between 50% (centre and southern Europe) and 70% (Britain and U.S.).
This mutation consists of a three (3) base deletion in the coding sequence that result sin
the suppression of the phenylalanine at position 508 in the amino acid sequence of the
CFTR [1] protein.
CF phenotyping is currently performed by a variety of approaches, including the
polymerase chain reaction (PCR), allele-specific oligonucleotides (ASO), dot-blot and
reverse dot-blot hybridisation or SPR [5].These methods, used as in-house testing
procedures or as commercially available kits (Innogenetics, Zeneca Diagnostics and PE
Applied Biosystems) all have disadvantages [6], such as variations in the number and
type of mutations detected or in the ability to distinguish between homozygote and
heterozygote genotype.
In recent years the demand for simple and reliable methods for genetic analysis has
risen considerably and in this context electrochemical platforms, due to their high
sensitivity, small dimensions, rapidity, low cost and suitability for miniaturisation, have
resulted in considerable growth in DNA biosensors (genosensors) development [7],[8].
Despite the fact that label-less approaches, based on impedimetric measurements[9, 10],
present the majority of the works reported in this area, the introduction of labels to
amplify the recognition event has also been reported. Enzymes, such as alkaline
phosphatase and horseradish peroxidase [11-13], electroactive tags, like ferrocene,
methylene blue [14] and anthraquinone [15, 16], liposomes [17] and redox molecules
have been investigated as labels. The use of redox molecules, including metallic
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complexes of Ru(II), Os(II), Cd(II) or Co(III) or organic dyes, is particularly interesting
due to their simplicity and sensitivity [18-21]. Methylene blue (MB), an organic dye
belonging to the phenothiazine family, is an example of a redox active non-metal
molecule characterised by having a high affinity for nucleic acids. Three different
mechanisms of MB-DNA interaction have been recognised: (i) electrostatic interaction
with the negatively charged DNA backbone [22], (ii) intercalation within the DNA
double helix [23] and (iii) preferential binding to free guanine bases present on single
stranded DNA (ss DNA) [24, 25]. Several reports on the use of MB as a reporting
element in electrochemical genosensors can be found in the literature [24-28]. Erdem et
al. [24] reported the use of MB voltammetry as a discrimination tool between ssDNA
and dsDNA. Current methodologies for DNA biosensing, based on the electrochemical
detection of methylene blue (MB), suffer from time consuming incubation and washing
steps [29-32]. Zhu et al. [33] reported on the use of a DNA biosenors based on MB and
zirconia thin film modified gold electrode, where the zirconia was used to immobilise
the DNA probe due to its affinity with the phosphoric group at the 5’ terminal of the
DNA probe. A detection limit of 1pM was achieved.

Pänke et al. [34] offered a

different approach where them immobilised probes onto a thin gold film based
electrodes, and using targets of equal length to the probe (18 bases) were able to
demonstrate single base mismatches. Lin et al. [35] covalently attached DNA probes
through their amine moieties to a glassy carbon electrode using EDC-NHS chemistry
using MB as an electrochemical indicator of hybridisation with an 18 base target,
achieving a detection limit of 0.59nM. Jin et al. [36] exploited the use of a thiolated
hairpin probe immobilised on a gold electrode for the detection of 15 base target
sequences demonstrating differentiation between fully complementary targets and those
containing single mismatches, with a detection limit of 0.2nM. Loiaza et al. [37]
describe the immobilisation of a 25 base probe on screen printed gold electrodes using
methylene blue as an electrochemical indicator, with MB-DNA interaction detected
using square-wave voltammetry achieveing a 2mg/L detection limit.

It should be

emphasised that all the above reports detect short target sequences of between 18 and 25
bases and at NaCl concentrations ranging between 20 and 100mM, thus (i) not truly
reflecting a real application of the genosensor to the detection of PCR amplicons, which
can vary in length from 70 to 200 bases and (ii) both electrostatic and bases specific
interaction are involved in the MB signal generated. Henry et al. [38] reported the use
of MB voltammetry for the development of a rapid microfluidic based device for
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clinical analysis. Moreover charge transfer through DNA films was exploited for the
electrochemical detection of single-base mismatches [39] where the presence of
mismatches was detected by the reduction in the electron transfer that they generated in
a dsDNA film immobilised onto a Au electrode and having MB intercalated.
In the work presented here, we report on the use of MB-DNA interaction as an effective
approach for the quantitative electrochemical detection of the DF508 mutation and its
discrimination toward the wild type using, as target models, two synthetic PCR
analogues of 85 and 82 bases long, respectively. A further understanding of the MBDNA interaction mechanism at high ionic strength is also presented. The results of the
attempt of using formamide as route to improve the discrimination between
complementary target and mismatched target are also discussed. Electrochemical and
spectrofluorimetric experiments suggested that guanine specific interaction of MB
occurs principally at high ionic strength; and furthermore it was demonstrated that the
use of formamide as destabilising agent is not compatible with the use of MB as an
electrochemical reporter of hybridisation.

2. Experimental

2.1. Chemicals, probes and targets
All chemicals and reagents: Trizma base (Sigma), Potassium hexacyanoferrate (III),
K 3 Fe(CN) 6 (Sigma) hydrochloric acid (6M, Scharlau), potassium dihydrogen phosphate
KH 2 PO 4 (Scharlau), sodium chloride NaCl (Scharlau), sodium hydroxide NaOH pellets
(Panreac), sulphuric acid H 2 SO 4 (Sigma), 6-mercaptohexanol, MCH (Fluka),
formamide (Acros Organics), potassium hexacyanoferrate (II) K 4 Fe(CN) 6 (Fluka) and
Methylene blue (Fluka) were of analytical grade and used without further purification.
.Alumina powder (1, 0.3, 0.05 micron) was provided by CHI Instruments (USA). All
solutions were prepared in ultra pure water (18 MΩ.cm) obtained using a “Simplicity
Water Purification System” (Millipore, France).
Oligonucleotides, listed in Table 1, were provided by Eurogentec (Eurogentec, Spain).
Sequences of the probes, mutant and wild type, have been selected according to the
work reported by Riordan et al. [40]
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Mutant target amplicon

5’ GCC GCG AAT TCA CTA GTG TGG CAC CAT TAA AGA

(82 mer)

AAA TAT CAT TGG TGT TTC CTA TGA TGA ATA TAA TCG
AAT TCC CGC GGC C 3’

Control Amplicon

5’ TCC ACT AAT TCA CTA ATT TAT CAC CAT TAA AGA

(82 mer)

AAA TAT CAT TGG TGT TTC CTA TAA TTA ATA TAA TCA
AAT TCC CTC AAC C 3’

Wild type target amplicon

5’ GCC GCG AAT TCA CTA GTG TGG CAC CAT TAA AGA

(85 mer)

AAA TAT CAT CTT TGG TGT TTC CTA TGA TGA ATA TAA
TCG AAT TCC CGC GGC C 3’

Mutant probe (21 mer)

5’ GGA AAC ACC AAT GAT ATT TTC-C6-SH 3’

Wt type probe (21 mer)

5’ AAC ACC AAA GAT GAT ATT TTC-C6-SH 3’

Table 1: Sequences of the oligonucleotides and synthesised amplicons used in this work.

The oligonucleotides, used in this work, are analogues to the PCR products obtained
using an amplification protocol, based on a “Multiplex Amplifiable probe Hybridization
(MAPH)” strategy [28]. The two primers, specific for the DF508 mutation region and
carrying

specific

MAPH

tails,

were:

5’

GCCGC

GAATTCACTAGTGTGGCACCATTAAAGAAAA 3’ (forward) and 5’ GGCCGCG
GGAATTCGATTATATATTC ATCAT AGGAAAC 3’ (reverse), where the regions
specific for the probe are indicated in bold and those for the MAPH tags are underlined.
As a result of the amplification process two possible amplicons could be generated: an
82 bases long amplicon in the case of the mutant and an 85 bases long sequence for the
wild type. The full sequences of the synthetic PCR analogues are listed in Table 1.

2.2. Instrumentation and measurements
The electrochemical studies were carried out using an Autolab model PGSTAT 12
potentiostat/galvanostat controlled with the General Purpose Electrochemical System
(GPES) software (Eco Chemie B.V., The Netherlands). A classical three electrode cell
was used. A set of commercially available polycrystalline Au disk (2 mm diameter)
electrodes (CHI Instruments) were used as working electrode, a Ag/AgCl (KCl 3 M)
was used as reference electrode (CHI Instruments) and a Pt wire (Sigma) used as
counter electrode. Working electrodes were cleaned using a two-step protocol: (i)
mechanical cleaning followed by (ii) electrochemical cleaning. Firstly they were
mechanical cleaned with alumina (using three different sizes: 1, 0.3, 0.05 micron)
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aqueous slurry, to a mirror finish. After rinsing with ultra pure water the electrodes were
electrochemically cleaned by cycling it ca. 40 times (scan rate 100 mVs-1) between -0.2
and 1.6 V in sulphuric acid 0.5 M. The number of cycles was not fixed: the Au
electrodes were considered clean when, in a cyclic voltammetric experiment with a
ferro\ferri equimolar solution, a peak to peak separation below 80 mV was recorded.
Following the cleaning step, the sensor surface was prepared by the well-approach of
back filling [36]. Thiolated probe (Mut or Wt) was self assembled, via spotting of 50 µl
of a 4 µM solution, freshly prepared in 1 M KH 2 PO 4, onto the electrode surface and left
to assemble for 3 hours. Following probe self-assembling the sensor surface was
washed with ultra pure water and subsequently back-filled by spotting 50 µl of a 0.01M
aqueous solution of mercaptohexanol onto the electrode surface and let to incubate for
30 minutes. This step was performed in order to improve the organization of the sensing
surface by reorienting the probes for optimal and efficient hybridisation and by
removing those unspecifically physisorbed onto the surface. The sensor was then
thoroughly washed by sequential immersion in 0.1 M NaOH, MilliQ water, 0.1 M HCl
and MilliQ water, leaving an organized mixed SAM of chemisorbed DNA probe and
MCH. In Figure 1-A a schematic representation of the sensor surface preparation is
presented.
Targets hybridization was carried out via a 1 hour incubation of 50µL of the desired
target (Mut or Wt synthetic PCR analogues) in 20 mM Trizma buffer (pH 7.4) in the
presence of 0.5 M NaCl. The sensor was then washed with 20 mM Trizma buffer (pH
7.4) containing 0.5 M NaCl and the hybridization levels were monitored by evaluating
the reduction response of the MB. The evaluation of the hybridisation level was based
on the monitoring of the electrochemical reduction of the MB selectively interacting
with the single stranded part of the on-surface captured synthetic oligonucleotides. A
schematic of the detection process is presented in Figure 1-B.The MB capture and the
electrochemical evaluation were performed according to a variation of the protocol
presented recently by Henry et al. [38].
The sensor, following hybridisation, was immersed in an aliquot of a 20mM Trizma (pH
7.4), 0.5M NaCl buffer containing 20 μM methylene blue and left to interact for 5
minutes. Following this incubation a differential pulse voltammogram (DPV) was
recorded. The parameters employed in the DPV experiments were: potential window
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between 0 and -0.6 V (vs. Ag/AgCl, KCl 3 M) , step potential 10 mV, modulation
amplitude 10 mV, modulation time 0.015 s and interval time 0.1 s. A typical DPV result
is presented in the inset of Figure 1, where a clear reduction wave is visible at ca. -100
mV (vs the Ag/AgCl, KCl 3 M reference). Electrode regeneration was performed by
immersion in a 200 mM NaOH solution for two minutes. Following the regeneration
step the DPV voltammetry was repeated in order to record the background response,
due to the immobilised probes.
Fluorescence measurements were performed using a Cary Eclipse Spectrofluorimeter
equipped with Cary temperature controller (Varian, Spain). All measurements were
performed at constant temperature (25 ºC). Black quartz cuvettes with 1 cm path length
with a total volume of 250 µl (Hellma) were used. The excitation wavelength was set to
665 nm and emission spectrum recorded from 670 up to 800 nm. Slits of 5 nm were
used for both excitation and emission. All the experiments were performed using a
photomultiplier tube Voltage of 600 V. In further detail, 200 μl of freshly prepared
solutions were used in this study. In the studies of the DNA quenching effect on the MB
the solutions contained 2μM of the investigated amplicon (Mutant or control) in the
presence of 5μM of MB in the appropriate buffer (20mM Trizma, pH 7.4 with 20, 200
or 500 mM of NaCl). Background detection experiments were performed by monitoring
the fluorescence of a solution 5 μM MB in the appropriate buffer. Spectrophotometric
curves were recorded after incubating the DNA with methylene blue for 5 minutes.

3. Results and discussion
In the inset of Figure 1-B a typical result of the differential pulse voltammogramic
measurement is presented where the electrochemical responses following hybridisation
between the immobilised probe and the single stranded synthetic analogue of the PCR
product with 1 µM of the fully complementary synthetic oligonucleotide target and after
sensor regeneration. As a result of the hybridisation a large electrochemical response
was recorded; on the other hand, when voltammetric measurement was performed after
sensor regeneration a much smaller response was recorded. These results confirmed that
the electrochemical response is associated to the hybridisation event.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of sensor preparation (A) and target dermination according to the
proposed detection protocol (B). Inset: Differential pulse voltammograms of Mutant amplicon captured
on the electrode surface. Hybridisation performed from a solution of 1µM target amplicons. Measurement
solution: 20 μM MB in 0.5M NaCl and 20 mM Trizma, pH 7.4. Regeneration solution: 0.2 M NaOH for
60 seconds.
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3.1. Ionic strength influence on MB signal intensity and the hybridisation stability:
High NaCl concentrations are known to stabilise the DNA duplex; for this reason it is
important to work in a solution containing high concentrations of NaCl. In this work the
understanding of the MB/DNA interaction mechanism at high salt concentrations was
considered important due to the fact that in the detection protocol adopted, inspired by
those recently proposed by Henry et al.[38], MB accumulation and electrochemical
measurements were performed in the same solution. Several studies on the MB/DNA
interaction, especially via spectroscopic techniques, can be found in literature [41]-[42].
The different reports agree on the complexity of the nature of this interaction
demonstrating its dependency on (i) MB/DNA ratio and (ii) ionic strength of the
interaction buffer. Moreover experimental [43, 44] and static modelling [45] has
highlighted the existence of several interaction sites between DNA and MB mainly via:
GC and AT alternating sequences and electrostatic interaction with the negatively
charged backbone. Kara et al. [46]

investigated, by mean of electrochemical

measurements, the interaction of MB with dsDNA and ssDNA as a function of the ionic
strength reporting a progressive loss of the electrostatic component with increasing
ionic strength until a NaCl concentration of 10 mM is reached; for higher NaCl
concentrations no further losses in signal were reported due to an exclusive G specific
interaction. According to these results most reports detail the use of a concentration of
NaCl of 20 mM [38]. More recently, Nafisi et al. [43] reported, using FTIR
measurements, that at high ionic strength (NaCl concentration in the measurement
solution of 100 mM) MB-DNA interaction occurred mainly via electrostatic interaction
with the backbone and with the G base. The author also reported that the importance of
the G specific interaction grows with the MB-DNA ratio.
In order to gain a better insight into the nature of the MB/DNA interaction at high NaCl
concentrations the voltammetric responses, as a function of the NaCl concentration, of
three different systems were monitored. The three systems were: Au electrode modified
with mercaptohexanol only (system A), Au electrode modified with 1 µM of the mutant
specific probe after hybridisation with 1 µM of the mutant target (System B) and
analogous to system B but this time hybridised was performed with a control sequence
(system C). This control sequence was designed around the mutant sequence by
randomly replacing the guanine, in the region non-involved in the hybridisation with the
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Figure 2.A: The effect of sodium chloride concentrations on the MB Differential pulse voltammogram
response for the DF508 Mutant and Control amplicon hybridised on the gold electrode surface and for
electrode surface modified with MCH. Inset: the response difference percentage between mutant and
control targets. B: Fluorescence spectra of MB in absence of DNA and in presence of DF508 Mutant and
control amplicons, in 0.5M NaCl and 10mM Trizma (pH 7.4). Inset effect of NaCl concentration on the
fluorescence spectra of MB in absence of DNA and in presence of DF508 Mutant and Control amplicon,
in 10mM Trizma (pH 7.4).
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Mut probe, with adenine or thymine (control sequence from Table 1). System A was
designed to acquire information about the trend of the background with the ionic
strength, whilst system C sequence was selected in order to minimise the contribution of
the G specific interaction to the electrochemical response allowing the evaluation of
other possible contributions such as electrostatic interaction or the role of the AT bases.
In Figure 2-A the peak current values, recorded for the three different systems, as a
function

of

NaCl

concentrations

(between

0.02

and

0.7

M)

in

the

incubation/measurement solution, are presented. In the case of the mercaptohexanol
modified electrode (System A) a progressive decrease in the electrochemical response
was recorded with the increase of the NaCl concentration; this result seems to be
consistent with the presence of an electrostatic accumulation of the MB at the
mercaptohexanol surface [47] progressively shielded by the increase of the NaCl
concentration. When the evaluation was performed using systems B and C much higher
responses were recorded confirming the MB accumulation at the oligonucleotide
modified electrodes. Higher response was recorded at the G containing sequence
strongly confirming the contribution of the MB guanine interaction. The two systems
presented very similar behaviour; in both cases the voltammetric responses
exponentially decreased, with the increase of salt concentration. In order to elucidate the
origin of the differences in responses recorded with the two amplicons the weight of the
difference in response (ΔResp.%) on the Mut sequence response was evaluated.
Signal difference was defined as:
Response difference (%) = 100 x [(I Mut – I cont )/I Mut ]

eq. (1)

Where:
I Mut is the current peak obtained at the sensor hybridised with the mutant sequence
I cont is the current peak obtained at the sensor hybridised with the control sequence
The ΔResp.% (Inset in Figure 2-A) was observed to augment with the increase in NaCl
concentration until a concentration of ca. 0.2 M was reached; for higher salt
concentrations (up to 1 M) no further variations were recorded. This result seems to
indicate that the electrostatic or weak base interaction contributions were present and
important at NaCl concentrations lower than 0.2 M. For NaCl concentrations higher
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than this value the response difference levelled off becoming more or less constant; this
is consistent with the presence of a second contribution, independent from the
electrostatic properties of the DNA. This contribution can be associated with the
presence of the 14 free guanine bases in the mutant sequence. Notably a residual
electrostatic contribution can be still identified even at very high NaCl concentrations.
In Figure 2-B the fluorescence spectra of a 5 µM solution of MB, before and after
interaction with the mutant sequence and the control sequence, are presented. Two main
features can be recognised from these spectra: the red-shift of the fluorescence spectra,
due to the DNA-MB interaction [44] and the quenching of the fluorescence [42], [43].
Quenching efficiency was recorded to be a function of the presence of the G in the
sequences and of the NaCl concentration (inset of Figure 2-B) [42], [44]; with an
increase in quenching observed with decreasing NaCl concentration, indicating higher
levels of MB/DNA interaction. This could be explained by the fact that in low ionic
strength conditions the MB molecules tends to accumulate onto the negatively charged
back bone of the DNA and hence the quenching is higher than in the case of higher
ionic strength levels in which only the DNA bases, specifically guanine, bases are
responsible for the quenching of MB signal.

3.2. Influence of ionic strength on the discrimination between Mutant and Wild
type:
An evaluation of the stringency conditions, in the form of NaCl concentration, of the
hybridisation buffer was also performed with the aim of optimising discrimination
between the fully complementary (mutant) and interfering sequence (wild type).
Hybridisation was performed, according to the protocol described in the experimental
section, in the presence of different NaCl concentrations. Following a washing step
(performed using the same buffer used in the hybridisation step) the sensor was
transferred to the incubation/measurement solution, containing 0.5 M NaCl for duplex
stability and DPV experiment recorded.

Following each measurement, sensor

regeneration was performed and background response (response due to probes)
recorded.
The analytical response used in this study was the signal variation normalised versus the
background response according to equation 2.
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Signal variation (%) = 100 x [(i amp - i reg ) / i reg ]

eq. (2)

Where:

i amp Peak current recorded with hybridised target
i reg Peak currents after regeneration i.e. denaturation of formed duplex

140
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Figure 3: Signal increase % for 1μM DF508 Mutant and/or Wild Type targets, at a Mutant specific
sensor, as a function of NaCl concentration in the hybridisation buffer. Measuring solution: 20 μM MB in
0.5 M NaCl and 20 mM Trizma (pH 7.4)

In Figure 3 the signal variations recorded for the hybridisation of the fully
complementary target (Mut) and those recorded for the three mis-matches target (Wt),
as a function of three different salt concentrations, is reported. As expected the increase
in NaCl concentration in the hybridisation buffer resulted in an increase of the
efficiency of the hybridisation process; for example by increasing the NaCl
concentration from 0.05 M to 0.5 M an increase in analytical response, from about 9 to
36%, was recorded. Moreover the increase in the Na+ concentration in the hybridisation
buffer allowed a better discrimination between the Mut and Wt synthetic targets. From
the mechanism studies and the hybridisation efficiency study it was decided to carry out
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further experiments in the presence of 0.5 M NaCl in the hybridisation buffer in order to
reduce the possible alteration to the duplex during the incubation/measurement step and
to work at a NaCl concentration where the guanine MB interaction was more important.

3.3. Quantitative detection
Quantitative analysis of DF508 synthetic PCR analogue was performed by monitoring
the signal variation as a function of the oligonucleotide concentration in the
hybridisation buffer. Solutions containing different concentration of the synthetic
analogues of a typical PCR product (between 10 and 1000 nM) were prepared by
dilution, using the hybridisation buffer, of a 100 µM stock solution of the synthetic
oligonucleotide (prepared according to the indication of the supplier). The calibration
curve was performed by putting an aliquot of the hybridisation buffer containing 500
mM of NaCl and the desired concentration of the synthetic target in contact with the
sensor surface followed by 1 hour incubation at room temperature (ca. 23 ºC).
Following a thorough wash in the hybridisation buffer, the sensor was transferred to the
measurement solution (20mM Trizma buffer containing 0.5 M NaCl, pH 7.4, containing
20 μM MB), and allowed to interact for 5 minutes, after which the DPV response were
recorded. Following the DPV measurements the sensor surface was regenerated
(immersion for 2 minutes in a 200 mM NaOH solution) and the baseline signal
recorded. In Figure 4-A the calibration curve, between 10 and 1000 nM of the synthetic
Mut target is presented. Two well-defined regions can be recognised in this calibration:
a linear region and a plateau region. For target concentrations below 100 nM a linear
response of the sensor with the target concentration was recorded. For concentrations
higher than 100 nM the calibration curve started to level off clearly indicating the
saturation of the sensor. In the inset of Figure 4-A the calibration curve recorded for
concentrations between 10 nM and 50 nM is presented. This concentration range was
chosen due to its analytical relevance and a good linearity was observed (R2 = 0.991)
with a sensitivity of 1.842 signal increase (%) nM-1. The reproducibility between
electrodes (three electrodes) was calculated to be 6.7% and the repeatability obtained
for each electrode was calculated to be 5.6%. The limit of detection (LOD) was
calculated to be 2.64 nM, an improvement on the detection limits reported in recent
publications of 10nM [48, 49] up to a few micromolar [50].
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Figure 4: A: Signal increase (%) recorded for different concentration (between 10 and 1000 nM) of
DF508 Mutant synthetic PCR analogue. Inset: Calibration of the Mutant syntetic PCR analogue in the
concentration range between 10 and 50 nM. B: Comparison of the sensor performances when put in
contact with 10 and 30 nM of the Mut and Wt synthetic PCR analogues. Response reported as signal
variation (%) according to definition of section 4.1. Measurement solution: 20 μM MB in 0.5 M NaCl
and 20 mM Trizma (pH 7.4).
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3.4. Effect of Formamide on Hybridisation Stability
In order to enhance the discrimination between mutant and wild type targets, and to
suppress or even to fully eliminate the non-specific response, the use of formamide to
destabilise the Wt/probe duplex was explored, as formamide has been reported [46] to
have the ability to denature DNA duplexes. This denaturation ability is related to ionsolvating power and to its ability to increase the solubility of free bases concomitantly
decreasing the hydrophobic character of the solvent, the activity coefficients and free
energies of the bases [52-54]. Indeed, the use of formamide in the hybridisation buffer
has been reported to improve the discrimination between single-base mismatched
sequences [55, 56] in electrochemical genosensors. In these works the authors reported
no significant destabilisation of the hybridisation between probe and fully
complementary sequence for formamide concentrations up to 25% v/v; whilst a
considerable destabilisation of the unspecific duplex was reported [55, 56]. We thus
attempted to exploit formamide as a means to improve discrimination between the
complementary mutant and the non-fully complementary wild type. Different
formamide percentages (v/v) were added to the hybridisation buffer together with 1μM
of the desired target (Mut or Wt sequences), and following the hybridisation step the
electrode surface was washed for ca. 5 minutes in the hybridisation buffer (without
formamide). Following this washing step the sensor was transferred to the
incubation/measurement solution and voltammetric detection performed as previously
described. In Figure 5-A the signal variations obtained for the hybridisation of the
mutant and wild type sequences as a function of the formamide percentage in the
hybridisation buffer are presented. In the case of the experiments performed with the
Mutant synthetic analogue a progressive loss of the electrochemical response was
recorded, and was more evident at formamide concentrations higher than 20% (v/v). On
the other hand in the case of the experiments performed using the Wt sequences a more
notable decrease in signal was recorded until levelling off at concentrations higher than
30-35% (v/v). These results are consistent with those previously reported [55, 56] where
a formamide concentration of 25% (v/v) was demonstrated to facilitate discrimination
between the fully complementary sequence and mis-matched sequences. In order to
fully evaluate the applicability of the use of formamide in the hybridisation buffer as a
means of improving the specificity of the sensor, the influence of formamide on the
electrochemical performance of the sensing platform was evaluated, using two different
set of experiments. In the first set of experiments the influence of increasing percentages
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Figure 5: A: Signal increase percentage as a function of the formamide concentration (between 0% and
50% v/v) in the hybridization buffer for Mutant and Wild Type amplicons. B: Peak current recorded at a
Mut probe sensor and a MCH modified Au electrode, as a function of formamide concentration (between
0% and 50% v/v) in the buffer solution. The Measurement solution: 20 μM MB in 0.5 M NaCl and 20
mM Trizma (pH 7.4)
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of formamide on the sensor background (i.e. due to the immobilised probe MB
interaction), was evaluated. In the second set the influence of the formamide on the
electrochemical performances of the Au electrode was evaluated by monitoring the
response of an electrode modified with mercaptohexanol alone. In both cases the
evaluation was performed by contacting the two sensors for 1 hour with aliquots of the
hybridisation buffer with increasing concentrations of formamide, followed by thorough
washing and voltammetric measurement according to the protocol presented in section
3.3. As can be seen in Figure 5-B (MCH curve) incubation with increasing
concentrations of formamide did not affect the mercaptohexanol layer present onto the
Au electrode, or the electrochemical properties of the Au itself. This is clearly shown by
the fact that no variation of the MB response was recorded in the second set of controls.
However as it can be seen in the case in which probes were present on the electrode
surface (curve MCH + probe of Figure 5-B) a clear decrease of the MB reduction, as a
function of the formamide concentration, was recorded. Three possible explanations for
the loss in signal can proposed: (i) the loss of probes from the electrode surface (ii) a
change in the electrochemical properties of the Au electrode as a result of the hydrogen
bond interaction with the formamide [57] or (iii) due to a reduced MB/DNA interaction
due to the formamide solvation of the nucleotides in the oligonucleotides. Formamide
has a dielectric constant 40% higher than water and its interaction with the phosphate
backbone as well as the bases effectively results in a blocking of the MB-DNA
interaction. Experimental results, together with previous reports [55, 56], seem to
indicate the third option as the most probable.
Despite the fact that the results obtained in this evaluation confirmed the ability of
formamide to destabilise the DNA duplex, due to the poor reproducibility, possible
probe loss or the effect of formamide on the MB DNA interaction, this approach was
not used in further experiments.

3.5. Multi-electrode array for selective detection of DF508 mutation:
As the use of formamide was demonstrated to be an unfeasible approach for improving
discrimination, an alternative strategy for the selective detection of Mut and/or Wt was
pursued, based on the simultaneous use of three sensors. In this approach two of the
three electrodes were modified with thiolated probes specific for the Mut or for the Wt
sequence; whilst the third electrode was modified with mercaptohexanol alone acting as
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a control. In this way, by combining the response from the three electrodes, a definitive
detection of mutant or wild type can be achieved. The performance of this detection
approach was evaluated for the discrimination between Mut and Wt sequences at a
concentration value of 10 nM, a concentration analogous to that which could be
expected from a polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

Signal increase, %

12

Mutampl
Wtampl

10
8
6
4
2
0

MCH

Mut probe

Wt probe

Figure 6: Mutant and Wild type synthetic single stranded PCR product analogues discrimination at low
target concentration (10nM) using a mutiparameter detection platform of: Mut specific sensor, Wt
specific sensor and control sensor (no probe on it) Measurement solution: 20 μM MB in 0.5 M NaCl and
20 mM Trizma (pH 7.4)

The results of this evaluation are reported in Figure 6 where it can be observed that
when hybridisation is performed the sensor carrying the specific probe gave, as
expected, a higher response (ca. 2 folds) as compared to those provided by sensor with
the mismatched probe. The reported results clearly showed that the proposed sensing
approach allows an unambiguous discrimination between mutant/wild types. It is
believed that the proposed approach can find large application in clinical analysis.
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Conclusions
In the reported work a detection platform exploiting a base specific electroactive
marker, for the unambiguous detection of the DF508 mutation of CF has been
presented. The assessment of the possibility of discriminating between “wild type” and
“mutant” sequences was performed using two synthetic single stranded PCR analogues.
Electrochemical and fluorimetric studies facilitated further insight into the MB/DNA
interaction mechanisms that are involved in the electrochemical detection,
demonstrating that electrostatic interaction and weak bases interaction play a more
prominent role at concentrations of NaCl lower than 0.2 M, whilst guanine specific
contribution was observed to become predominant for NaCl concentrations higher than
0.2 M. The electrochemical detection of the specific sequences was quantitative for
target concentrations between 10 and 50 nM (R2 = 0.991) with a limit of detection of
2.64 nM. Although the sensitivity of the proposed methods is lower than those
achievable using labels, the reported approach offer definitive advantages such as speed
and ease-of-use. An attempt to improve sensor selectivity exploiting the use of
formamide in the hybridisation buffer was investigated but was not suitable for the
reported detection mechanism due to the influence of formamide on the interaction of
the methylene blue with DNA. Finally the use of a multisesnor detection platform was
demonstrated to achieve a clear and definitive discrimination between the different
possible forms of the targeted genomic region.
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CHAPTER 4 (Art 3):
Electrochemical molecular beacon based DNA
biosensor for the discrimination of Cystic fibrosis
mutations
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1. Introduction:
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is an inherited chronic disease resulting in lung and pancreatic
damage, causing progressive disability, and, for most, early death (1-4). A defective
gene and its protein product cause the body to produce unusually thick, sticky mucus.
Almost 1,000 mutations have been identified in the CF gene, but a few common
mutations cause disease in most patients (5). DF508 is the most common mutation in
which there is a deletion of phenylalanine at position 508 in the amino acid sequence of
cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator gene located in chromosome 7.
DF508 is frequency varies between ethnic groups, accounting for 70 per cent of
mutations in the white populations of Britain and US but fewer than 50 per cent in
southern European populations. CFTR mutations are correlated with disease severity
(3).Cystic fibrosis ordinary diagnosis is achieved by sweat test as people with cystic
fibrosis have an abnormally high salt level in sweat (6) and by screening test to detect a
chemical called immunoreactive trypsinogen (7) which is high in babies with cystic
fibrosis.
Since the discovery of the DNA structure in 1953 (8), there has been an increasing
demand for accurate and rapid genotyping, especially in the last few decades (9-14).
Recent reports for detection of cystic fibrosis mutations include the use of surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) (15, 16). Surface plasmon resonance imaging SPRI was
applied the detection of gene mutations accounting for human cystic fibrosis and
specifically some of those localized in Exon 10, with the common three-base-pair
deletion ΔF508, as well as several single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). The SPRI
system was able to monitor the hybridisation kinetics of unlabelled DNA targets (short
oligonucleotides or a 377 pb PCR product) to a 196 spot matrix of ssDNA probes
immobilised onto a bio-functionalised surface and to detect in real-time the mutations in
a DNA fragment (15). Mannelli et al have studied two different surface chemistries
(employing 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid–poly (ethylenimine) and dextran procedures)
for the development of surface plasmon resonance imaging (SPRI) based DNA
microarray affinity sensors to detect in parallel several mutations causing cystic fibrosis
DF508, DI507, M470V, Q493X, V520F and 1716 G>A (16).
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Electrochemical methods show great potential in DNA diagnostics (17-28). The
advantages of electrochemical transduction are high sensitivity, independence from
solution turbidity, compatibility with micro-fabrication, low cost, low power
requirements and simple instrumentation which is compatible with small portable
devices (9). Hahm and Lieber (29) reported a DNA biosenosr based on the use of
silicon nanowire (SiNW) transduction elements. The surface of the SiNW was
functionalized with biotin, onto which an avidin layer was immobilized followed by the
biotinylated 10-mer peptide nucleic acid (PNA) probe. Hybridization of the
immobilized probe with oligonucleotide targets (a complementary 31-mer wild type
target and a 28-mer target mimicking a deletion associated with the DF508 mutation)
was followed in a label-free capacity. An increase in conductance was observed on
association of negatively charged nucleic acids with the SiNW. Recently, a biosensor
based on employing of methylene blue as a reporter in the discrimination of synthetic
PCR analogue of the DF508 cystic fibrosis mutation (Mut) from the wild type (Wt) was
introduced. The methylene blue reduction beak was measured directly after 5 minutes
incubation with the gold electrode surface duplexes. At optimum experimental
condition a discrimination factor, between mutant and wild type of ca. 1.5 fold was
found. The proposed assay was quantitative and linear in the range of 10 – 100 nM,
exhibiting a limit of detection (LOD) of 2.64 nM (30).
A fluorescent molecular beacon (MB) is defined as a fluorescent-labelled
oligonucleotide chain, typically containing 25–35 nucleotides, and constructed by three
parts (31, 32): (1) A loop portion generally consisting of 15–30 nucleotides, which
specifically binds with the target sequence (2) A stem portion of 5–8 bases. During the
binding process of the MBs and target molecules, this portion is reversibly dissociated.
The thermodynamic equilibrium relation between the stem portion and double-stranded
structure of loop portion targets hybrid molecular is designed so that the hybridization
specificity of MBs is significantly stronger than that of a conventional linear probe. (3)
Tyagi first reported the molecular beacons (MBs) technology in 1996 (31), obviating
the requirement to separate probe-target hybrids from excess probes in hybridization
assays (31, 33) Because of the characteristics of simple operation, high-sensitivity, and
specificity, MBs have been used for real-time quantitative determination of nucleic acid
(34), for the construction of self-reporting oligonucleotide arrays (35), and even for
analysis in vivo (36).
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An example of an electrochemical based molecular beacon was first reported by Fan et
al (37). Dubbed the E-DNA sensor, the device comprises of electrochemically labelled
MB probe oligonucleotides, functionalized at the 3`-terminus with a thiol residue and at
the 5`- terminus with a ferrocene moiety. These were attached to a gold electrode
surface by the well established gold– thiol interaction. The stem-loop structure of the
molecular beacon maintained the electrochemical reporter in close proximity to the
electrode surface in the absence of the target nucleic acid. In the presence of the target
nucleic acid, the stem-loop structure was dissociated and replaced by a more linearized
double-stranded nucleic acid structure. As such, the electrochemical reporters that were
associated with linearized hybrids were extended away from the electrode surface and
the distancing of the transduction element could be determined as a reduction in peak
current in cyclic voltammetry measurements.
Ying et al, (38) presented an impedance-based DNA biosensor using thionine
intercalation to amplify the DNA hybridization signal. Beacon single-stranded DNA
(ssDNA) probe and mercaptoacetic acid were self-assembled onto an Au electrode by
chemisorption. After hybridisation with the DNA target and due to the neutralization of
the negative charges of dsDNA by the intercalated thionine, the electronic transfer
resistance (Ret) of the DNA modified Au electrode was significantly diminished. An
unlabeled hairpin-DNA probe was used for the detection of eight single-nucleotide
mismatches by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) (39). Upon hybridization
of the target strand with the hairpin DNA probe, the stem-loop structure is opened and
forms a duplex DNA. Accordingly, the film thickness is increased, which causes
differences in the electrical properties of the film before and after hybridization. The
differences in the charge-transfer resistance ∆RCT between hairpin DNA (before
hybridization) and duplex DNA (after hybridization) results in a large structural
rearrangement from hairpin to duplex (39). A recent approach was introduced by Plaxco
et al. (40), who describe an electrochemical DNA (E-DNA) sensing platform based on
target-induced conformation changes in an electrode-bound DNA pseudo-knot. The
pseudo-knot, a DNA structure containing two stem-loops in which the first stem’s loop
forms part of the second stem, is modified with a methylene blue redox tag at its 3′
terminus and covalently attached to a gold electrode via the 5′ terminus. In the absence
of a target, the structure of the pseudo-knot probe minimizes collisions between the
redox tag and the electrode, thus reducing faradic current. Target binding disrupts the
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pseudo-knot structure, liberating a flexible, single-stranded element that can strike the
electrode and efficiently transfer electrons (40).
In the work reported here, we present an electrochemical based genosensor exploiting
molecular beacons for the discrimination between synthetic PCR analogue cystic
fibrosis DF508 mutant and the corresponding wild type. A 34 bp molecular beacon
probe, complementary to the DF508 mutant sequences in 18 bp length in loop region of
the beacon, was immobilized on a gold electrode surface. The electrochemical reporter
employed in this work is methylene blue which was attached in the 5`-end of the
molecular beacon (Table 7.1). The immobilization of the beacon probe on the gold
electrode surface was achieved via the thiolated 3`-end to form a S-Au bond. The effect
of different buffer types (PBS, PBS-T, SSC, HEPES and Trizma) was investigated. Two
immobilization mechanisms were examined in this work namely “backfilling” and “coimmobilization” and the melting temperature was also studied for the immobilized
beacon probe. Finally, the hybridisation time for the complementary target and the
discrimination between the two targets was examined. The optimum conditions were
applied for the discrimination between the mutant and wild type for both the ∆508
mutation as well as another cystic fibrosis mutation, which has only one base mismatch.
V520F cystic fibrosis mutant occurs in exon 10 of the cystic fibrosis gene and results
from a substation of G by T nucleotide to change the corresponding amino acid from
valine to phenylalanine (41).

2. Experimental

2.1. Chemicals, probes and targets
All chemicals and reagents: Trizma base (Sigma), Potassium hexacyanoferrate (III),
K 3 Fe(CN) 6 (Sigma), hydrochloric acid (6M, Scharlau), potassium dihydrogen
phosphate KH 2 PO 4 (Scharlau), sodium chloride NaCl (Scharlau), sodium hydroxide
NaOH pellets (Panreac), sulphuric acid H 2 SO 4 (Sigma), 6-mercaptohexanol, MCH
(Fluka), potassium hexacyanoferrate (II) K 4 Fe(CN) 6 (Fluka), phosphate buffer saline,
PBS (Sigma), phosphate buffer saline (pH 7.4) with Tween-20, PBS-T (Sigma), saline
sodium citrate buffer, SSC (Sigma) and HEPES buffer (Acros organics)

were of

analytical grade and used without further purification. Alumina powder (1, 0.3, 0.05
micron) was provided by CHI Instruments (USA). All solutions were prepared in ultra
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pure water (18 MΩ.cm) obtained using a “Simplicity Water Purification System”
(Millipore, France).
Oligonucleotides, listed in Table 7.1, were provided by Biomers (Biomers, Germany).
The oligonucleotides, used in this work, are analogues to the PCR products obtained
using an amplification protocol, based on a “Multiplex Amplifiable probe Hybridization
(MAPH)” strategy (42). The two primers, specific for the DF508 mutation region and
carrying

specific

MAPH

tails,

were:

5’

GCCGC

GAATTCACTAGTGTGGCACCATTAAAGAAAA 3’ (forward) and 5’ GGCCGCG
GGAATTCGATTATATATTC ATCAT AGGAAAC 3’ (reverse), where the regions
specific for the probe are indicated in bold and those for the MAPH tags are underlined.
As a result of the amplification process two possible amplicons could be generated: an
82 bases long amplicon in the case of the mutant and an 85 bases long sequence for the
wild type. The full sequences of the synthetic PCR analogues are listed in Table 1.
DF508 Mutant target

5’ GCC GCG AAT TCA CTA GTG TGG CAC CAT TAA AGA

amplicon (82 mer)

AAA TAT CAT TGG TGT TTC CTA TGA TGA ATA TAA TCG
AAT TCC CGC GGC C 3’

DF508 Wild type target

5’ GCC GCG AAT TCA CTA GTG TGG CAC CAT TAA AGA

amplicon (85 mer)

AAA TAT CAT CTT TGG TGT TTC CTA TGA TGA ATA TAA
TCG AAT TCC CGC GGC C 3’

DF508 Mutant
complementary molecular

5’ MB- GCG AGA AAG AAA CAC CAA TGA TAT TTA GCC TCG
C – SH 3’

beacon probe (34 mer)
V520F Mutant target
5’ MB-GCG AGC TTT GAT GAA GCT TCT GTA CTC GC– SH 3’

amplicon (29 mer)
V520F Wild type target

5’ GTG TTT CCT ATG ATG AAT ATA GAT ACA GAA GCG TCA

amplicon (68 mer)

TCA AAG CAT GCC AAC TAG AAG AGG TAA GAA AC 3’

V520F Mutant
complementary molecular

5’ GTG TTT CCT ATG ATG AAT ATA GAT ACA GAA GCT TCA
TCA AAG CAT GCC AAC TAG AAG AGG TAA GAA AC 3’

beacon probe (68 mer)
Table 1: Sequences of the oligonucleotides and synthesised amplicons used in this
work, where MB is methylene blue.
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2.2. Instrumentation and measurements
The electrochemical studies were carried out using an Autolab model PGSTAT 12
potentiostat/galvanostat controlled with the General Purpose Electrochemical System
(GPES) software (Eco Chemie B.V., The Netherlands). A classical three electrode cell
was used. A set of commercially available polycrystalline Au disk (2 mm diameter)
electrodes (CHI Instruments) were used as working electrode, a Ag/AgCl was used as
reference electrode (CHI Instruments) and a Pt wire (Sigma) used as counter electrode.
Working

electrodes

were

cleaned

using

mechanical

cleaning

followed

by

electrochemical cleaning. The mechanical cleaning was achieved with alumina (using
three different sizes: 1, 0.3, 0.05 micron) aqueous slurry, to a mirror finish. After rinsing
with ultra pure water the electrodes were electrochemically cleaned by cycling it ca. 40
times (scan rate 100 mVs-1) between -0.2 and 1.6 V in sulphuric acid 0.5 M. The
number of cycles was not fixed: the Au electrodes were considered clean when, in a
cyclic voltammetric experiment with a ferro\ferri equimolar solution, a peak to peak
separation below 80 mV was recorded.

2.2.1. Molecular beacon probe immobilization:
Following the cleaning step, Thiolated molecular beacon probe (Mut complementary
MB, table 7.1) was self assembled, via (1) backfilling procedure: by spotting of 50 µl of
a 4 µM solution, freshly prepared in 1 M KH 2 PO 4 , onto the electrode surface and left to
assemble for 3 hours. Following probe self assembling the sensor surface was washed
with ultra pure water and subsequently back-filled by spotting 50 µl of a 0.01M aqueous
solution of mercaptohexanol onto the electrode surface and let to incubate for 30
minutes. The sensor was then thoroughly washed by sequential immersion in 0.1 M
NaOH, MilliQ water, 0.1 M HCl and MilliQ water, leaving an organized mixed SAM of
chemisorbed DNA probe and MCH.(2) co-immobilization procedure: where a fixed
concentration (1µM) of the molecular beacon probe was prepared with different MCH
concentration ratios (1:10, 1:30, 1:50 and 1:100) in the immobilization solutions
buffered with 1M KH 2 PO 4 . Following an immobilization time of 3 hrs, the sensor
surface was then washed for 20 minutes with contentious stirring in PBS-Tween buffer
followed by 10 minutes in MilliQ water. The signal intensity and stability of the
immobilized molecular beacon was examined in different buffered solutions, PBS,
PBS-Tween, SSC, Trizma and HEPES, the buffers were prepared to be 10 mM
concentrated with 0.5M NaCl.
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2.2.2. Hybridization with target amplicons:
Target hybridization was carried out via a 45 min incubation of 50µL of the desired
target (Mut or Wt synthetic PCR analogues) in 10 mM PBS-T (pH 7.4) in the presence
of 0.5 M NaCl. The sensor was then washed with 10 mM PBS-T buffer (pH 7.4)
containing 0.5 M NaCl and the hybridization levels were monitored by evaluating the
reduction response of the Methylene Blue (MB) label on the 5` end of the molecular
beacon immobilized on the gold electrode surface. The sensor, following hybridisation,
was immersed in an aliquot of a 10mM PBS-T (pH 7.4), 0.5M NaCl buffer solution and
a differential pulse voltammogram (DPV) was recorded. The parameters employed in
the DPV experiments were: potential window between 0 and -0.6 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) ,
step potential 10 mV, modulation amplitude 10 mV, modulation time 0.015 s and
interval time 0.1 s. A typical DPV result is presented in the inset of Figure 1, where a
clear reduction wave is visible at ca. -100 mV (vs the Ag/AgCl). Electrode regeneration
was performed by Milli-Q water. Following the regeneration step the DPV voltammetry
was repeated in order to record the background response, due to the immobilised
probes.
Melting temperature studies included the immobilized molecular beacon probes and the
electrode formed duplexes was achieved employing a 10 mL electrochemical cell
surrounded by built-in jacket. The system was thermostatted via (Grant Instruments,
Cambridge, Type GD120) device. The electrode surface was incubated at each
temperature for 10 minutes prior to measurement.

3. Results and discussion:
As described in figure 1, the molecular beacon probe was immobilized on a clean gold
electrode surface. Before hybridisation with the complementary target, beacon
configuration was stable under suitable buffer and temperature conditions, making the
electron exchange possible between the methylene blue label and the electrode surface.
After hybridisation with the complementary target, a marked change occurs to the
beacon probe opening the stem region and orienting the beacon structure to “stand up”.
Hence, the methylene blue moieties are moved away from the electrode surface,
resulting in a dramatic decrease in the reduction peak height (Figure 1 inset). Through
regeneration with Milli-Q water, the formed duplexes on the electrode surface are
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denatured, restoring the immobilized probe structure to the previous beacon shape,
demonstrated by the methylene blue reduction peak after regeneration, which is almost
identical to the original peak (Figure 1 inset).

+
Au

MCH + MB

DNA target

e

Regeneration

Co-immobilization

Start
regen
Mut-ampl

60

Current, -nA

Hybridisation

55
50
45
40
35

0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4

Potential, -v
Figure 1: Schematic representation of sensor preparation and hybridisation with the DNA target, the blue
sphere represents the methylene blue label. Inset: Differential pulse voltammograms of Mutant amplicon
captured on the electrode surface. Hybridisation performed from a solution of 0.5µM target amplicons.
Measurement solution: 10 mM PBS-T, pH 7.4, and 0.5M NaCl.

3.1. Beacon probe immobilization stability and buffer solution effect:
After beacon probe immobilization on the cleaned gold electrode via the backfilling
procedure, the electrode surface was immersed in different buffer solutions in order to
select the optimum buffer corresponding to the higher reduction peak of the labelled
beacon probe with methylene blue. The buffer solutions investigated were Trizma,
HEPES, PBS, PBS-T and SSC, all of 10mM concentration and 0.5M NaCl at pH 7.4.
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Figure 2 depicts the current peak height of the immobilized beacons corresponding to
each buffer solution. The optimum peak height obtained was obtained in PBS-T buffer.
This could be due to the beacon probe intra-hybridisation in the stem region being more
stable in PBS-T buffer solution, which maintains the methylene blue molecules near to
the electrode surface, facilitating the electron transfer process.

Peak height,- nA

100
80
60
40
20
0
Trizma

SSC

HEPES

PBSTween

PBS

Buffer
Figure 2: Effect of different buffer solutions on the beacon probe immobilized via backfilling procedure
on the gold surface electrode. The concentration of these solutions was 10 mM and all contained 0.5 M
NaCl.

The stability of the backfilled immobilization for beacon probes was monitored. As
illustrated in figure 3-A, the freshly prepared beacon probes sensors via backfilling
procedure exhibits a comparably sharper and higher reduction peak for the methylene
blue label. After two days storage in PBS-T buffer the peak was massively decreased as
shown in figure 3-A concluding, the sensor could not be reproducible after storage. This
result is compatible with data previously reported by Lai et al. (43). Thus, a need for
another procedure was necessary in order to assure the reproducibility and repeatability
of the employed sensor. The so-called co-immobilization procedure was thus examined
for this purpose, in which both the probe and MCH are simultaneously added in the
same immobilization buffered solution. Four different concentration ratios were
examined as illustrated in figure 3-B inset. The stability of the immobilized probe was
checked after two days. The concentration ratio of 1:50 (beacon probe: MCH) showed
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the best stability results among the other tested co-immobilized ratios (figure 3-B).
Based on these data, further experiments used the co-immobilization procedure with the
optimum ratio concentration.
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Figure 3: The PBS-T buffer solution storage effect on to electrode surfaces immobilized with beacon
probe via backfilling procedure (A) and via co-immobilization procedure (B). Inset: different
concentration ration of beacon probe: MCH employed in the co-immobilization solution and the effect of
storage in PBS-T buffer solution.
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The melting temperature of the immobilized electrochemical molecular beacon in the
absence of target DNA was investigated and observed to be 31.5 ºC, indicating good
stability at room temperature.
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Figure 4: Melting curve of beacon probe immobilized on the electrode surface. Measurement solution:
10mM PBS-T ,pH 7.4 in 0.5M NaCl (A). First derivative of the electrochemical melting curves (shown in
fig.4A) Vs temperature (B).
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The percentage of cytosine and guanine bases (CG %) is 80 % giving rise to higher
stability intra duplex. This could be demonstrated by the melting temperature diagrams
in figure 4. The beacon configuration was stable up to 27 ºC (i.e over the room
temperature values), hence, the destabilisation process started after increasing the
temperature over this value to reach to zero value in which the beacon structure is
changed to the “straight and stand up” structure causing the methylene blue to be
located away from the electrode surface, thus retarding the electron transfer process
(figure 4-A). After cooling the electrode surface the original current value was restored
(results not shown). In order to determine the melting temperature value in which half
of the immobilized beacons are denatured, the first derivative of the electrochemical
melting curve vs. temperature is plotted in figure 4-B.

3.2. Hybridisation time and discrimination between mutant and wild type:
1.1
1

i / io

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0

20

40

60

Time, min
Figure 5: effect of time on the hybridisation between 0.5 μM of cystic fibrosis DF508 mutant and the
complementary beacon probe immobilized on the electrode surface. The buffer solution consists of
10mM PBS-T, pH 7.4 in 0.5M NaCl.

An electrochemical cell (3 mL total volume) of 10 mM PBS-T buffer and 0.5 M NaCl
was used to study the effect of time on the hybridisation between mutant amplicon
target and the immobilized beacon probe on the gold working electrode surface. With
similar previously mentioned experimental conditions, a relation between 0.5 µM
mutant amplicon and the beacon probe immobilized on the electrode surface
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hybridisation vs. time is illustrated in figure 5. The plateau behaviour is reached after
20 minutes of the direct contact with the mutant target, and to ensure complete
hybridisation, for further hybridisation experiments, a time of 45 minutes was used.

40

Signal loss, %

35
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Wt-ampl

30
25
20
15
10
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Figure 6: Mutant and Wild type synthetic single stranded PCR product analogues discrimination at 0.5
μM concentration via hybridisation with beacon probe fully complementary to the mutant target and
immobilized on the electrode surface. The buffer solution employed was10mM PBS-T, pH 7.4 in 0.5M
NaCl. The regeneration took place by washing the electrode surface with Milli-Q water.

The current peak height of the immobilized beacon probe demonstrated a clear signal
loss (signal off) after hybridisation with the mutant amplicon complementary (figure 1
inset). The percentage of loss in the original signal was calculated as shown in equation
1:

Signal loss percentage = (I reg – I hybrid ) x 100 / (I reg )

(1)

Where, I reg is the peak current height after regeneration the electrode surface with MillQ water, and I Hybrid is the current peak height after hybridisation with the amplicon
targets (mutant or wild type). Figure 6 show the results obtained with different target
hybridisation for fully complementary F508 mutant complementary and 3 mismatched
wild type complementary. The system shows good reproducibility as illustrated in the
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standard deviation values in Figure 6 with a discrimination factor between mutant and
wild-type of ca. 2.5.
The detection of the cystic fibrosis V520F mutant, which contains only one base
mismatch, was evaluated using similar conditions. Sensor surface preparation and target
hybridisations were carried out as described for the DF508 mutation. The discrimination
between single base polymorphism is illustrated in figure (7). As expected, a lower
discrimination value was obtained as compared to that obtained with the three
mismatches DF508 case and unfortunately a clear discrimination between wild type and
mutant was not achievable with the assay conditions used.

Signal loss, %

40

Mut
Wt

30

20

10

0

Electrode surface
Figure 7: V520F Cystic fibrosis Mutant and Wild type PCR analogues discrimination at 0.5 μM
concentration via hybridisation with beacon probe fully complementary to the mutant target and
immobilized on the electrode surface. The buffer solution employed was10mM PBS-T, pH 7.4 in 0.5M
NaCl. The regeneration took place by washing the electrode surface with Milli-Q water.

3.3. Temperature modulation for the enhancement of discrimination between
DF508 mutant and wild type:
Two electrodes were prepared as illustrated before and subjected to hybridisation with
either DF508 mutant or the corresponding wild type. These electrodes were immersed
in 10 mM PBS-T buffer and 0.5 M NaCl in a thermostatted electrochemical cell and
incubated in each examined temperature degree for 10 minutes prior to DPV
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measurement. Figure 8 shows the melting behaviour for both mutant and wild type
hybrids with the mutant complementary molecular beacon immobilized on the gold
electrode surface. Unfortunately, both curves are similar, maintaining a discrimination
of just two degrees Celsius. This behaviour could be explained by another hybrid shape
represented in the molecular beacon stem region, where a higher CG content could play
a role in such an effect.
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Figure 8: Melting curves of Mutant and Wild type PCR product analogues at 0.5 μM concentration via
hybridisation with beacon probe fully complementary to the mutant target and immobilized on the
electrode surface. The buffer solution employed was10mM PBS-T, pH 7.4 in 0.5M NaCl.

4. Conclusions:
Electrochemical molecular beacon based biosensor was introduced in this report to
discriminate between cystic fibrosis mutations. Different buffer solutions were
examined for immobilized molecular beacon better signal expression and 10 mM PBST was choose for its higher signal response. The sensor surface was better prepared via
co-immobilsation in which molecular beacons and MCH were exists in the same
solution, where a ratio of 1:50 (Probe: MCH) was shown to be more stable. The
hyrbidisation with the complementary amplicon targets were shown to be completed
after 30 minutes. The melting temperature of the immobilized molecular beacon was
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over room temperature value assuring the signal stability of the methylene blue at room
temperature. A good discrimination factor of ca.2.5 was obtained between DF508
mutant and wild type were this discrimination factor was reasonably decreased in the
case of one mismatched mutant namely V520F. It was not possible to enhance the
discrimination factor by temperature modulating application; this could be due to the
geometry and the interference of the immobilized molecular beacon itself.
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CHAPTER 5 (Art 4):
Melting Temperature of Surface-tethered DNA
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Abstract
A method for the accurate determination of the melting temperature (Tm) of surface
immobilised DNA duplexes, which exploits the fluorescence quenching properties of gold, is
reported. A thiolated ssDNA probe is chemisorbed onto a gold surface, and then hybridized to a
fluorophore labelled complementary sequence. Upon formation of the duplex, the fluorescence
of the label is effectively quenched by the gold surface. As the temperature is increased and the
duplex dehybridises, the fluorophore label moves away from the gold surface and the
fluorescence signal is again observed. The increase in fluorescence is measured as the
temperature is ramped and using first derivative plots, the Tm determined. To demonstrate the
approach, the Tm of the Cystic Fibrosis DFF508 mutation was determined in three different
phases – in solution, in “suspension” immobilized on gold nanoparticles, and immobilized on
gold film coated substrate. The technique was further applied to optimize conditions for
differentiation between a surface immobilized DF508 mutant probe and mutant/wild type target
exploiting increasing stringency varying salt and formamide concentration. The approach has
application in optimization of assay conditions for biosensors that use gold substrates as well as
for melting curve analysis.

Keywords: Melting temperature; Surface-immobilised DNA; Fluorescence quenching; Gold
nanoparticles
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Introduction
DNA hybridization on solid surfaces was developed on membranes in 1970s, where surface
tethered single stranded DNA (ssDNA) were used to bind complementary DNA(1). Since then a
plethora of biosensors and microarrays for the detection of DNA hybridization have been
reported. Allele discrimination using surface immobilized probes is based on differences in
DNA capture efficiencies dependent on mismatches, where experimental conditions are tuned to
maximize the difference in melting temperature (Tm) of wild-type and mutant containing
duplexes. Thus, any platform for mutation detection, using surface tethered nucleic acid probes
requires a method for the accurate determination of the Tm in order to rationally design
experimental conditions.
The hybridization behaviour of surface immobilized probes with target often differs from that in
bulk solution, and is case-specific where duplex stability may be greater or weaker than that in
solution (2).
Some reports have appeared detailing the accurate determination of melting temperature of
surface immobilized or tethered DNA. Peterlinz used a method based on surface plasmon
resonance (SPR), reporting a Tm of  5 oC less as compared to solution Tm (3). The difference
in melting temperature obtained with surface immobilized DNA has also been demonstrated,
assembling a (dA)20 probe onto an optical fibre functionalised with fused silica substrate (4).
Additionally, epoxy-linked DNA probes were hybridized to biotin labelled PCR amplicons,
subsequently linked to streptavidin Cy5 and the fluorescence signal detected using a CCD
camera (5).

The use of total internal reflection fluorescence has also been reported for the

determination of the melting temperature of surface immobilized DNA duplexes, and singlepoint mutations could be recorded (6). In another approach, dynamic light scattering was used
to detect duplex melting by measuring a decrease in hydrodynamic radius of DNAfunctionalized and hybridized colloidal gold nanoparticles (2). Dynamic allele specific
hybridization, DASH, has been used for single nucleotide polymorphism detection where target
DNA is immobilized on a microtitre plate and hybridized with a probe specific for one allele,
with hybridization and melting being monitored using a double-stranded DNA-specific dye.
They observed that melting temperatures were lower for sequences containing a SNP than for
fully hybridized strands, with temperature differences of 6-12 oC for 15- and 21-mer probes (6).
Similar values for in situ surface plasmon imaging of DNA hybridization surfaces were
observed (7). Reflectometric interference spectroscopy has been successfully applied for the
determination of melting temperature, where melting curves of surface immobilized 15-mer
LNA/PNA/DNA probes with their complementary 15-mer DNA were calculated (8). Finally,
the use of the intercalating dye, SYBR Green, was used for the determination of the Tm of
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immobilized duplexes, monitoring the increase in fluorescence as the dye is released with
increasing temperature and dehybridisation of the duplex (6).
Here we report a new method for the determination of the Tm of surface immobilized DNA
duplexes, exploiting gold induced fluorescence quenching, as depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Schematic of reported method for measurement of melting temperature of surface tethered DNA
duplexes.

A thiolated ssDNA probe is chemisorbed onto a gold surface, and backfilled with
mercaptohexanol as previously reported (10), and then hybridized to a fluorophore labelled
complementary sequence. Upon formation of the duplex, the fluorescence label is effectively
quenched by the gold surface (9). As the temperature is increased and the duplex dehybridises,
the fluorophore label moves away from the gold surface, the increase in fluorescence measured
and the Tm determined. To demonstrate the approach, the Tm of the Cystic Fibrosis DFF508
mutation was determined in three different phases – in solution, in “suspension” immobilized on
gold nanoparticles, and immobilized on gold film coated substrate. The technique was further
applied to optimize conditions for differentiation between a surface immobilized DF508 mutant
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probe and mutant/wild type target exploiting increasing stringency varying salt and formamide
concentration. The approach has application in optimization of assay conditions for biosensors
using gold substrates (e.g. electrochemical, surface plasmon resonance, quartz crystal
microbalance, fluorescent etc.) as well as for melting curve analysis.

Materials and methods
All chemicals and reagents used were of analytical grade. Trizma buffer was purchased from
Sigma and the pH adjusted to 7.4 by addition of HCl (6M, Scharlau). KH 2 PO 4 , NaCl and
MgCl 2 were received from Scharlau. NaCl, formamide and mercaptohexanol were obtained
from Panreac, Acros Organics and Fluka, respectively. For the preparation of gold
nanoparticles, potassium tetrachloro-aurate (III) (98%, Sigma-Aldrich) and trisodium citrate
(Sigma) were used. All oligonucleotides were received from VBC-Biotech Company (Service
GmbH Campus Vienna, Biocenter 6/5, A-1030 Wien).

Model DNA system used to demonstrate approach of measuring melting temperature of
surface tethered DNA
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is one of the most common life-shortening, childhood-onset inherited
diseases. CF is caused by a mutation in a gene called the cystic fibrosis transmembrane
conductance regulator (CFTR). The most common mutation of cystic fibrosis is called DF508,
because the CFTR protein it encodes is missing a single amino acid at position 508, and this
mutation represents 70 per cent of mutations in the white populations of Britain and US and 50
per cent in southern European populations. The DF508 mutation is a 3bp deletion, and this
deletion causes loss of the amino acid phenylalanine located at position 508 in the protein.
The following oligos were employed in this study:
5‘-AAT ATC ATT GGT GTT-3´ (508 mutant target)
5‘-TAT CAT CTT TGG TGT-3´ (Wild type target)
5’-ACC CTT GGG AGG AAG AGA CG-3’ (Non-complementary target)
The bold underlined letters indicate the 3bp deletion present in the DF508 mutation.
5‘-AAC ACC AAT GAT ATT-(C6)-SH-3´ (thiolated DNA probe complementary to mutant)
The mutant and wild type targets, as well as the non-complementary probe were used in their
native state as well as being labelled at the 5’ terminal with Texas Red (synthetic DNA-Texas
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Red purchased), which was chosen as the fluorescent label as it has been previously been shown
that this fluorophore is the most thermally stable fluorescent label among Fluorescein,
Rhodamine Red, Tamra, Cy3, Oregon Green, FITC, FAM and Cy2 (11).
Instrumentation and equipment
A UV-VIS spectrometer (Varian, CARY 100 BIO, EL05023424) was used for the measurement
of DNA concentration in solution. Fluorescence spectrometer (Varian, CARY eclipse,
EL05083124) was employed for fluorescent measurements. A Varian CARY temperature
controller (EL05073367) was employed as a thermal peltier.
Preparation and characterisation of gold nanoparticles and sputtered gold film
Gold film chips Sputtered gold chips were fabricated as follows. A silicon wafer was first
insulated with a 150 nm layer of SiO 2 followed by an adhesive layer of 20 nm chromium. A 200
nm gold layer was then sputtered and structured by a lift-off process to shape a gold square of
16mm2. The wafer was diced and the surface was cleaned in oxygen plasma (100 W, 5 min).
This method allowed the preparation of several dozens of gold chips with a high degree of
reproducibility (± 0.1%) of area.
Preparation of Gold nanoparticles The gold nanoparticles (Au-NP) were prepared by
refluxing 50 mL of KAuCl 4 (0.3 mM) to boiling point, followed by addition of 2.5 mL
trisodiumcitrate (1%) and heating until a wine red colour was obtained. The size of the gold
nanoparticles was determined from measurement of the maximal wavelength (λmax = 520 nm),
to be 20 nm (12).
Immobilisation of probes on gold nanoparticles and gold films
A 15-mer thiolated probe with six carbon spacer at the 3´terminal (5’-AAC ACC AAT GAT
ATT-C6-SH-3’ probe) complementary to the mutated region of the DF508 mutant was
immobilised on each of the gold surfaces via addition of 4μM thiolated DNA in 10mM KH 2 PO 4
solution to freshly prepared gold nanoparticles, or freshly cleaned gold films and left to incubate
overnight, followed by thorough washing with Milli-Q water. The gold surface was then backfilled with 0.01M mercaptohexanol (MCH) for 30 minutes. The gold films were then thoroughly
washed by sequential immersion in 0.1 M NaOH and 0.1 M HCl.

In the case of the

nanoparticles, they were centrifuged and collected after each washing/modification step. These
extensive washing steps in NaOH/HCl were to ensure the complete removal of any physisorbed
probe to leave an organized mixed SAM of chemisorbed DNA probe and MCH backfiller. In
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order to investigate the effect of different probe concentrations on melting temperature,
concentrations of 0.5, 2 and 4µM of the thiolated DNA probe on the gold film were evaluated.
Hybridization of immobilized mutant probe with labelled wild type/mutant target
The 5’ terminal of the mutant and wild type targets were labelled with the Texas Red
fluorescent molecule, 5’-Texas Red-C6-AAT ATC ATT GGT GTT-3’ and 5‘-Texas Red-C6TAT CAT CTT TGG TGT-3´, respectively. Hybridization was carried out using solutions of
1μM WT/MUT-Texas Red in 10mM Trizma (pH 7.4) containing 10 mM MgCl 2 , which was
added to the centrifuged functionalised Au-NP or the sputtered gold film chips. Hybridization
was monitored by looking at the quenching of the fluorescence of the Texas Red label as it was
brought into close proximity with the gold surface of the nanoparticles or the film, until a
constant level of quenching was achieved. Hybridization was allowed to proceed at room
temperature for one hour, prior to thorough washing to remove any non-hybridized targets.
Determination of Tm
Free solution Tm Two hundred microliters solutions of 1μM WT/MUT target and 1μM
MUT/WT probe in 10mM Trizma (pH 7.4) was added to a cuvette, which was placed in a
thermostatted cell with Peltier control in a UV-Vis spectrophotometer. The melting temperature
of DNA in solution was determined by UV-Vis at = 260nm, over a temperature range from 20
to 80 ºC at a thermal ramping at a rate of 5 ºC/min.

Surface immobilised Tm
Melting determination experiments were performed by using 1 µM concentration of synthetic
target oligo in an interaction buffer containing 10 mM Trizma, pH=7.4. As the temperature was
ramped, the Texas Red-labelled target strand dissociated and was released into solution,
resulting in an increase in fluorescence recorded as a temperature-fluorescence curve for Tm
determination. The Texas Red fluorescence ( Ex =590 nm and  Em =613 nm) was measured at

a ramping rate of 5 ºC/min using a standard fluorimeter equipped with a Peltier heating unit.
Experiments were carried out in triplicate.
In the case of the gold film, the large gold surface quenched most of the fluorescence of the
dissociated target strand with increasing temperature and produced irreproducible results. The
method was thus adjusted, to discontinuously measure the fluorescence of the dissociated target,
by heating the cuvette in a Peltier controlled unit, to temperatures at 1ºC intervals and then
taking 100 µL of the solution containing the dissociated fluorescent labelled target to a separate
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cuvette and measuring the fluorescence at 30oC, then returning the solution to the cuvette
containing the gold chip and continuing the procedure from 20 to 80 ºC.

Control Experiments
Control experiments were carried out where a non-complementary sequence labelled with the
fluorescent label was added to the immobilized probe on the nanoparticle and sputtered gold
film surfaces. Additionally, surfaces with no immobilized probe and simply coated with
mercaptohexanol were subjected to immersion with the labelled mutant and wild type targets.
The effect of temperature on the Texas Red fluorescent label was also evaluated. The possible
effect of the presence of the Texas Red fluorescent label on melting temperature was tested by
monitoring melting temperature in solution, using both unlabelled DNA and the Texas Red
labelled DNA. Finally, the effect of temperature on buffer pH was established by measuring the
pH of Trizma buffer at 5oC intervals over a temperature range between 30oC and 60oC.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSSION
The objective of this work was to develop a method for the measurement of the melting
temperature of surface immobilized DNA duplexes. As the Tm may also be dependent on the
type of surface on which the probe/duplex is immobilized, it was interesting to measure the Tm
on both gold nanoparticles and planar gold films. The approach we detail for melting
temperature determination can be applied to both surfaces, and thus can find application not
only for biosensors and melting curve analysis, but also for gold nanoparticle immobilized DNA
duplexes (13) or molecular beacons (14). As detailed below, in the first part of the work, we
demonstrated the applicability of the method for the determination of melting temperature of
gold nanoparticle and gold film supported DNA duplexes, and in the second part of the work we
apply the technique for the optimization of conditions for differentiation of wild type and
mutant targets using a probe complementary to the mutant immobilized on the gold film.

Determination of solution melting temperature
The absorbance at  =260nm was read as the temperature was ramped at a rate of 5 ºC/min over
the temperature range of 20 to 80ºC. Melting Temperature (Tm) by definition is the temperature
at which one half of the DNA duplex will dissociate to become single stranded and indicates the
duplex stability. Under the conditions of 10mM Trizma buffer, pH 7.4 containing 10mM
MgCl 2 , a Tm of 59oC was obtained, agreeing with a predicted melting temperature as calculated
using the nearest neighbour meeting temperature calculation (15).
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Determination of melting temperature of surface immobilized mutant-mutant duplex
The proposed method for determination of the melting temperature of surface immobilized
duplexes was demonstrated using a thiolated 15-mer probe complementary to the DF508
mutation immobilized on gold nanoparticles, and gold film.

The immobilized probe was

hybridized to either the labelled mutant target or wild type target, and the fluorescence of the
Texas Red was quenched by the gold surface. With increasing temperature, the Texas Redlabelled target strand dissociated and was released into solution, resulting in an increase in
fluorescence recorded as a temperature-fluorescence curve for Tm determination (Figure 2).

Figure 2 Typical melting curve obtained with planar thin-film gold chip immobilized duplexes. Each
melting curve experiment was carried out in triplicate as represented by the error bars

The effect of the concentration of the immobilized probe was evaluated looking at the melting
temperatures obtained using 0.5, 2 and 4µM mutant probe and mutant target, and there is a very
definite effect of probe concentration and Tm, with the more probe there is on the surface, the
more stable the duplex becomes (Table 1). This could be attributed to that fact that the density
of ssDNA immobilized will have an effect on charge density due to the ionisable phosphate
groups, and the negatively charged surface of immobilized probes will attract positive counterions from solution, resulting in local ionic strength pH and dielectric constant on the surface,
which is markedly different from that in bulk electrolyte solution. These local conditions
influence the thermodynamics of hybridization and results in vastly different melting
temperatures as compared to solution Tm (4), and the higher the concentration of the
immobilized probe, the disparity in Tm becomes more pronounced.
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Probe concentration / μM
0.1
0.5
1
2
4

Melting temperature, ºC
28 ± (1.25)
30 ± (0.98)
33 ± (1.14)
38 ± (0.76)
48 ± (0.85)

Table 1. Effect of the concentration of the immobilized probe on to the Mut-Mut hybrid formed on to the
gold surface.

As can be seen in Figure 3, there is a marked difference in the melting temperatures obtained on
planar gold surfaces as compared to spherical gold surfaces, with values of 48 and 54 oC being
obtained, respectively. As detailed by Xu and Craig (2), “extrapolating the findings on planar
surfaces to small particles is complicated by the relatively high curvature of the DNA-Au
surface which relaxes the steric and electrostatic interactions between neighbouring DNA and
may also perturb long-rang interactions”. It can thus be expected that the duplexes formed with
probes immobilized on gold nanoparticles will be different to that of the Tm of planar gold
immobilized probes. Moreover, both the surface immobilized duplexes were observed to be less
stable that the solution based duplex, with differences of 5 and 11 oC for the nanoparticles and
the gold film, respectively.

This is in agreement with some authors, who report similar

differences between solution and immobilised Tm (16), whereas other authors report a higher
Tm for immobilised DNA duplexes as compared to solution based duplexes (17). However, the
surface chemistries and probe densities used are different in each report, and this clearly has a
very strong effect on duplex stability.
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Figure 3 Comparison of Tm values obtained for solution duplex and gold nanoparticle and gold film
immobilised duplexes.

Control Experiments Using a non-complementary DNA, apparently no hybridization took
place as no quenching nor subsequent increase in fluorescence upon heating was observed.
When mercaptohexanol coated surfaces were used, there was a small amount of non-specific
binding of the Texas Red labelled targets, but this was immediately removed in the washing
step. The melting temperature of the DNA duplex in solution of mutant probe – mutant target
and mutant probe – Texas Red labelled mutant target were the same, thus indicating that the
presence of the Texas Red label does not have any destabilising effect. Finally, the pH of the
Trizma buffer gradually changed from 7.4 to 6.8 over the temperature range of 20 to 80 oC;
however using solution studies and changing the pH from 7.4 to 6.4 no denaturation of the
duplex was observed, demonstrating that the effect of temperature on the buffer pH does not
effect the melting temperature determination (18).

Elucidation of optimal conditions for differentiation between mutant and wild type targets
As a further application of the demonstrated approach to determine the melting temperature of
surface tethered DNA duplexes, the technique was used to optimize conditions for
differentiation between mutant and wild type targets using a surface immobilized probe
complementary to the mutant sequence. Stringency conditions are routinely applied to facilitate
hybridization to a complementary target sequence (i.e. in this case, mutant containing) and
lesser/no hybridization to a non complementary sequence (i.e. wild type).

Optimised
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concentrations of formamide and NaCl are commonly used to apply these stringency conditions,
and to this end, a series of experiments to study their effect on the Tm of the gold film
immobilized duplexes was carried out. Initial studies investigated the effect of NaCl and
formamide on melting temperature in solution, monitoring the increase in absorbance at 260 nm
upon denaturation of the duplex, as can be seen in Table 2.
Summarising the results obtained with the solution based DNA, the stabilizing effect of NaCl
plateaus at about 0.5M, As expected, the 3 bp deletion present in the mutant target results in a
considerable decrease in Tm, independent of salt concentration, with a difference of 12 ºC
observed between fully complementary and non-complementary (MUT-MUT vs WT-MUT).
Previous reports have demonstrated the denaturing ability of agents such as formamide, due to
their lower ion-solvating power (19, 20), and their ability to increase the solubility of free bases
(19). It has been reported that these agents increase the hydrophobic character of the solvent,
thereby decreasing the activity coefficients and free energies of the bases, favouring the
denatured state (21-24). Independent of the formamide concentration, there is again a difference
in Tm of complementary and non-complementary hybrids of 12ºC and using a concentration
of 25 % v/v formamide, hybridization to complementary targets and no hybridization to the
mutated target was observed at room temperature.

Table 2 Effect of NaCl and Formamide on melting temperature of solution based mutant-mutant
(MUT-MUT) and mutant-wild type (MUT-WT) type hybrids. Melting temperature measured
using UV-Vis, following DNA concentration at  = 260nm, over temperature range of 20-80oC,
with a ramping rate of 5oC/minute.
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Similar studies were carried out with the surface immobilized duplexes, using immobilised
mutant probe, and fluorophore labelled mutant targets (Figure 4).

Analogous trends were

observed, and in all cases, a lower Tm was observed for the surface immobilized duplexes.
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Figure 4 (A) Effect of formamide (0%, 5%, 10% and 15 %) . 30 µl solutions of 1μM Mutant- TR, in
10mM Trizma (pH 7.4) containing 1M NaCl with the different formamide concentrations were incubated
with the gold film immobilized probe for 1 hour (B) Effect of NaCl concentration 0.2M, 0.5M and 1M
on MutTR:Mut duplex immobilized on planar gold chip. 30 µl solutions of 2μM Mutant- TR, in 10mM
Trizma (pH 7.4) and various NaCl concentrations, were incubated with the gold film immobilized probe
for 1 hour.
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Figure 5 (A) Melting temperature curve for mutant and wild type-TR hybrid with mutant probe
immobilised on gold films 10 µl solutions of 1μM MUT or WT-Texas Red, in 10mM Tris HCl (pH 7.4)
containing 0.5M NaCl was added to the immobilized probe for 1 hrs. (B) First derivative of the melting
curve

Gold films were functionalised with mutant probe and hybridized to mutant and wild type
target, respectively. As can be seen in Figure 5, as would be expected for a 3bp deletion, there
is considerably less hybridization of the wild type to the immobilized mutant probe, as
compared to the mutant-mutant hybrid. Using 0.5M NaCl, a melting temperature of  46oC and
36oC was obtained for the mutant-mutant and mutant-wild type hybrids, respectively.
Incorporating 15% v/v formamide, reduced the melting temperature of the mutant-mutant
hybrid dramatically, but completely eliminated any hybridization between the immobilized
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probe and wild type target, thus allowing for complete differentiation of mutant and wild type
samples as can be seen in Figure 5.
In summary, here we report a facile means of accurately determining the Tm of surface
anchored duplexes exploiting the fluorescence quenching effect of gold, which can be applied to
planar gold surfaces, or gold spherical structures, such as nanoparticles. Using the method of
backfilling with mercaptohexanol, resulted in a surface density of DNA probes, which gave rise
to melting temperatures 5oC and 11oC for gold nanoparticles and gold film, respectively, lower
than their solution based counterparts. The approach was applied to an elucidation of optimal
conditions for detection of the cystic fibrosis associated 508 mutation, which is a 3bp deletion.
Melting temperatures for a surface immobilized probe complementary to the mutant and its
hybrids with complementary mutant and non-complementary wild type under a range of
conditions were elucidated, and based on these conditions for complete differentiation between
mutant and wild type were established.
Further studies will look at the effect of the surface chemistry (i.e. spacing of DNA probes,
types of backfillers used) on the Tm, in order to determine true optimal conditions for gold
based biosensors and microarrays for detection of mutations and SNPs.
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CHAPTER 6 (Art.5):
Electrochemical Melting Curve Analysis
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Abstract
Genotyping technologies need to tackle issues of cost-effectiveness, flexibility, and
mutiplexability to meet the ever-increasing demands for detection of mutations and
single polynucleotide polymorphisms for clinical diagnostics, addressing the medical
paradigm of tomorrow. Here we report on a facile method for the rapid detection of
mutations and SNPs using electrochemical melting curve analysis. The concept is
based on the use of an immobilised probe hybridised to the mutant/SNP-containing
region of a ferrocene labelled PCR amplicon. Following hybridisation, the temperature
is ramped and the dissociation of the ferrocene labelled DNA from the electrode surface
is monitored using differential pulse voltammetry. Using a model system using short
probe and target, the approach was demonstrated to clearly discriminate between
complementary and mis-match containing targets. The melting temperature of the
surface confined DNA duplex was also observed to markedly lower that that obtained in
solution, with melting temperatures of 38 and 59 ºC, observed, respectively. The
approach can be extended to array based melting curve analysis, allowing the
simultaneous detection of multiple mutations and SNPs, as well as for genosensor
design.
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1. Introduction:
Since the completion of the Human Genome Project there has been immense progress in
the identification of disease associated mutations, and this coupled with the ongoing
identification of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) has spawned the development
of a plethora of techniques for rapid detection of these mutants and SNPs, such as
minisequencing [1], allele-specific PCR [2], specific ligation assays [3], pyrosequencing
[4], and endonuclease cleavage [5]. However, these techniques are lengthy involving
several steps, and straightforward DNA hybridisation is being increasingly exploited in
the field of DNA diagnostics [6]. The potency of hybridisation for DNA diagnostics is
due to the marked change in duplex stability that results from even subtle sequence
changes, which can be reliably detected by measurement of the duplex stability.
Melting-curve analysis is a well-established technique where a probe is hybridised to a
single stranded PCR product and an intercalating dye is incorporated into the duplex.
As the temperature is ramped, the duplex starts to dissociate releasing the fluorescent
dye and the melting temperature can be determined and the specific mutant/SNP can be
detected [7]. This concept forms the basis of dynamic allele-specific hybridisation
(DASH)[8], where the duplex under interrogation is attached to a solid surface and has
been further developed as a microtitre plate-based version [9] and as a membrane-based
macroarray format [10].
Although fluorescence detection has dominated the field of melting curve analysis,
electrochemistry-based methods are an attractive alternative due to their low-cost, highsensitivity, simplicity and compatibility with microfabrication techniques. MeunierPrest et al. [11] studied the melting behaviour of a synthetic model DNA duplex
immobilized onto gold electrodes using methylene blue as an electroactive intercalator;
where duplex melting resulted in the liberation of methylene blue and a concomitant
reduction in signal. Brewood et al. [12] and Marquette et al. [13] developed impedance
based approaches for melting temperature determination. However, whilst these reports
have accurately determined the melting temperature of surface tethered DNA duplexes,
to date, there are only two reports detailing the electrochemical melting curve analysis.
Luo et al. [14], reported on an immobilisation free method for the melting curve
analysis of a DNA-PNA duplex , using ferrocene labelled PNA. The negatively charged
DNA-PNA-FC duplex is repulsed from the negatively charged ITO electrode, but upon
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heat-induced dissociation of the duplex, the neutral PNA-Fc diffuses to the electrode,
where it is detected. The authors used the technique to distinguish between fully
complementary and one mis-match. Finally, Surkus et al [15] used melting curve
analysis to explore the effect of ionic strength and number of mismatches on melting
temperature, observing that the melting temperature of the surface immobilised DNA
duplex was significantly lower than in homogenous solution.
Here, we report a facile method for electrochemical melting curve analysis exploiting a
gold electrode anchored DNA-probe and a ferrocene labelled target. As a model target
to demonstrate the approach, we used the cystic fibrosis associated ∆508 mutation,
which represents a 3 base mutation at the 508 position of the CFTR gene. A gold
electrode was functionalised with thiolated probe and was hybridised with a ferrocene
labelled target. Following hybridisation, the electrode was placed in a peltier unit and
the temperature ramped, resulting in dissociation of the duplex and removal of the
ferrocene label from being in close proximity with the electrode surface, resulting in a
decrease in signal.

The data was used to produce melting curves for both fully

complementary and mis-match duplexes and clear differences observed.

2. Experimental
All chemicals and reagents were of analytical grade and used without further
purification. All solutions were prepared in ultra pure water (18 MΩ.cm) obtained using
a “Simplicity Water Purification System” (Millipore, France). Oligonucleotides were
provided

by

Eurogentec

(Spain).

AACACCAATGATATT-C6-SH)-3`;

Mutant

Wild

type

sequence

specific

probe:

5`-

sequence

specific

probe:

5`-

ACACCAAAGATGATA-C6-SH-3`; DF508 mutant sequence: 5`-NH 2 -C6-AATATC ATT
GGT GTT-3`
Electrochemical

measurements

were

carried

out

using

an

Autolab

model

potentiostat/galvanostat 12 controlled with GPES software (Eco Chemie B.V.,). A
classical three electrode configuration was used: Ag/AgCl wire reference electrode, Pt
wire counter electrode and thin film Au working electrode prepared as previously
described [16]. Working electrodes were cleaned electrochemically, cycling at a scan
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rate of 100 mVs-1 between -0.2 and 1.6 V in 0.5 M sulphuric acid until a peak-to-peak
separation below 80 mV was recorded.
Preparation of DNA-ferrocene conjugate The DNA-ferrocene conjugate was prepared
as previously reported [17]. Briefly, the amine-terminated DF508 mutant sequence (22
nmol) was dissolved in 0.5M NaHCO 3 /Na 2 CO 3 buffer (pH 9.0) and added to the Nhydroxysuccinimide ester of ferrocene carboxylic acid (1.3 mmol), and the solution was
sonicated for 10 minutes, and then left under stirring conditions at room temperature
overnight. Finally the solution was diluted to 1ml with 0.2M of triethyl ammonium
acetate (TEAA) pH 7.0. The DNA-ferrocene conjugate was purified using a RP-HPLC
column (Agilent Zorbax oligo 5uM, 6.2 x 80 mm). The mobile phase composed of two
solutions, 0.1M TEAA, pH 7 and acetonitrile using a gradient of 10 to 40 % v/v
acetonitrile for 7 minutes with 0.5 mL/min flow rate; the conjugate having a retention
time of 7.6 minutes.
Probe Immobilisation Thiolated probe (Mut or Wt) was self-assembled, via spotting of
10µl of a 4µM solution, freshly prepared in 1M KH 2 PO 4, onto the electrode surface and
left to assemble for 3 hours, followed by thorough washing with ultra pure water and
subsequent back-filling with a 0.01M aqueous solution of mercaptohexanol and left to
incubate for 30 minutes. The sensor was extensively washed via sequential immersion
in 0.1M NaOH, MilliQ water, 0.1M HCl and MilliQ water, leaving an organized mixed
SAM of chemisorbed DNA probe and MCH.
Effect of temperature on buffer pH and probe stability An aliquot of the 10mM Tris
buffer (pH 7.5) containing 20mM of magnesium chloride was thermostatted, using a
water bath, and allowed to stabilise at fixed temperature intervals (between 30 and 60
ºC with step of 5 ºC) before the pH was measured.

Additionally, the probe stability

was measured over the same temperature interval, using differential pulse voltammetry
and 20 μM methylene blue.
Hybridisation with mutant target Hybridisation was carried by spotting 10µL of 1μM
Mut-Fc in 10mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4) in the presence of 20mM MgCl 2 onto the
functionalised electrode surface. Following a 1 hour incubation, the sensor was washed
with 10 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4) containing 20mM MgCl 2 and the hybridization levels
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were monitored by evaluating the oxidation response of the ferrocene label. The
working electrode was transferred to a thermostatted electrochemical cell and the
temperature increased at intervals. Differential pulse measurements were recorded after
the electrode had been exposed to each temperature interval for 15 minutes. The
parameters employed in the DPV experiments were: potential window between 0 and
0.8 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) , step potential 10 mV, modulation amplitude 10 mV, modulation
time 0.015 s and interval time 0.1 s.

Results and discussion:

Schematic 1. A Schematic representation of electrochemical melting curve analysis reported

The pH of Tris buffer solution is known to be influenced by the temperature, whilst the
melting temperature of DNA is not affected by a change in pH within the range of pH
values from 6.5 to 8.0 [18]. In order to ensure that the change in pH under the
temperature range used in this work, a study of the variation of the pH of the buffer with
the temperature was performed. The pH value of the buffer solution clearly varied with
the temperature with a slope of 0.02 pH unit per 1ºC. UV-based melting temperature
studies were carried out within this pH range and the change in pH between 6.5 and 8
had no effect on the melting temperature. Additionally, probe layer stability is crucial
in melting temperature experiment and there are several reports outlining the thermal
stability of alkanethiol and DNA monolayers, reporting desorption from gold surface,
ranging from 55°C [19, 20] and 90°C [21], dependent on the surface chemistry. We
carried out an evaluation of the thermal stability using a DNA specific electroactive
indicator, methylene blue as a means of quantifying the surface immobilised DNA
probe and observed the mixed SAM of thiolated DNA and mercaptohexanol to be stable
from 30 to 60oC.
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Electrochemical melting curve analysis In Figure 1 the electrochemical responses, as a
function of the temperature, of two different sensors, modified with Mut-probe and Wtprobe, respectively and hybridized with the ferrocene modified mutant sequence are
reported, and the first derivative curves are shown in Figure 2. As can be seen the
melting temperature (T m ) for the fully complementary duplex was 38ºC; whilst for
mismatched duplex the T m 30ºC, and the presence of the mutation can be clearly
distinguished from the wild type. The T m of the duplex in homogenous solution was
observed to be 59ºC using UV-Vis measurements at =260nm. The significantly lower
values obtained for the surface immobilised DNA duplex have also been observed using
other techniques such as those reported by Majumdar [22], who used microcantilevers
and nanomechanical detection of DNA melting, observing lower Tm for surface
tethered duplexes, or Surkus [15], who recently reported a difference of more than 30 ºC
between surface and solution T m .

0,4

Current, µA

Mut-probe duplex
Wt-probe duplex
0,3

0,2

0,1

0
10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

Temperature, ºC
Figure 1. Differential pulse voltammetric (DPV) detection of DF508 Mut-Fc melting curve duplex with
immobilized (mutant and wild type complementariness) probes on the gold electrode surface

A marked decrease in the Tm has also been reported by Peterlinz using surface plasmon
resonance [21], and both Meunier-Prest [11] and Hartwich, using electrochemical
detection [23]. This difference in melting behaviour may be attributed to the effect of
the density of the immobilised DNA probes on charge density, due to the ionisable
phosphate groups. Furthermore, the negatively charged surface of immobilised probes
attracts positive counter-ions from solution, which will result in local ionic strength pH
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and dielectric constant on the surface, which is markedly different from that in the bulk
electrolyte solution.

0.03

Mut-probe duplex
Wt-probe duplex

-(DI/DT)

0.02
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0.00
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40
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50

55

Temperature, ºC
Figure 2. First derivative of the electrochemical melting curves (shown in fig.1) Vs temperature.

The values obtained with those predicted using the approach proposed by Wallace rule
[24], where a good approximation of the melting temperature for short DNA oligos of
14-20 base pairs hybridised to membrane bound DNA targets in the presence of 0.9M
NaCl can be obtained, using equation 1.

T d = 2 (A+T) + 4(G+C)

(Equation 1)

where:
Td is the temperature at which 50% of the oligonucleotides are in their duplex form. A,
G, C, and T are the number of occurrences of each nucleotide. The calculated melting
temperature according to equation 1 was 38 ºC in excellent correlation with the values
we obtained experimentally.
Using the melting curve analysis, it was also possible to identify optimal experimental
conditions for single genosensors designed to detect one specific mutation, or to identify
several mutations that could be detected on one platform using similar thermal
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conditions. From the melting curve analysis, it is clear that at 40 ºC, there should be no
hybridisation whatsoever between the immobilised mutant probe, and the wild type
sequence, whereas 50% of the duplexes between the probe and the mutant sequence
should still be intact. This is shown in Figure 3, where for the mut-wt no hybridisation
has taken place, with no electrochemical signal observed, whereas a good response is
obtained for the mut-mut duplex.

120

Peak height, nA

Mut-probe duplex
100

Wt-probe duplex

80
60
40
20
0

40 ºC
Figure 3. Comparison of the electrochemical response of mut-mut and mut-wt duplexes with applied
temperature of 40 ºC

4. Conclusion:
Here we reported on a facile and widely applicable method for electrochemical melting
curve analysis. Using a model system based on a cystic fibrosis mutation, the melting
curve analysis facilitated a clear discrimination between complementary and noncomplementary DNA with an immobilised probe. Previous reports have demonstrated
the use of ferrocene as a primer label that can be used in the polymerase chain reaction
[25], and a further extension of this work will be the detection of labelled PCR
amplicons. The reported approach can be used in array based detection of mutations,
where probes against specific target mutants/SNPs would be immobilised on individual
electrodes of the array, and the entire array is subject to temperature ramping and the
dissociation of the labelled amplicons from the immobilised probes monitored using
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multiplex potentiostat. Alternatively, and as reported in this work, the melting curve
analysis can be used to optimise conditions for a thermal modulated genosensor
targeting one specific mutation, or group of mutations with similar melting behaviour.
Further work is focused on the detection of SNPs, as well as array based simultaneous
detection of multiple SNPs/mutants using electrochemical melting curve analyses,
representing a cost-effective, easy to use approach with far less complicated detection
systems than required by i-FRET, or fluorescence analysis.
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CHAPTER 7 (Art.6):
Labelless Electrochemical Melting Curve Analysis for
Rapid Detection of Mutations
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Abstract
The completion of the Human Genome Project has resulted in the continuous
identification of mutations associated with genetic diseases or disease predispositions
and the ability to simultaneously analyse many mutations in a gene in a simple, fast, and
inexpensive way is critical. Here we report on a straightforward method for the rapid
detection of mutations exploiting labelless electrochemical melting curve analysis,
using the detection of the cystic fibrosis associated DF508 mutant as a model. A
thiolated probe complementary to the region of Exon 10 of the cystic fibrosis
transmembrane regulatory gene where the ∆508 mutation lies was immobilised on a
gold electrode and hybridised to a synthetic analogue of a single stranded PCR product
for each of the mutant (85 bases) and wild type (83 bases) targets. Conditions were
optimised to exploit the guanine-specific interaction of the electroactive indicator,
methylene blue. Upon hybridisation of the immobilised probe to the target, the number
of guanine bases present increased from 3 to 14, resulting in a significant increase in
signal.

Ramping the temperature caused dentauration of the surface immobilised

duplex, and a concomitant reduction in signal, and using first derivative curves a clear
differentiation between the mutant and wild-type target could be observed.

The

approach can be extended to array based melting curve analysis, allowing the
simultaneous detection of multiple mutations and SNPs, and the melting properties
observed can also be used to design genosensors for single target detection.
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1. Introduction:
The completion of the Human Genome Project has resulted in the continuous
identification of mutations associated with genetic diseases or disease predispositions
and the ability to simultaneously analyse many mutations in a gene in a simple, fast, and
inexpensive way is essential and this requirement has ushered the development of many
techniques and technologies for genotyping 1. DNA duplex stability can be used to
identify mutations; for example, single-stranded conformation polymorphism

2

,

denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis 3 and temperature gradient gel electrophoresis 4,
separate PCR products based on the stability of different conformations

5

.

Hybridisation stability can also be monitored using fluorescence resonance energy
transfer 6, and monitoring of melting curves has been reported as been used as an
additional discriminating dimension in sequencing by hybridisation techniques 7. PCR
product melting analysis was first introduced in 1997

8

and is simple, rapid and

inexpensive but dependents strongly on the dyes and instruments used 9. There have
been advances in DNA melting techniques, e.g. improvements in instrumentation and
data collection

10

; more precise data analysis and fluorescent DNA binding dyes with

improved properties
curve analysis

11

, which have led to the development of high-resolution melting

12

, which has demonstrated several advantages and capabilities for

genotyping and/or mutation scanning 13. It uses the fact that each double-stranded DNA
fragment has its own characteristic melting behaviour, which is dependent on GC
content, length, and sequence of the product, among other factors 5.

Sequence

alterations lead to changes in duplex stability, and thus to changed melting behaviour 14,
which can be easily detected using the most-common first derivative method, or by
means of the shape of the generated melting curves 11. Straight forward melting curve
analysis has been used for genotyping of sequence changes such as single-nucleotide
polymorphisms

15

, insertion/deletion polymorphisms

and internal tandem duplications

12, 18

16

, deletions of varying lengths

17

. Melting curve analysis has some limitations,

such as the effect of the concentration of the fluorescent dye concentration and
temperature transition rates on the absolute position and width of melting curves 5, and
the addition of intercalators such as ethidium bromide increases the melting temperature
and broadens the melting transition 19. In this article, we report on a labelless approach
for electrochemical melting curve analysis. Electrochemistry-based methods are an
attractive alternative due to their low-cost, high-sensitivity, simplicity, compatibility
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with microfabrication techniques and their miniaturisability. There have been reports of
the electrochemical detection of melting temperature have appeared. Brewood et al.
and Marquette et al.

21

20

developed impedance based approaches for the detection of the

melting temperature. Luo et al.

22

, reported on an immobilisation free method for the

melting curve analysis of a DNA-PNA duplex and Surkus et al

23

used melting curve

analysis to explore the effect of ionic strength and number of mismatches on melting
temperature, observing that the melting temperature of the surface immobilised DNA
duplex was significantly lower than in homogenous solution.
Methylene blue (MB), an organic dye belonging to the phenothiazine family, is an
example of a redox active non-metal molecule characterised by having a high affinity
for nucleic acids. Three different mechanisms of MB-DNA interaction have been
recognised: (i) electrostatic interaction with the negatively charged DNA backbone
(ii) intercalation within the DNA double helix

25

24

,

and (iii) preferential binding to free

guanine bases present on single stranded DNA (ss DNA)

26, 27

. Several reports on the

use of MB as a reporting element in electrochemical genosensors can be found in the
literature 26-30. Meunier-Prest et al. 31 studied the melting behaviour of a synthetic model
DNA duplex immobilized onto gold electrodes using methylene blue as an electroactive
intercalator; where duplex melting resulted in the liberation of methylene blue and a
concomitant reduction in signal.
Here, we report on a facile method for labelless electrochemical melting curve analysis
using methylene blue as an electroactive indicator of hybridisation and denaturation. As
a model target to demonstrate the approach, we used the cystic fibrosis associated ∆508
mutation, which represents a 3 base mutation at the 508 position of the cystic fibrosis
transmembrane regulator gene, resulting in deletion of a phenylalanine. A gold
electrode was functionalised with thiolated probe complementary to either the wild type,
or the mutant form, and was hybridised with single stranded synthetic analogues of PCR
products being 83 and 85 bases in length for mutant and wild type target, respectively.
The stability of the immobilised probes at elevated temperatures was evaluated and the
melting curves obtained showed a clear differentiation between wild type and mutant
targets.
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2. Experimental
2.1. Materials and methods
All chemicals and reagents were of analytical grade and used without further
purification. All solutions were prepared in ultra pure water (18 MΩ.cm) obtained using
a “Simplicity Water Purification System” (Millipore, France). The oligonucleotides
used in the study were obtained from Biomers (Germany) and are detailed in Table 1.

Mutant target amplicon

5’ GCC GCG AAT TCA CTA GTG TGG CAC CAT TAA AGA

(83 mer)

AAA TAT CAT TGG TGT TTC CTA TGA TGA ATA TAA TCG
AAT TCC CGC GGC C 3’

Wild type target amplicon

5’ GCC GCG AAT TCA CTA GTG TGG CAC CAT TAA AGA

(85 mer)

AAA TAT CAT CTT TGG TGT TTC CTA TGA TGA ATA TAA
TCG AAT TCC CGC GGC C 3’

Mutant-MB (21 mer)

5’ MB-C6-GAA AAT ATC ATT GGT GTT TCC 3’

Mutant probe (21 mer)

5’ GGA AAC ACC AAT GAT ATT TTC-C6-SH 3’

Wt type probe (21 mer)

5’ AAC ACC AAA GAT GAT ATT TTC-C6-SH 3’

Table 1. Details of oligonucleotides used in this study. The long sequences represent synthetic analogues
of single stranded PCR amplicons

Electrochemical measurements were carried out using an Autolab model PGSTAT 12
potentiostat/galvanostat controlled with the General Purpose Electrochemical System
(GPES) software (Eco Chemie B.V., The Netherlands). A classical three electrode
configuration was used: a Ag/AgCl wire reference electrode, a Pt wire counter electrode
and a thin film Au working electrode prepared as previously described. Working
electrodes were cleaned electrochemically by cycling them (scan rate 100 mVs-1)
between -0.2 and 1.6 V in 0.5 M sulphuric acid until a peak to peak separation below 80
mV was recorded.
Thiolated probe (Mut or Wt) was self assembled, via spotting of 10 µl of a 4 µM
solution, freshly prepared in 1 M KH 2 PO 4, onto the electrode surface and left to
assemble for 3 hours, followed by thorough washing with ultra pure water and
subsequent back-filled by spotting of 10 µl of a 0.01M aqueous solution of
mercaptohexanol onto the electrode surface, which was hen left to incubate for 30
minutes. The sensor was then again extensively washed via sequential immersion in
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0.1 M NaOH, MilliQ water, 0.1 M HCl and MilliQ water, leaving an organized mixed
SAM of chemisorbed DNA probe and MCH.

Effect of temperature on buffer pH and probe stability
An aliquot of the 10 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.5) containing 20 mM of magnesium chloride
was thermostatted, using a water bath, and allowed to stabilise at fixed temperature
intervals (between 30 and 60 ºC with step of 5 ºC) before the pH was measured.
Additionally, the probe stability was measured over the same temperature interval,
using differential pulse voltammetry and methylene blue.

Hybridisation with target sequences and electrochemical melting curve analysis
Target hybridisation was carried out via 1 hour incubation of a 1 µM solution of the
desired target (Mut or WT synthetic PCR analogues) in 20 mM Trizma buffer (pH 7.4)
in the presence of 0.5 M NaCl. Following hybridisation the sensor was washed with 20
mM Trizma buffer (pH 7.4) containing 0.5 M NaCl. Estimation of the hybridisation
level was performed by monitoring the electrochemical reduction of the MB via
immersion of the sensor in an aliquot of a 20mM Trizma (pH 7.4), 0.5 M NaCl buffer
containing 20 μM methylene blue and left to interact for 5 minutes. A differential pulse
voltammogram (DPV) was recorded; as a result a clear reduction wave was visible, in at
ca. -100 mV (vs the Ag/AgCl). Electrode regeneration was performed by immersion in
a 200 mM NaOH solution for two minutes.
It is known that the electrochemical behaviour of methylene blue is influenced by
temperature

31

. In order to overcome this, all electrochemical measurements were

performed at a fixed temperature of 21 ºC. The heating of the sensors were performed
using a Thermomixer compact (Eppendorf Iberica, Spain). This was performed by
immersing the sensor in an Eppendorf containing 500 µl of 20 mM Trizma buffer (pH
7.4) and 0.5 M NaCl buffer previously stabilised to the desired temperature. The
incubation time in the desired temperature was 10 minutes, and then the sensor was
washed within the same temperature by immersing in a thermostatted eppendorf
containing the same buffer solution. Finally, the electrode was transferred to the
measurement solution and let to cool to the room temperature before starting the
measurement.
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Optimisation of salt concentration for maximal discrimination
In order to optimize the salt concentration for maximal discrimination between mutant
and wild type targets, a range of salt concentrations were studied by varying the salt
concentration in the hybridization, wash and measurement buffers, between 0.05M and
0.5M.

Results and discussion:
Previously, we have developed techniques for measuring the melting temperature of
surface immobilised duplexes using a gold film immobilised probe and a fluorophore
labelled complementary. The gold film quenches the fluorescence upon hybridisation
and when heated the duplex dissociates, with the fluorophore moving away from the
gold film, thus giving an increase in fluorescent signal

32

. The melting temperatures

obtained indicated a significant difference in melting temperature as compared to
solution based studies, with the surface immobilised duplex being markedly less stable.
This was further demonstrated in an extension of this work where the fluorescent label
was replaced by either ferrocene or methylene blue and electrochemical melting curve
analysis was carried out to differentiate between the cystic fibrosis ∆508 mutant and
wild type 33. Whilst both these approaches have extensive application for melting curve
analysis of surface tethered DNA duplexes, they require labelling (e.g. labelling of
forward/reverse primer) and have not yet been demonstrated with full length amplicons.
In the work we report here, we carry out labelless electrochemical melting curve
analysis using an immobilised probe that is complementary to the DF508 region of
Exon 10 of the cystic fibrosis transmembrane regulator. The probe is hybridised to a
synthetic analogue of single stranded PCR product of the complementary mutant target
(85 bases) or non-complementary wild type target (83 bases), and the electrochemical
indicator, methylene blue is used to measure the levels of hybridisation. Three different
mechanisms of MB-DNA interaction have been recognised: (i) electrostatic interaction
with the negatively charged DNA backbone, (ii) intercalation within the DNA double
helix and (iii) preferential binding to free guanine bases present on single stranded DNA
(ss DNA).
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of sensor preparation (A) and duplex determination via methylene
blue represented as small blue spheres (B). Inset: Differential pulse voltammograms of Mutant amplicon
captured on the electrode surface. Hybridisation performed from a solution of 1µM target amplicons.
Measurement solution: 20 μM MB in 0.5M NaCl and 20 mM Trizma, pH 7.4.
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In previous work, we elucidated optimal conditions to minimise methylene blue-DNA
electrostatic interactions so that guanine-specific interactions would predominate 34, The
hybridisation with the targets add free guanine bases to the electrode surface duplex
through the lateral sides of the amplicon which are not participating in hybridisation,
increasing the number of guanines from 3 present in the immobilised probe to 14
present in the duplex formed upon hybridisation, resulting in significant increase in
signal. Typical DPV results obtained upon hybridisation are presented in the inset of
Figure 1B, where a clear reduction wave is visible at ca. -100 mV (vs the Ag/AgCl).
Prior to carrying out the temperature ramping experiments, the probe stability over the
temperature range to be studied was determined. There are several reports outlining the
thermal stability of alkanethiol and DNA monolayers, reporting desorption from gold
surface, ranging from 55 °C 35, 36 and 90 °C 37, dependent on the surface chemistry. We
carried out an evaluation of the thermal stability using a DNA specific electroactive
indicator, methylene blue as a means of quantifying the surface immobilised DNA
probe and observed the mixed SAM of thiolated DNA and mercaptohexanol to be stable
from 30 to 60oC, as can be seen in Figure 2.

peak height, -nA

300

250

200

150
10

30

50

70

90

Temperature, ºC
Figure 2. The temperature influence on the 21 bp mutant complementary probe immobilized on the gold
electrode surface. The immobilized electrode was heated in buffer solution (0.5M NaCl and 20 mM
Trizma, pH 7.4) and the electrochemical detection via methylene blue was achieved in constant
temperature, room temperature. Measurement solution: 20 μM MB in 0.5M NaCl and 20 mM Trizma, pH
7.4.
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Additionally, the pH of Tris buffer solution is known to be influenced by the
temperature, whilst the melting temperature of the DNA is not affected by a change in
pH within the range of pH values from 6.5 to 8.0 38. In order to ensure that the change in
pH under the temperature range used in this work, a study of the variation of the pH of
the buffer with the temperature was performed. The pH value of the buffer solution
clearly varied with the temperature with a slope of 0.02 pH unit per 1 ºC. UV-based
melting temperature studies were carried out within this pH range and the change in pH
between 6.5 and 8 had no effect on the melting temperature.

Effect of ionic strength
The ionic strength is critical in the stabilisation of DNA duplexes. In order to optimize
the ionic strength employed for the labelless electrochemical melting analysis, as well
as the ionic strength for a maximal differentiation between wild type and mutant targets,
a study of the effect of the concentration of NaCl in the hybridisation buffer and
washing buffer was carried out (the concentration in the measurement buffer was
maintained at 0.5M in order to minimise electrostatic interactions).
The results are presented as percentage increase in signal as compared to base signal as
detailed below and the results can be clearly seen in Figure 2.

Signal variation (%) = 100 x [(i amp - i reg ) / i reg ]

(1)

Where:

i amp Peak current recorded with hybridised target
i reg Peak currents after regeneration i.e. denaturation of formed duplex
In Table 2 the signal variations recorded for the hybridisation of the fully
complementary target (Mut) and those recorded for the three mismatches target (WT),
as a function of three different salt concentrations, is reported. The increase in NaCl
concentration in the hybridisation buffer resulted in an increase of the efficiency of the
hybridisation process; for example by increasing the NaCl concentration from 0.05 M to
0.5 M an increase in analytical response, from about 9 to 36%, was recorded. Moreover
the increase in the Na+ concentration in the hybridisation buffer allowed a better
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discrimination between the Mut and WT synthetic targets. From the above studies, it
was decided to carry out the melting curve analysis in the presence of 0.5 M NaCl.

[NaCl], mM

Mut amplicon , signal

WT amplicon , signal

signal variation

variation, %

variation, %

difference , %

50

30,5 (± 0.314)

21,584 (± 2.455)

8,916

200

78,74 (± 0.554

62,01(± 5.695)

16,73

500

121,01(± 4.93)

84,59 (± 2.514)

36,42

Table 2. Effect of ionic strength on discrimination factor between mutant and wild type
targets.

Labelless electrochemical melting curve analysis
The effect of temperature on the fully matched DF508 mutant amplicon and three
mismatched wild type amplicon duplexes with the immobilised mutant probe is shown
in Figure 3a. The melting behaviour of the two different electrode surface duplexes
shows a clear discrimination between the DF508 mutant amplicon and the
corresponding wild type amplicon. To pinpoint the exact melting temperature (i.e. the
inflection point of an electrochemical melting curve), the first derivative of the
electrochemical melting curve vs temperature is plotted in Figure 3b for fully and 3
mismatches complementary cases. The melting temperature for the fully complementary
duplex is 57 ºC and for the three-mismatched case is 35 ºC.
Using the melting curve analysis, it was also possible to identify optimal experimental
conditions for single genosensors designed to detect one specific mutation, or to identify
several mutations that could be detected on one platform using similar thermal
conditions. An enhancement in discrimination between DF508 mutant and wild type
amplicons was achieved via increasing temperature. The discrimination ratio is based on
the increasing percentage ratios of obtained signal, comparing mutant and wild type
amplicons. By increasing the temperature from 27ºC to 55ºC, the discrimination factor
increased from 1.1 to 4.3, demonstrating the usefulness of temperature modulation for
genosensors.
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Figure 3. Melting curves of the mutant and wild type amplicon duplexes with mutant complementary
probe immobilized on the electrode surface. The methylene blue voltammograms represented at each
temperature is a result of the measurement of the pre-heated electrode surface separately in a buffer
solution (0.5M NaCl and 20 mM Trizma, pH 7.4) and then cooled to the room temperature. Measurement
solution: 20 μM MB in 0.5M NaCl and 20 mM Trizma, pH 7.4 (A). First derivative of the
electrochemical melting curves (shown in Fig. 4A) Vs temperature (B).
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Conclusion:
Here we reported on a facile and widely applicable method for labelless electrochemical
melting curve analysis. Using a model system based on the cystic fibrosis mutation, the
melting curve analysis of synthetic analogues of single stranded PCR amplicons,
facilitated a clear discrimination between complementary and non-complementary DNA
with an immobilised probe. The approach does not require labelling and the melting
curve analysis can be carried out at low concentrations of target DNA. The reported
approach can be used in array based detection of mutations, where probes against
specific target mutants/SNPs would be immobilised on individual electrodes of the
array, and the entire array is subject to temperature ramping and the dissociation of the
amplicons from the immobilised probes monitored using a multiplex potentiostat.
Alternatively, and as also reported in this work, the melting curve analysis can be used
to optimise conditions for a thermal modulated genosensor targeting one specific
mutation, or group of mutations with similar melting behaviour.

Further work is

focused on moving to detection of SNPs, as well as array based simultaneous detection
of multiple SNPs/mutants using electrochemical melting curve analyses, representing a
cost-effective, easy to use approach with far less complicated detection systems than
required by i-FRET, or fluorescence analysis.
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CHAPTER 8:
Conclusions and future work
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8. Conclusions and future work

8.1. Conclusions

This PhD had a vision to evaluate different electrochemical based genosensors for the
detection of cystic fibrosis mutations.

Using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, the assessment of the possibility of
discriminating between “wild type” and “mutant” sequences was performed using short
models and synthetic PCR analogues. It was clearly illustrated that despite the fact that
the 15 bases long probe was able to provide good selectivity for the short model, a
longer probe was required for the longer oligonucleotides chains representing PCR
product analogues. Additionally, the increase in probe length resulted in higher stability
of the target-probe duplex reducing the selectivity of the assay. A discrimination factor
of ca. 1.5 was obtained.

An alternative approach was investigated with the objective of achieving a better
discrimination factor exploiting a DNA specific electroactive indicator. To this end, a
detection platform exploiting the base specific electroactive marker (methylene blue),
for the unambiguous detection of the DF508 mutation of CF was explored. The
assessment of the possibility of discriminating between “wild type” and “mutant”
sequences was performed using two synthetic single stranded PCR analogues.
Electrochemical and fluorescence studies facilitated further insight into the MB/DNA
interaction mechanisms that are involved in the electrochemical detection,
demonstrating that electrostatic interaction and weak bases interaction play a more
prominent role at concentrations of NaCl lower than 0.2 M, whilst guanine specific
contribution was observed to become predominant for NaCl concentrations higher than
0.2 M. The electrochemical detection of the specific sequences was quantitative for
target concentrations between 10 and 50 nM (R2 = 0.991) with a limit of detection of
2.64 nM, and a discrimination factor of ca. 1.5 was obtained.

As no improvement in discrimination was obtained using the specific DNA
electroactive indicator methylene blue, electrochemical molecular beacon were
investigated as another alternative for the differentiation between cystic fibrosis DF508
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mutant and the corresponding wild type. The immobilised beacon probe was
complementary in its loop region for DF508 mutant target with 18 base length. The
effect of different buffer solutions was examined and PBS-T was selected to be
optimum. Both backfilling and co-immobilisation procedures for the immobilization of
the beacon probe were investigated, and the latter was found to be more stable and
reproducible. A melting temperature value of 31.5 ºC was obtained for the immobilised
beacon probe, assuring its stability at room temperature in which the discrimination
experiments were carried out. A hybridisation time of 20 minutes was sufficient to
reach plateau behaviour and 45 minutes was taken as an optimum time to assure
complete hybridisation between targets and the immobilised beacon probe on the
electrode surface. The discrimination between cystic fibrosis DF508 mutant and the
corresponding wild type complementary was achieved. The signal loss percentage was
taking as a reference value in which a discrimination factor of ca. 2.5 was obtained. The
electrochemical molecular beacon was also applied for the discrimination between one
base mismatch mutant and wild type, namely, V520F. The results obtained were
reasonable if compared with three base mismatched DF508 case.

In order to improve the discrimination factor between mutant and wild type, an
application of stringency conditions were tested. An attempt to improve sensor
selectivity exploiting the use of formamide in the hybridisation buffer was investigated
but was not suitable for the reported detection mechanism as the presence of formamide
affected the probe stability.

As the use of formamide was not suitable, the use f temperature modulation was
explored.

A facile means of accurately determining the Tm of surface anchored

duplexes exploiting the fluorescence quenching effect of gold was illustrated, which can
be applied to planar gold surfaces, or gold spherical structures, such as nanoparticles.
Using the method of backfilling with mercaptohexanol, resulting in a mixed selfassembled monolayer of DNA probes and mercaptohexanol, which gave rise to melting
temperatures 5ºC and 11ºC lower than their solution based counterparts. The approach
was applied to an elucidation of optimal conditions for detection of the cystic fibrosis
associated DF508 mutation, a 3bp deletion. Melting temperatures for a surface
immobilised probe complementary to the mutant and its hybrids with complementary
mutant and non-complementary wild type under a range of conditions were elucidated,
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and based on these conditions for complete differentiation between mutant and wild
type established.

A new approach for an electrochemical based melting temperature methodology for
cystic fibrosis DF508 mutant discrimination was also exploited, where the 15 bp mutant
target was labelled with a ferrocene redox label achieved via a conjugation preparation
method. The labelled target was hybridised with its fully complementary mutant probe
as well as with a wild tope probe and a melting curve analysis was carried out for both
indicating the optimum discrimination temperature. At 40 ºC there could be fully
discrimination between mutant and wild type, where the latter is nearly completely dehybridised from electrode surface.

In electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, the introduction of a high temperature
wash was demonstrated to be an effective route to a discrimination factor enhancement
between PCR analogous amplicon targets. On the route to implement thermally
modulated approach in EIS measurements the influence of the temperature on the
selectivity of the probes was evaluated using SPR showing that 40 ºC allowed the best
discrimination. Moreover the stability of the sensor surface chemistry with temperature
was investigated. The implementation of the previous results in the EIS measurements,
in the form of high temperature post-hybridisation wash clearly resulted in a
considerable improvement of the selectivity. Finally in this work the use of a multipleparameters detection platform was demonstrated to achieve a clear and definitive
discrimination between the different possible forms of the targeted genomic region.

Based on the reported methylene blue work, an approach to discriminate the cystic
fibrosis DF508 mutation from the Cystic fibrosis wild type sequence based on melting
curve analysis employing methylene blue as reporter was investigated. The assessment
of the possibility of discriminating between “wild type” and “mutant” sequences was
performed using two synthetic single stranded PCR analogues. In order to avoid the
methylene blue signal change under temperature effect, all the differential pulse
voltammetric measurements were taken at a fixed (room) temperature . The
immobilised mutant complementary probe on the gold electrode surface was
demonstrated to be stable up to 70 ºC. The ionic strength was also optimized and 0.5M
NaCl was found to be the optimum salt concentration. As previously mentioned, the
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change in pH of trizma buffer with temperature was also demonstrated not affect the
hybridisation efficiency. Using the melting curve analysis, the discrimination factor
between mutant and wild type amplicons was improved via rising the temperature to be
ca.4.26 at 55ºC which could be the optimum temperature in which the 3 mismatched
duplex-MB signal is very near to the regeneration current level.

8.2. Future work

Based on the data and results illustrated in the PhD thesis, our future work is aiming to
have a genosensors that can distinguish between more than one mutation of the most
common Cystic fibrosis mutations. Melting curve analysis could be utilised in the
multiplex detection of several mutations.
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